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ABSTRACT 
Saturn V AS-509 (A cl110 
Standard Time.(EST ! 
14 Mission) was launched at 16:03:02.00 Eastern 
on January 31, 1371, from Kennedy Space Center, 
Canplex 39, Pad A. Launch was originally scheduled for 15:23:00.00 
EST; however, the count was held for approximately 40 minutes because 
of weather conditions in the launch area. The vehicle lifted off on a 
launch azimuth of 90 degrees east of north and rolled to a flight azi- 
mth of 75.558 degrees east of north. The launch vehicle successfully 
placed the manned spacecraft in the planned translunar injection coast 
mode. The S-IVB/IU impacted the lunar surface within the planned target 
area. Preliminary assessment of data indicates that the inflight elec- 
trophoretic separation, c-sites casting and flar and convection 
demonstration were successful. 
All Mandatory and Desirable Objectives of this mission for the launch 
vehicle were accomplished except the precise determination of the lunar 
impact point. It is expected that this will be accomplished at a later 
date. No failures, anomalies, or deviations occurred that seriously 
affected the mission. 
Any questions or coesaents pertaining to the information contained in 
this report are invited and should be directed to: 
Director, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 
Attention: Chairman, Saturn Flight Evaluation Working 
Group, SIEGE-LA (Phone 205-453-2462) 
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MISSION PLAN 
The AS-509 flight (Apollo 14 Mission) is the ninth flight in the Apollo/ 
Saturn V flight program, the fourth lunar landing mission, and the 
second landing planned for the lunar highlands. The planned mission 
and randing are to accomplish the objectives originally assigned to the 
aborted Apollo 13 Mission. The primary mission objectives are: al per- 
form selenological inspection, survey, and sampling of materials in a 
preselected region of the Fra Mauro formation; b) deploy and activate 
the Apollo Lmar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP); c) develop mn's 
capability to work in the lunar environment; and d) obtain photographs 
of candidate exploration sites. The crew consists of Alan B. Shepard, Jr. 
(Mission Cotmnander), Stuart A. Roosa (Command Module Pilot), and 
Edgar B. Mitchell [Lunar Module Pilot). 
The AS-509 Launch Vehicle (LV) is composed of the S-IC-9, S-11-9, and 
S-IVB-509 stages, and Instrument Unit (IU)-509. The Spacecraft (SC) 
consists of SC/Lunar Module (LM) Adapter (SLA)-17, Conwnd and Service 
Module (CSM)-110, and LM-8. 
Vehicle launch from Complex 39A at Kennedy Space Center (WC) is along 
a 90 degree azimuth with a roll to a flight ariuuth of approximately 
75.6 degrees measured east of true north. Vehicle mass at ignition is 
6.508.444 llnn. 
The S-IC stage powered flight is approximately 165 seconds; the S-II 
stage provides powered flight for approximately 390 seconds. The 
S-IVB stage bum of approximately 141 seconds inserts the S-IVB/IU/SlA/ 
LM/CSM into a circular 100 n mi altitude (referenced to the earth 
equatorial radius) Earth Parking Orbit (EPO). Vehicle mass at orbit 
insertion is 301,108 lbm. 
At approximately 10 seconds after EPO insertion, the vehicle is aligned 
with the local horizontal. Continuous hydrogen venting is initiated 
shortly after EPO insertion and the LV and CSM systems are checked in 
preparation for the Translunar Injertion (TLI) burn. During the second 
or third revolution in EPO, the S-IVB stage is restarted and bums for 
approximately 356 seconds. This bum injects the S-IVB/IU/SLA/LM/CsM 
into a free-return, translunar trajectory. 
\I;.ithin 15 minutes after TL!, the vehicic initiates an inertial attitude 
hold for CSM separation, docking and ?M ejection. Following the attitude 
freeze Q the CSM separates from the LV and the SLA panels are jettisoned. 
ihe ZSM then ------ trar?spuses and docks to the LM After docking, the CSM/LM 
is sprina ejected from the S-IVB/IU. Following separation of the combined 
CSE,,/L!f fkJ,m the S-IVP/IU, the S-IVB/IU will perform a yaw maneuver and 
an &J-second burn of the S-IV6 Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) ullage 
engines to propel the S-!VB/- I!! a safe distance away from the spacecraft. 
jubsequent to the completicn of the S-IVB/IU evasive maneuver, the S-IVB/ 
iU is placed on a trajectory such that it wjll impact the lunar surface 
jn the vjcinity of the Apollo 12 landing sjte. The impact trajectory is 
achfe~ed by prap;is'lIve venting of liquid hydrogen (I-Hz), dumping of 
1 i qui d oxygen (LOX) and by firing the APS engines. The S-IVB/IU imoact 
will be recorded by the seismograph deployed during the Apollo 12 mission, 
S-IVB/!U lunar impact is predicted at approximately 82 hours 24 minutes 
af*ar larlnrh -7 ..b. IV"iib... 
Three in-light demonstrations designed to demonstrate the effects of a 
Zero-6 environment will be flown on Apollo 14. These incl :de an elec- 
trophore-.ic separation demonstration, a composites casting demonstration 
and a b:at flow and convection demonstration. These self-contained ex- 
periments will be activated by the astronauts during the translunar/ 
transearth coast periods. 
During the three day translunar coast, the astronauts will perform star- 
earth landmark sightings, Inertial Measuremnt Unit (IMU) alignments, 
general lunar navigation procedures and possibly four midcourse correc- 
tions. One of these maneuvers will transfer the SC into a low-periselenum 
non-free-return translunar trajectory at approximately 28 hours after TLI. 
At approximately 82 hours and 38 minutes, a Service Propulsion System 
(SPS), Lunar &bit Insertion (LOI) burn of approximately 367 seconds 
inserts the CSM/LM into a 57 by 170 n mi altitude parking orbit. 
Approximately two revolutions after LOI, a 21.4~second SPS burn kill 
adjust the orbit into a 10 by 58 n mi altitude. The LM is entered by 
astronauts Shepard and Mitchell, and checkout is acconpli shed. During 
the twelfth ret,;lution in orbit, at 104.5 hours, the LM separates from 
the CSM and prepares for the lunar descent. The CSM is then inserted 
into a 56 by 63 n mi altitude orbit using a 3.8 second SPS burn. The 
LM descent propulsion systen is used to brake the LM into the proper 
landing trajectory and maneub'er the LM during descent to the lunar 
surface. 
Following lunar lending, two 4.25-hour Extravehicular Activity (EVA) 
time periods are scheduled during which the astronauts will explore the 
lunar surface, examine the LM exterior, photograph the lunar terrain, 
and deploy scientific instruments. The total stay time on the lunar 
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surface is open-ended, wi ii! a planned maximum of 35 hours, depending upon 
the outcome of current lunar surface operations planning and of real-time 
operational decisions. After the EVA, the astronauts prepare the LM 
ascent propulsion system for lunar ascent. 
The CSM performs a plane change approximately 24 hours before lunar ascent. 
Ft approximately 142.4 hours, the ascent stage inserts the LM into a 
9 by 51 n mi altitude lunar orbit. At approximately 144 hours the rendez- 
vous and docking with the CSM are accomplished. 
Following docking, equipment transfer, and decontamination procedures, 
+~-a lM A=rn*+ =+=n= is jettisoned and targeted to impact the lunar surface ".ib LIE v--i-bll. .3b"yb
between Apollo 12 end Apollo 14 landing sites. Seismometer readings will 
be provided from both sites. Following LM ascent stage deorbit burn, the 
CSM performs a plane change to photograph future landing sites. Photo- 
graphing and landmark tracking will be performed during revolutions 40 
through 44. Transearth Injection (TEI) is accomplished at the end of 
revolution 46 at apDroximately 167 hours and 29 minutes with a 135-second 
SPS burn. 
During the 73-hour transearth coast, the astronauts will perform navi- 
gation procedures, star-earth-moon sightings, and possibly three midcourse 
corrections. The Service Module (SM) will separate from the Cmnd 
Module (CM) 15 minutes before reentry. Splashdown will occur in the 
Pacific Ocran approximately 216 hours and 42 minutes after liftoff. 
After the recovery operations, a biological quarantine is imposed on 
the crew and CM. An incubation period of 18 days from splashdown (21 days 
from lunar ascent) is required for the astronauts. The hardware fnctibation 
period is the time required to analyze certain lunar samples. 
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FLIGHT SUWARY 
The seventh manned Saturn V Apollo space vehicle, AS-509 (Apollo 14 Mis- 
sion) was launched at 16:03:02 Eastern Standard Time (EST) on January 31, 
19?1 from Kennedy Space Center, Complex 39, Pad A. The launch was scheci- 
uled for 15:23:X ES? but was delayed approximately 40 minutes because of 
weather conditions in the launch area. The basic performance of the 
launch vehicle was satisfactory and this ninth launch of the Saturn V/ 
Apollo successfully perforated all mandatory and desirable objectives. All 
aspects of the S-IVB/IU lunar impact objective were accomplished success- 
fully except for precise detennfnation of the impact point. Preliminary 
assessments indicate that the final impact solution will satisfy the nis- 
sion objective. 
The ground systea~ supporting countdown and launch performed satisfactorily. 
System component failures and malfunctions requlrin 
corrected during countdam without causing unschedu ed holds. Propellant 0 
corrective actlon were 
tanking was accomplished satisfactorily. Damage to the pad, Launch Will- 
cal Tower (LUT) and support equimnt was minor. 
The vehicle was launched on an azimuth 90 degrees east of north. A roll 
maneuver was Initiated at 12.8 seconds that placed the vehicle on a flight 
azilrrrth of 75.558 degrees east of north. The trajectory parameters frcnn 
launch to TLI were close to nominal. Earth parking orbit insertion con- 
ditions were achieved 1.72 seconds earlier than nominal at a heading 
angle 0.071 degree less than naminal. TlI was achieved 4.99 seconds 
earlier than nominal. The trajectory parroters at Conrrand and Service 
lbdule (CSM) separation deviated fm Mlminal since the event occurred 
181.0 seconds later than predicted. 
All S-XC propulsion systenr perforwd satlsfacturil 
E 
. 
(averaged from tine zero to Outboard Engine Cutoff 
Stage site thrust 
higherthanpredicted. 
OECO]) was 0.65 percent 
Total propellant consurptlon rate was 0.42 percent 
higher than predfcted with the consd Mixture Ratio (m) 0.94 percent 
higher than predicted. 
dicted. 
Specific lnpulse was 0.23 oercent hi 
Total propellant consungtion frorr Holddown Ana (HIM 
OEUl was low by 0.15 percent. 
s 
her than pre- 
release to 
Center Engine Cutoff (CECD) was initiated 
by the Instrurmt Unit (IU) as planned. Outboard engine cutoff, initiated 
by LOX lar level sensors, occurred 0.94 s-d earlier than predicted. 
The LOX residual at DECO was 42,570 lbn -red to the predicted 42,257 lbm. 
The fuel residual at OECO was 32,312 lbm c-red to the predicted 
3? ,6X lb!!?. This was the first f!ight which inc~~p~~ated a venturi in 
the LOX pressurizaticn system TV replace the GOX FEW CQntFQl Valve (GFCV). 
The system peFiQrmed satisfactorily and all performance requirements were 
met, although the LOX ullage pressure drifted below the minimum predicted 
revel at 140 seconds. 
S-If hydraulic system performance was normal throughout the flight. 
The S-II prQpulsiQn system performed satisfactorily throughout the flight. 
CECO occurred as planned and OECU occurred 2.15 seconds later than pre- 
dicted. The later than predicted OECO was a result of ?oweF than pre- 
.-I;.-+arl Cl 
UILLC" I I wrates during the lw E ngine Mixtut-e Ratio (EMR) p~~ti~fi of the 
Cl<-L.+ TICWl lVCQl stage thi-iist at the standard time slice (61 seconds after 
Sri?"ingine Start Command [ESC!) was 0.25 percent below predicted. Total 
propellant flQwrate, including pressurization flow, was 0.12 percent 
below predicted and stage specific imptilse was 0.19 percent below predicted 
at the standard time slice. Stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.18 
percent above predicted. Engine thrust buildup and cutoff transients were 
normal. A center engine LOX feedline accumulator was installed for the 
first time on this flight as a POGO suppression device. The accumulator 
system was effective in suppressing POGO type oscillations. The pro- 
pellant management system performance was satisfactory throughout pro- 
pellant 1Qading and flight. However, during the helium injection at T-4 
~QUN s the LOX Overfiil Shutoff (OFSO) sensor indicated wet approximately 
15 percent of each minute. At this time an investigation was made to 
determine if a time period violation of the Launch Mission Rule (LMR) 
might occur later during terminal sequence. The investigation indicated 
that this would not be a problem, and propellant loading operations were 
ccntinued and progressed without incident. The new pneumatically actuated 
engine Mixture Ratio Control Valves (MU) were used for the first time 
in flight and operated satisfactorily. The performance of the LH2 tank 
pressurization system was satisfactory and within predicted limits. The 
LOX tank pressurization system operatei sufficiently to satisfy all mission 
objectives; however, the LOX ullage pressure was below that predicted 
near the end of S-11 flight. The low LOX ullage pressure is attributed 
to restricted flow through the LOX tank pressurization regulator subse- 
quent to iOX step pressurization. The regulator is being replaced with 
an orifice for AS-510 and subsequent stages. Engine sclrvicing operations, 
required tQ condition the engines , were satisfactorily accmlished. 
Engine start tank conditions were marginal at S-I! ESC because of the 1Qwer 
start tank relief valve settings caused by warmer than usual start tank 
temperatures. These wamr temperatures were a result of the hold prior 
to launch. Revised hold option procedures are under consideration for 
AS-510. The recirculation, helium injection, and valve actuation systems 
perfomd satisfactorily. 
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S-II hydraulic system oetformance was normal throughout the flight. 
The S-IVB stage J-2 engine operated satisfactorily throughout the opera- 
tional phase of first and second burn and had normal shutdowns. S-IVB 
first burntime was 4.i seconds less than predicted. Approximately 2.4 
seconds of the shorter burntime can be attributed to higher S-NE per- 
formance. The remainder can be attributed to the S-K and S-II stage 
performance and the change in the flight azimuth. The engine performance 
during first bum, as determined from standard altitude reconstruction 
analysis, deviated from the predicted Start Tank Discharge Valve (STDV) 
open +130-second time slice by 1.48 percent for thrust and 0.14 percent 
for specific impulse. The S-IVE! stage first burn Engine Cutoff (ECO) was 
initiated by the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) at 700.56 seconds. 
The Continuous Vent System (CVS) adequately regulated LH2 tank ullage 
pressure at an average level of 19.2 psia during orbit, and the Oxygen/ 
Hydrogen (02/H2) burner satisfactorily achieved LH2 and LOX tank repres- 
surization for restart. Engine restart conditions were within specified 
limits.. The restart at full open Propellant Utilization (PU) valve posi- 
tion was successful. S-IV3 second bumtime was 5.5 seconds less than 
predicted. The engine performance during second bum, as determined from 
the standard altitude reconstruction analysfs, deviated fn#n the predicted 
STDU +200-second tinrc slice by 1.57 percent for thrust and 0.14 percent 
for specific impulse. Second bum EC0 was initiated by the LVDC at 
9263,24 seconds (02:34:23.24). A small shift in LOX chilldwn flowrate 
and pump differential pressure observed durfng boost has been determined 
to be due to vehicle induced longitudinal dynamics. Subsequent to second 
burn, the stage propellant tanks and helitan spheres were safed satis- 
factorily. Sufficient impulse was derived from LOX dup. LH2 CVS opera- 
tion and Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) ullage bum to achieve a 
successful lunar Impact within the planned target area. The APS 
pressurization system operated nomlly throughout the flfght except 
for a hel5um leak in Module No. 1 from 5 to I hours. The magnitude 
and duration of tt s leak was not large enough to present any problems. 
S-III6 hydraulic system perfomnce was satisfactory during the entire 
mission. 
The structural loads experienced during the S-IC boost phase were well 
below design values. The mnxfnwr bending mmnt occurred at the S-IC 
LOX tank and was 45 percent af the c&sign value. Thrust cutoff transients 
experienced by AS-509 were simflar to those of previous flights. The 
maxiwum longitudinal dytwic responses at the Ii.! were ?0.25 g at S-IC 
CECO and 9.35 g at OECO. The #gnitudes of the th-Jst cutoff responses 
are considered nomal. During S-IC stage boost, 4 to 5 hertz oscilla- 
tions were detected beginning at approximately 100 seconds. The maximun 
amplitude l~asured at the IU was to.06 g. Oscillations in the 4 to 5 
hertz range have been observed on previous flights and are considered 
to be normal vehicle response to flight environment. POGO ciid not occur 
during S-IC boost. The S-II stage center engine LOX feedline accumulator 
successfully inhibited the 14 to 16 hertz PO63 oscillations experienced 
on previous flights. A peak response of f0.6 g was measured on engine 
No. 5 gimbal pad during steady state engine operation. As on previous 
flights, low amplitude 11 hertz oscillations were experienced near the 
end of S-II burn. Peak engine No. 1 gimbal pad response was 20.16 g. 
POGO did not occur during S-II boost. The POGC limiting backup cutoff 
system performed satisfac;oriiy during prelaunch and flight operation. 
The structural loads experienced during the S-IVB stage burns were well 
below design values. During first burn the S-IVB experienced low ampli- 
tude, 16 to 20 hertz oscillations. The amplitudes measured on the gimbal 
block were comparable to previous flights and well within the expected 
range of values. Similarly, S-IVB second burn produced intenr,ittent 
low amplitude oscillations in the 12 to 14 hertz frequency range which 
peakEd near second burn cutoff. 
The guidance and navigation system performed satisfactorily in the accom- 
plishment of all mission objectives. The ST-124#-3 inertial platforw, 
the Launch Vehicle Data Adapter (LVDA), and the LVDC performance was 
satisfactory. LVDA telemetry, however, indicated one hardware measure- 
ment failure. The LVDA internal hardware monitor of the switch selector 
register driver status did not indicate the correct state of the bit 
5 driver. This is a nmzasurement for telemetry only; performance of tne 
driver and all associated switch selector function; was unaffected and 
satisfactory. 
The AS-509 control system, which was essentially the saw as that of 
AS-508, perfomd satisfactorily. The Flight Control Computer (FCC), 
Thrust Vector Control (TVC) System, and APS satisfied all requiremnts 
for vehicle attitude control during the flight. Bending and slosh dy- 
namics were adequately stabilized. The prelaunch programed yaw, roll, 
and pitch maneuvers were properly executed during S-IC boost. During 
the maximum dynamic pressure region of flight, the launch vehicle ex- 
perienced winds that were less than g5-percentile January winds. The 
!naxiRum average pitch and yaw engine deflections were in the maximun 
dynamic pressure region. S-IC/S-II first and second plane separations 
were acconepllshed with no significant attitude deviations. Related data 
indicate that the S-IC retromotors perfomd as expected. At Iterative 
Guidance Mode (NH) initiation, a pitchup transient occurred similar to 
that seen on previous flights. The S-II retromotors and S-IV6 ullage 
motors performed as expected and provided a normal S-II/S-IVB separation. 
Satisfactory control of the vehicle was maintained during first and 
second S-IV8 bcms and during coast in Earth Parking Orbit (EPO). During 
the CSW separation from the S-IV&/ID and during the Transposition, Docking, 
and Ejection (T@&E) maneuver, the control system maintained the vehicie 
in a fixed inertial attitude to provide a stable docking platform. 
Following TD&E, S-IVB/IiJ attitude control was maintained during the 
evasive maneuver, the maneuver to lunar impact attitude, and the LOX 
Jump and APS burn. 
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The AS-509 launch vehicle electrical systems and Emergency Detection 
System (EM) performed satisfactorily throughout all phases of flight. 
Operation of the batteries, power supplies, inverters, Exploding Bridge 
Wire (EBW) firing units and switch selectors was normal. 
Vehicle base pressure and base thermal environments, in general, were 
similar to those experienced on earlier flights. The environmental con- 
trol system performance was satisfactory. 
All elements of the data system perfoFn#d satisfactorily throughout 
flight except the IU telemetry system. The DPl-AD 270 nultiplaxer data - 
and the 410K multiplexer data were lost at 0.409 second and at 
10,955.861 seconds (03:02:35.861), respectively. In addition the DP-1 
telemetry RF output measurement changed abruptly several times during 
the flight. The vehicle measurement reliability was 95.5 percent. 
Telemetry performance was normal except for the noted problems. Radio- 
frequency (RF) propagation was generally good, though the usual problems 
due to flame effects and staging were experienced. Usable VHF data were 
received until 18,360 seconds (C5:06:00). The Secure Range Safety Com- 
mand Systems (SRSCS) on the S-IC, S-II and S-IVB stages were ready to 
perform their functions properly, on comnd, if flight conditions during 
the launch phase had required destruct. The system properly safed the 
S-IVB on a comMnd transmitted from Bermuda (BDA) at 710.2 seconds. The 
performance of the Comwrand and Comnication System (CCS) was excellent. 
Usable CCS telemetry data were received until 53,039 seconds (14:43:59) 
when the telemetry subcarrier was inhibited. Carnarvon (CRO), Goldstone 
(GDS), Hawaii (HAN), Honeysuckle (HSK), and Merritt Island Launch Area 
(MILA) were receiving CCS signal carrier until S-IVB/IU lunar impact. 
Good tracking data were received from the C-Band radar, with BOA indi- 
cating final Loss of Signal (LOS) at 28,950 seconds (08:02:30). The 
65 ground engineering cmneras provided good data during the launch. 
All aspects of the S-IvB/IU Lunar Impact objective were accomplished 
successfully except the precise determination of the impact point. The 
final impact solution is expected to satisfy the mission objective. At 
297.472.17 seconds (82:37:52.17) (actual time of occurrence at the moon) 
the S-IVB?IU impacted the lunar surface at approximately 8.07 degrees 
south latitude and 26.04 degas west longitude, which is approximately 
294 kilometers (159 n mi) from the target of 1.596 degrees south latitude 
and 33.25 degrees west longitude. 
ft/s). 
Impact velocity was 2543 m/s (8343 
The mission objectives were to maneuver the S-IVB/IU such that 
it would have at least a 50 percent probability of impacting the lunar 
surface within 350 kiloa#ters (189 n mi) of the target, and to determine 
the actual impact point within 5 kilometers (2.7 n ni), and the time of 
impact within 1 second. 
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Three inflight demonstsations designed to denronstrate the effects of a 
Zero g environment were flown on Apollo 14. These included an electro- 
phoretic separation demonstration, a composites Casting demQnStFatiQn 
and a heat flQw and convection demonstration. Preliminary assessment of 
the aata indicates that all demonstrations were successful. The degree 
of success will be determined when final data are received and evaluated. 
JUllI 
MISSION OBJECTIVES ACCOWLISHMENT 
Table 1 presents the MSFC Mandatory Objectives and Desirable Objectives 
as defined in the “Saturn V Apollo 14/AS-509 Mission Implementation Plan," 
MSFC Document PM-SAT-8010.7 (Rev. A), dated Januav 15, 1971. An assess- 
ment of the degree of accomplishment of each objective is shown. Discussion 
supporting the assessment can be found in other sections of this report as 
shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Mission Objectives Accmlishment 
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FAIldRES, ANOMALIES AND DEVIATIONS 
Evaluarion of the launch vehicle data revealed no failure, no anomaiies, 
and four deviations. The deviatiow are summarized !n Table 2; 
Table 2. Sumnary of Deviations 
iu :emmtry 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PURPOSE 
This report provides the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) Headquarters, and other interested agencies, with the launch 
vehicle evaluation results of the AS-509 flight (Apollo 14 Mission). 
The basic objective of flight evaluation is to acquire, reduce, analyze, 
evaluate and report on flight data to the extent required to assure 
future mission success and vehicle reliability. To accomplish this 
objective, actual flight failures and deviations are identified, zheir 
causes determined, and information made available for corrective action. 
1.2 SCOPE 
TIis reoort contains the performance evaluation of the major launch 
vehicle systems, with special emphasis on failures and deviations. 
Summaries of launcn operations and spacecraft performance are included. 
The official George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) position at 
th,s time is represented by this report. It will not be followed by a 
sicilar report unless continued analysis or new information should prove 
?hc conclusions presented herein to be significantly incorrect. Reports 
covering mjor subjects and special subjects will be published as 
required. 
l-l/l-i. 
SECTION 2 
EVENT TIMES 
2. 
__ 
: .* 
‘i 
2.1 SUMMARY OF EVENTS 
Range zero time, the basic time reference for this report is 16:03:02 
Eastern Standard Time (EST) (21:03:02 Universal Time [UT]) January 31, 
1971. Range time is the elapsed time from range zero time and, unless 
otherwise noted, is the time used throughout this report. All data, 
except as otherwise defined, presented in "Range Time" are the times 
at which the data were received at the telemetry ground station, i.e., 
actual time of occurrence at the vehicle plus telemetry transmission 
time. The Time-From-Base times are presented as elapsed vehicle time 
from start of time base. 
Computer (LVDC) clock time. 
Vehicle time is the Launch Vehicle Digital 
Figure 2-l shows the conversion between 
ground station time and vehicle time. 
Vehicle times for each time base used in the flight sequence program 
and the signal for initiating each time base are presented in Table 2-l. 
Ground station times for each timebase are the same as thost shown in 
Table 2-1, except that TB is 21,840.53 (06:04:00.53). Start times of 
TO, Tl and T2 were nominal. T3, Tq and T5 were initiated approximately 
1.0 second early, 2.2 seconds late and 1.7 seconds early, respectively, 
due to variations in the stage burn times. These variations are dis- 
cussed in Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this document. Start times of T6 and 
T7 were 0.3 second late and 4.9 seconds early, respectively. TB, which 
was initiated by the receipt of a ground command, started 6392 seconds 
(01:46:32) late, due to extended Command and Service Module (CSM) 
docking operations. 
A sunmary of significant events for AS-509 is given in Table 2-2. The 
predicted times for establishing actual minus predicted times in Table 2-2 
were taken from 40M33627B, "Interface Control Document Definition of 
Saturn SA-507 and Subs Flight Sequence Program" and from the "AS-509 
Postlaunch Operational Trajectory," dated February 1, 1971. 
2.2 VARIABLE TIME AND COmANr 3 SWITCH SELECTOR EVENTS 
Table 2-3 lists the switch selector events which were issued during the 
flight, but were not programed for specific times. The water coolant 
valve open and close switch selector commands were issued based on the 
2-l 
I . . . 
condition of two thermal switches in the Environmental Control System 
(ECS). The output of these switches was samoled once every 300 seconds 
beginning nominally at 480 seconds, and a switch selector command was 
issued to open or close the water valve. The val"e was opened if the 
temperature was too high and was closed if the temperature was too low. 
Data indicate the water coolant valve responded properly to temperature 
fluctuations. 
Table 2-3 also contains the special sequence of switch selector events 
which were programed to be initiated by telemetry station acouisition 
and included the following calibration sequence: 
FUNCTION STAGE TIME (SEC) 
Telemetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 
TM Calibrate ON 
TM Calibrate OFF 
IU Acquisition 60.0 
S-IVB Acquisition 60.4 
S-IVB Acquisition 61.4 
Telemetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF 
IU Acquisition +65.0 
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Table 2-l. Time Base Sunnary 
VEHICLE TIME 
TIME BASE SECONDS SIGNAL START 
(HR:MIN:SEC) 
TO 
Tl 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
T6 
-16.06 
0.57 
135.27 
164.11 
559.05 
700.79 
9334.17 
(02:18:54.17) 
Guidance Reference Release 
IU Umbilical Disconnect Sensed by 
LVDC 
Downrange Velocity 1500 m/s at 
Tl +134.7 seconds as sensed by 
LVDC 
S-IC OECO Sensed by LVDC 
S-II OECO Sensed by LVDC 
S-IV6 EC0 (Velocity) Sensed by 
LVDC 
Restart Equation Solution 
T7 
T8 
9263.47 
(02:34:23.47) 
21.840.35 
(06:04:00.35) 
S-IV9 EC0 (Velocity) Sensed by 
LVDC 
Initiated by Ground Cotmnand 
RlVYGE TIME. SECONM 
1 I I 
0 
I 
5:oo:oo 1o:w:oo 
RANGE ME. lUNJRS:MINUTES:SECO~S 
Figurp 2-1. Gmund Station Time to Vehicle Time Conversion 
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Table 2-2. Significan: Event Times Sumnary 
1 TEII EVENT DESCRIPTION 
1 GUIDANCE REFERFNCE RELEASE 
(GRRI 
2 S-IC FNGINE START SEQUFNCF 
COMMAND (GROUNO I 
RANGE TIME TIME FROM BASE 
ACTUAL ACT-PRFC ACTUAL AC r-PRT 
SFC SFC SFC SEC 
-1l.C 0.1 -17.5 0.2 
-8.9 0.0 -9.5 0.0 
3 5-K ENGIM NO.5 START -6.5 0.1 -7.1 0.1 
4 b-IC FNGINE NO.1 START -6.3 c.0 -6.9 0.1 
5 S-IC ENGINE NO.3 START -6.2 I-. 1 -6.0 0.1 
6 S-IC FNGINE NO.2 START -6.1 @.O -6.7 0.1 
7 S-IC FNGINE NO.4 START -5.9 0.1 -6.5 0.1 
0 ALL S-It ENGINES THRUST OK -1.6 -0.1 -2.2 0.0 
9 RANGF ZFRO O.@ -0.6 
10 ALL HCLllnOUN ARMS RELEASEO CL? 0.0 -0.3 0.1 
(FIRST lotions 
kl IU UMIILICAL IlISCI-JNNEtT, START 0.6 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 
OF TIRF CASE 1 (TII 
12 REGIN TOYFR CLFARANCF VAY 2.0 6.4 1.4 0.4 
MANEUVER 
13 END VW MANEUVFR 9.9 0.3 9.3 0.3 
14 REGIN PITCH AN0 ROLL MANEUVER 12.n -0.4 12.2 -0.4 
15 S-IC IWTROARO ENGINF CANT 20.5 -0.1 20.0 0.0 
lb EWI ROLL MANFUVER 20.0 -3.2 27.4 -3.2 
17 IlAtH 1 6R.C’ -1rl 67.4 -1.2 
10 RAXIWJH WNARIC PRESSWE 81.0 -4.6 80.4 4.6 
(MAX 01 
19 S-IC CENTER FNGINE CUTOFF 135.14 -0.12 134.57 -0.05 
(CECOI 
20 START OF TI*F BASE 2 ITZI 135.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 EN0 PITCH IIANFUVER (TILT 164-I 0.9 20.8 0.9 
ARRESTI 
22 S-IC OuTItOAPO ENGIWE CUTOFF 164.10 -0.94 28.13 -0.07 
(OFCOb 
23 START OF Tl(IE RISE 3 tT3) 164.1 -1.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumnary (Continued) 
1 TF* FVFNT OESCRIPTI0N 
?4 STARI S-II 1w TANU tiltx 
PRESSLRE VSNT MODE 
RANGE TIMF TIME FROM BASF 
ACTUAL ACT-PREO ACTUAL AC r-PRFl 
SFC SEC SEC SEC 
tb4.2 -1.r) 0.1 0. c 
?5 S-11 LH7 RECIRCULATION PUMPS 164.1 -1.0 r. 2 0. c 
OFF 
26 S-11 ULLACE I’OTOR IGNITION 164.6 -I .o 6.5 0.0 
27 S-IC/S-II SEPARATlnN CCMNAND 164.9 -1 .o 0.1 0.0 
7l-I FIRE SEPARATION OFVICES 
ANO RETRIY W!l!lRS 
ZB S-11 ENGINF STAR1 SEOUFNCF 165.5 -1.0 1.4 0.0 
COWAN0 (Ettl 
29 S-11 ENClNF SOLEN@ ACTIVAT- 165.5 -1.0 1.4 0.0 
ION (AVFRACF OF FIVE) 
30 S-11 IGNITION-STf-IV IlPFN 166.5 -1.c 2.4 0.0 
31 S-11 CHILLDOWN VALVFS CLOSF 169.4 -I .fJ 4.3 0.0 
32 S-11 MAINSTAGE 169.5 -1.n 4.4 0.0 
33 S-11 ULLAGE MIllOR RURN TIME 169.7 -1.0 4.6 0.0 
TFRCINATIoN (THRUST REACHFS 
IS% I 
34 S-11 HIGH (5.51 t=ClR NO. 1 CN 
35 S-11 HIGH (5.51 FWR Nil. 2 ON 
36 S-11 SFCONO PLANS SFPARATION 
COMMANO ~JFTTISI-IN S-11 AFT 
INTFRSTACF~ 
37 LALHCH ESCAPF TOYFR (LFTl 
JETTISON 
30 IfERATfVF WIOANCF WOF (ICMI 
PHASE I INITIATF~ 
39 S-II LOW STFP PREtSURttATlQN 
4.0 S-11 CENTER ENGINF CUTOFF 
(CFCOI 
41 S-II LH2 STFP PRESSURIIAI ION 
42 S-11 LOU ENGINE MIXTURE RATIO 
(ERR1 SHIFT tAC:TUAL) 
43 START OF ARTIFICIAL TAU W-JOE 
17l.C 
111.2 
194.1 
200.1 
2C5.9 
264.1 
463.C9 
464. I 
473. I 
474.c 
-I .o 6.9 0.0 
-1.0 7.1 0.0 
-1.” 30.7 0.0 
4.7 36.b 0.2 
r).l 41.n 1.0 
-I .n 1oo.n 0.0 
+.96 799.98 -c. r2 
-1.0 300.0 p. c 
-1.S 3os.n -0.5 
_a 2.0 309.9 3.7 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Smary (Continued) 
1 tau FVENT OESCRIPT to(r 
44 EM0 OF ARTIFICIAL TAU MOtIE 
43 S-II OUTIOARQ ENGINE CUTOFF 
IOECOt 
4b S-II ENCINF CUTOFF INTERRUPT, 
START OF ttwf BASF 4 I f4t 
tS7ART OF IGP PHASE 3t 
- - 
RANGE TIM TINE FROC: BASE 
ACTUAL AC f-PREII ACTUAL AC T-PM! 
SEC SEC SEC SEC 
*es. L 2.9 321.C 3.0 
559. c5 2.1s 394.94 3.09 
559.1 2.2 0.0 0.0 
47 I-IVP ULLACE Mfl7fIR tCNtftO~ 559.9 2.1 (1.9 0.0 
48 S-It/S-IV0 SEPAAAIION CCWMAND 560.0 2.1 1.0 0.0 
TO FIRE SEPARATWN nEVtCFS 
AND RETRO MCTORS 
49 S-IV9 ENGINE START COMMAND 
IFIRST ESCt 
560. I 2.1 1.1 0.0 
50 FUEL CHILLDOWN PUMP OFF 
51 S-IVR IGNITIOI ISTOV CjPFNt 
52 S-IVR MA INSTACF 
53 START OF ARTIFICIAL TAU MODE 
54 S-IVC ULLAGE CASF JETTISON 
55 I END tIF ARTIFICIAL TAU WODF 
Sb BECtN TERRINAL GUIOANCF 
37 EN0 ICI4 PWASE 3 
50 OECIN Cl41 FRFFZE 
SO S-IVR VELOCITV CUTOFF 
CONNAWJ NO. 1 (FIRST ECflt 
b0 S-IVR VELtlClTV CUTOFF 
CONNANI) NO. 2 
Sb1.2 2.1 
Sb3.4 2.4 
565.9 2.4 
560.2 3.2 
571.8 2.1 
579.4 6.0 
667.1 -0.0 
b93.2 -1 .o 
693.2 -1.0 
700.56 -1.73 
100.66 -1.73 
2.2 0.0 
4.3 a.? 
6.0 0.2 
9.7 1.1 
12.8 CL0 
20.4 3.9 
toe.0 -3.0 
134.1 -3.2 
134.1 -3.2 
-0.27 -0.02 
-0.12 -0.01 
61 S-IV@ ENGINE CUTOFF INTERRUPT. 700.0 -1.7 0.0 0.0 
START OF TIMF BASE 5 tT5t 
b2 S-IVP APS ULLACE ENGINE Nn. 1 701.1 -1.7 0.3 0.0 
ICNI TIC)11 Ctt(rRAND 
b3 S-IV8 APS ULLAGE FNCINE MO. 7 101.2 -1.7 0.4 0.C 
IGNtTltIN COWAN0 
b4 LOX TANK l RESSURIZATIIIN OFF 7Cl.9 -1.d I.2 0.0 
65 PARKING ORtIlT INSFRTION Tl0.b -1 .t 9.0 0.0 
bb RFCilr iiAirEUVER TO LOCAL 722.1 -0.3 21.3 1.3 
WtRllONTM ATTITUDE 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumary (Continued) 
1rEM EVENT DESCRIPTION 
67 S-IVR CONTINUOUS VENT 
SYSTFM (CVSI ON 
RY(l- rf f IME TIME FROW BASE 
ACTUAL ACT-PIED ACTUAL Term 
SEC SEC SEC sec. 
759.7 -1.8 59.0 0.0 
69 S-IVR APS ULLAGE ENGINE NO. I TIT.8 -1.7 87.0 0.0 
CUTOFF CCIMNANO 
b4 S-IVR APt ULLACE FNGINE NO. 2 7n7.4 -1.8 07.1 0.0 
CUTOFF COMMAND 
70 RFGIN ORRITAL NAVIGATION 802.3 -0.2 101.5 1.5 
71 BEGIN S-IV8 RESlARl PREPARA- (1334.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 
1 IONS. START OF TIME RASE c, 
LTbl 
72 S-IV8 02lH2 BURNER lH2 CN 8375.4 0.2 41.3 0.0 
73 S-IVP 07/H2 @URNER EXCITERS IlN 8375.7 0.2 41.6 Q,3 
74 I-IVR llZ/HZ RURNER LOY ON R376.'. 0.2 42.0 0.0 
(HELIUU HEATER ON) 
75 S-IM CVS OFF 8376.3 0.2 42 ? 0.0 
76 S-IV- In2 REPRESSURIZATION l33n2.2 0.2 41.1 0.0 
CONTROI VALVF ON 
77 S-IVP LOI REWtFSSURlZAf ION 0382.4 0.2 48.3 0.0 
CONTROL VALVF ON I 
70 S-IV? AUX kYlWAllllC PUMP e553.1 0.2 219.0 0.0 
FLIGHT WOE CN 
79 S-IVb LOX CnlClDOW CIWP ON e5n3.1 0.2 249.0 0.c 
80 S-IV9 lH2 CHILLOOYN PUMP ON R588.1 0.2 254.0 0.0 
Al S-IVC PRFVALVES CLI-ICEO 8593. I 0.2 259.0 0.0 
82 S-IVR MIITURE PATltl CONTROL (r704.2 c.2 450.1 0.0 
VALVE OPEN 
83 S-IV0 APS UllAGE FNGINF NO. 1 Lll33r.5 0.1 496.3 0.0 
IGNITION CIl**ANO 
1(4 S-IVR APS ULLACE FNGIMF MO. 2 8030.6 0.3 496.4 0.0 
lGNl1 ION CO**ANfl 
A5 S-IV8 02fH2 BURNER 11i2 OFF RII3l.F c.3 49b.R 0.0 
fHF1 IUM +EATCR OFF) 
06 S-IVR 02fn2 WRNER LOX OFF 8R35.4 0.2 501.3 0.0 
Ot S- IVB ln7 CHILLDCYN PUMP CFF 0903.5 0.2 569.4 0.0 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumnary (Continued) 
RANGE TIME 
I ?Er( EVFNT OFSCRIPTION 
SEC SEC SEC SEC 
8* 5-IVR 1f-U CHILLOWN PUUP OFF 09n3.1 0.2 569.6 0.0 
BQ S-IV4 ENGINE RESTART CflMWAND 6V4.1 0.7 570.0 0.0 
IFUFL LFAfl INITIATICN~ 
t SECOND ESC t 
90 S-IV6 APS ULLACE FNClhE NC. 1 A931.1 0.2 573.0 0.0 
CUTOFF COMMAND 
91 5-IVP APC ULLACE FNGINF NO. 2 6907.2 0.2 573.1 0.0 
CUTOFF COWRANII 
97 S-IVR SEtON IGNITION (SIOV R912.4 c.5 578.2 0.2 
IlPFYl 
93 S-IV? YAINSTAGF 8914.9 0.5 5Rl-t. 7 0.2 
94 ENCINF MIXTURF RATIO IFMUI 9C49.6 c.7 715.5 0.5 
SHIFT 
95 S-IVt3 LH2 STEP PRESSURIZATION 9184. I 0.2 @SO,0 0.0 
fSECON0 RURh RELAV CIFFB 
96 RFCIN TFRWINAL GUIDANCE 9234. I -2.7 91.9 -3.1 
91 OFGIN CHf FRFFIE 926C. 9 -4.Q 976.7 -5. 3 
91 S-IVR SFCONO GUICANCF CUT?fF 9263.24 -5.tYl -l-J.?3 -0.03 
CO~MANC NO. I (SFCONO CC01 
99 S-IVP SFCI)NO GIJIOANCF CUTIFF 9263.15 -4.99 -0.12 -0.02 
COW’ANfl NO. 2 
100 S-IV9 ENGINE CUTOFF INIFQQUPT. 9263.5 -4.9 0.0 0.0 
START Of TICF RAtF T  
101 5-IVR CVS ON 9263.9 -5.0 (r-5 0.0 
lC2 TRAN5LUNAR INJCCTICN 92?3.? -5.@ 9.8 0.0 
103 S-IV8 CVS CIFF 9414.3 -5-C 150.9 0.0 
104 tlECIY ORBITAL NAVICATl(rN 9414.n -3.6 151.4 1.4 
105 fJEtlL MANEUVER TO LOCAL 9415.1 -3.1 151.6 1.6 
HORIIONTAL ATT1 TU9F 
106 BFGIN *ANFUVFP TO TRANSPWT- lFlb4.4 -4.1 900.9 0.9 
TIIW ANYD DllCUING ATIITUOE 
tTCCFI 
IO7 CSM SFPARATlnN 10949.4 101 .o 1685.9 185.9 
100 CSW COCK 17fl16.0 0447.6 1557.4 6452.4 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumnary (Continued) 
RANGE TIME TIME FROM BASF 
ITFL EVENT DFSCRlPTlON LCTU bL &CT-PRtD ACTUAL ACT-m 
SEC SFC SEC SEC 
109 SC/lV FINAL SEPARATION 70034.4 h760.C 11570.8 b770.9 
II0 START OF TIME RASF 8 lTAl 71840.3 6392.0 c.0 O.@ 
Ill S-IVR APS UCLACE FNtlhE NO. I 71n41.7 b192.0 1.2 O.@ 
lCNlllON ClIMMAND 
II2 S-IV8 APS ULLACF FNClhF NO. 2 71841.9 b397.0 1.4 0.0 
ICNIT ION COPWAND 
113 S-IV8 APS ULLAGE ENGlhC KC. I 21921.7 6392.0 81.2 0.c 
CUTOFF COMMANO 
II4 S-!Vn AP< ULLACE ENGlkF NC. 7 21971 .9 6397.0 41.4 0. c 
CUTOFF COMMAND 
115 INITIATF MANEUVFR TO lr)X DUMP 27423.C b39*.4 5R2.5 2.4 
ATTITUDE 
116 S-IVEi CVS ON 2i840.5 6391.9 1c00.c ". 0 
111 BEGIN LOX DU*P 2312Q.5 6391.9 12A0.0 0.0 
1113 S-IVcl CVS OFF 23140.5 6391.9 1300.0 0.0 
119 END LOX DUMP 23168.5 6391.9 132n.o 0.0 
I20 HZ NONPROPULSIVE VENT lNPVI ON 23247.5 6391.9 1407.0 0.0 
121 INIIIATF LANEUVFR TO ATTITUDE 31421.0 9792.6 9530.4 1400.6 
REQUIRED FOR FINAL S-IV8 
bPS DURN 
I 
I22 S-IVB APS IJLLACF ENGINF NO. 1 32399.0 R9tn.b l(r5S8.4 2570.6 
ICNIT ION COMMAND 
123 S-IVR APS ULLAGE FNGINF NO. 7 32 399.2 097n .tl 1n55n.t 2510.6 
ICNIT ION COMMAND 
124 S-IVR APS ULLACF FNGINE NC). 1 32651.0 n984.h lORlc1.4 2592.b 
CUlT)CF COMMAND 
125 S-IVfl APt ULLACF FNGIAF NC. 2 32651.7 R9f34.b 10Aln. b 2592.6 
CUTOFF COMMAND 
126 S-lVI)/IU LUNAR IRPACT 797.411.4 818.5 275,bll .fl -5574.7 
ii? 37.53.4 76.33.51.P 
(Ii: .Ml"r SEC) (HF Kil. Sti) 
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Table 2-3. Variable Time and Ccmnand Switch Selector Events 
RANGE TIME 
FUNCTION STAGE TIME FROM REMARKS 
(SEC) BASE (SEC) 
Low (4.8) Engine Mixture S-II 472.9 T3 + 308.8 LVDC Function 
Ratio do. 1 ON 
Low (4.8) Engine Mixture S-II 473.1 T3 + 309.0 LVDC Function 
Ratio No. ? ON 
Water Coolant Valve CLOSED IU 780.7 T5 + 79.9 LVDC Function 
Telemetry Calibrator IU 1075.0 T5 + 374.2 Acquisition by 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF Canary Rev. 1 
Telemetry Calibrator IU 3198.0 T5 +2497.2 Acquisition by 
In-Flight Calibrate ON Carnarvon Rev. 1 
TH Calibrate ON S-IVB 3198.4 T, +2497.6 Acquisition by J 
Carnarvon Rev. 1 
TM Calibrate OFF S-IVB 3199.4 T5 t2498.6 Acquisition by 
Carnarvon Rev. 1 
Telemetry Caliorator IU 3203.0 T5 +2502.2 Acquisition by 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF Canarvon Rev. 1 
Telemetry Calibrator IU 3670.0 T5 +2969.2 Acquisition by 
In-Flight Calibrate ON Honeysuckle Rev. 1 
TM Calibrate ON S-IVB 3670.4 T5 +2969.6 Acquisition by 
Honeysuckle Rev. 1 
TH Calibrate OFF S-IVB 3671.4 T5 +2970.6 Acquisition by 
Honeysuckle Rev. 1 
Telemetry Calibrator IU 3675.0 T5 t2974.2 Acquisition by 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF Honeysuckle Rev. 1 
Water Coolant Valve OPEN IU 5580.4 T5 t4879.7 LVDC Function 
Water Coolant Valve CLOSED IU 5880.5 T5 t5179.7 LVDC Function 
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Table 2-3. Variable Time and Comand Switch Selector Events (Continued) 
FUNCTION 
Telemetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 
RANGE TIME 
STAGE TIME FROM REMARKS 
(SEC) BASE (SEC) 
IU 6742.0 Acquisition by T5 +6041.2 
Canary Rev. 2 
TM Calibrate ON s- IV6 6742.4 T5 6041.6 Acquisition by 
Canary Rev. 2 
TM Calibrate OFF S-IVB 6745.4 T5 +6044.6 Acquisition by 
Canary Rev. 2 
Telemetry Calibrator IU 6749.0 T5 +6048.2 Acquisition by 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF Canary Rev. 2 
Water Coolant Valve OPEN IU 12.780.3 T7 +3516.8 LVDC Function 
Start of Time Base 8 (T8) 219840.5 T8 + 0.0 CCS Command 
Water Coolant Valve OPEN IU 24.780.4 T8 +2939.8 LVDC Function 
Uater Coolant Valve CLOSED IU 25.080.5 T8 +3239.9 LVDC Function 
Water Coolant Valve OPEN IU 26.880.5 T8 +5039.9 LVDC Function 
Water Coolant Valve CLOSED IU 27.180.5 T8 +5339.9 LVDC Function 
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SECTION 3 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
3.1 SUMMARY 
The ground systems supporting the AS-509/Apollo 14 countdown and iaunch 
performed satisfactorily. System component failures and malfunctions 
requiring corrective action were corrected during countdown without 
causing unscheduled holds. Propellant tanking was accomplished satis- 
factori1.v. The launch was scheduled for 15:23:00 Eastern Standard Time 
(EST); however, there was a 40 minute 2 second hold at T-8 minutes 
2 seconds due to weather conditions in the launch area. Launch occurred 
at 16:03:02 EST on January 31, 1971 from pad 39A of the Kennedy Space 
Center, Saturn complex. Damage to the pad, Launch Utiilical Tower &UT) 
and support equipment was considered minimal. 
3.2 PRELAUNCH MILESTONES 
A chronological sum~ry of prelaunch milestones for the AS-509 launch is 
contained in Table 3-l. 
3.3 COUNTDOWN EVENTS 
The AS-509/Apollo 14 terminal countdown was picked up at T-28 hours on 
January 30, 1971 at 01:OO:OO EST. Scheduled holds were initiated at 
T-9 hours for a duration of 9 hours 23 minutes and at T-3 hours 
30 minutes for a duration of 1 hour. An unscheduled hold of 40 minutes 
2 seconds occurred at T-8 minutes 2 seconds due to high overcast 
and rain. As a result of this hold the flight azimuth was changed from 
72.067 degrees to 75.558 degrees. Launch occurred at 16:03:02 EST 
January 31, 1971 from pad 39A of the Kennedy Space Center, Saturn Launch 
Complex. 
3.4 PROPELLANT LOADING 
3.4.1 RP-1 Loading 
The RP-1 system successfully supported countdm and launch without 
incident. S-IC stage replenishment was accomplished at T-l 3 hours, 
and level adjust and fill line inert at about T-l hour. A replenish 
operation was performed because 1-r than expectea ambient temperature 
reduced the S-IC load to a marglnal level. 
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Table 3-l. AS-509/Apollo 14 Prelaunch Milestones 
DATE ACTIVITY OR EVENT 
Novetier 19, 1969 ComMnd and Service Module (CSM) -110 Arrival 
December 24, 1969 Lunar Module (LM) -8 Arrival 
January 11, lg70 S- IC-9 Stage Arrival 
January 14, 1970 S-IC Erection on Mobile Launcher (ML) -2 
January 20, 1970 S-IVB-509 Stage Arrival 
January 21, 1970 S-II-9 Stage Arrival 
March 31, 1970 Spacecraft/Lunar Module Adapter (SLA) -17 Arrival 
May 6, 1970 Instrument Unit--(IU) -509 Arrival - . _ _ 
May 12, 1970 S-II Erection 
May 13, 1970 S-IVB Erection 
May 14, 1979 IU Erection 
June 4, 1970 Launch Vehicle (LV) Electrical Systems lest 
July 7, 1970 LV Propellant Dispersion/Malfunction Overall Test 
(OAT) Complete 
October 21, 1970 LV Service Arm OAT 
November 4, 1970 Spacecraft (SC) Erection 
November 9, 1970 Space Vehicle (SV)/ML Transfer to Pad 39A 
Decenber 13, 1970 SV Electrical Mate 
Decetier 14, 1970 SV OAT No. 1 (Plugs In) 
Decenber 19, 1970 SV Flight Readiness Test (FRT) Completed 
January 8. 1971 RP-1 Loading 
January 18, 1971 Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT) Completed (Wet 
January 19, 1971 CDDT Completed (Dry) 
January 31, 1971 SV Terminal Countdown Started 
January 31, 1971 SV Launch 
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The mast cutoff valve (A18651) opened shortly after liftoff when Tail 
Service Mast (TSM) power was secured allowinq RP-1 oiping in Mobile 
Launcher (ML) room 4A to be contaminated by fill line residuals. -his 
condition has occurred after all launches to date. ECN 74408, effective 
AS-510, will correct the problem by rep!icing the oresent mast cutoff 
valve with one that remains in the last corrnanded position when power is 
removed. 
3.4.2 LOX Loading 
The LOX system supported countdown and launch satisfactorily. The fill 
sequence began with S-IVB fill command at 06:09 EST on January 31 and 
was completed 2 hours 37 minutes later with all stage reolenish normal 
at 08:46 EST. 
The S-IVB LOX tank Propellant Utilization (PU) probe assembly was re- 
placed prior to launch countdown due to problems encountered during 
Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT). There was no performance degrada- 
tion in LOX loading with the replacement probe. 
r-11 LOX loading was normal and was performed on time in the primary 
mode by the Propellant Tanki,ig Computer System (PTCS). At T-4 hours, 
during propulsion helium injection/accumulator test, the LOX tank over- 
fill point sensor was indicating wet approximately 15 percent of each 
minute. This occurrence created concern regarding a possible time 
period violation of the propellant launch mission rule requirements. 
After conducting a special 30-minute helium injection test, a real time 
change to the Launch Mission Rule (LMR) requirements of 2.G percent to 
2.7 percent was obtained (any single excursion above 2.7 percent is to 
be disrngarded). In addition, the S-II LOX reolenish flow was manually 
controlled to insure that the LOX loading redline would be met. Manual 
contro.ling of tile S-II LOX replenish flow provided the means of elimi- 
nating excursions of the LOX flight mass so that the redline would not 
be exceeded at initiation of terminal sequence. 
The S-IC LOX tank vent and relief valve was replaced prior to launch as 
a result of out-of-specification operation during CDDT. No problems 
were observed with the replacement valve during prelaunch or flight 
operations. Disassembly and failure analysis of the removed valve indi- 
cated the problem to be lubricant in the solenoid valve which controls 
operation of the vent valve. The cause of this problem apoears to be 
unrelated to a similar problem reported on AS-508 which was attributed 
to binding in the valve, due to interferences caused by thermal gradients 
and manufacturing tolerances "stack-up". The AS-509 problem is con- 
sidered closed with removal of lubricated solenoid valves from AS-510 
and subsequent vehicles and from the spares storeroom. The AS-508 
problem is still under study. 
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3.4.3 LH2 Loading 
Tnc LH2 systell; successfully supported countdown and launch. The fill 
sequence began with start of S-II loading at 08:57 EST, January 31, 1971, 
and was completed 84 minutes later when all stage replenish was estab- 
libhed at lo:21 EST. S-II replenish was automatic until terminated with 
terminal countdown start at T-187 seconds. S-IV8 replenish was automatic 
until T-3 hours when a manual override was initiated to obtain data for 
use in the event of a PU syster; failure. Automatic replenish was again 
established and continued until T-l hour 25 minutes. A manual override 
was again initiated, this time at the request of S-IVB. Manual replenish 
was then continued through terminal countdown start. 
3.5 INSULATION 
The performance of the S-II-9 stage insulation, including Ground Support 
Equipment (GSE) purge and vacuum systems, was satisfactory in all respects. 
The forward bulkhead uninsulated area and the J-ring area purge pressures 
and flows were satisfactory. The common bulkhead was evacuated to approxi- 
mately 0.5 psia. well below the redline value. 
Total heat to the liquid hydrogen in flight is estimated as 65,000 Btu 
which is well below the 209,000 Btu allowable. 
following CDDT a minimal number of defects were identified in the external 
insulation system including four cork debonds, five coating blisters, and 
four foam divots. Repairs were accomplished within the al lotted schedule 
time. All repairs could have been made if a 24shour turnaround was 
required, provided access to the stage was available. 
Following CDDT, cracks and debonds were found in a limited area in the 
ablative paint-type insulation on the inside of the interstage. Repairs 
were made prior to launch. The cause of the defects has not been deter- 
mined; however, test programs are continuing to determine both the cause 
and corrective action. 
During the launch countdown, observation by ooerational television 
indicated that the insulation performed in a satisfactory manner. 
3.6 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
3.6.1 Ground/Vehicle Interface 
In general, performance of the ground service systems supporting all 
stages of the launch vehicle was satisfactory. Overall damage to the 
pad, LUT, and support equipment from the blast and flame impingemnt 
was considered minimal. Detailed discussion of the GSE is contained 
in KSC Apollo/Saturn V (AS-509) "Ground Support Evaluation Report." 
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The PTCS satisfactorily supported countdown and launch operations. There 
was no damage and only one problem noted. A printed circuit board in the 
S-IVB LOX auto computer drawer was replaced. 
The Data Transmission System (DTS) satisfactorily supported countdown 
and launch. There was no damage and only one problem noted. The LH2 
transfer line preconditioner vent valve secondary solenoid command did 
not function when the Firing Room No. 2 switch was activated. 
The Environmental Control System (ECS) perforcrd satisfactorily throughout 
countdown and launch. Changeover from air to GN purge was made at 
OS:03 EST, 20 minutes prior to the end of the T- 5 hour hold. Purge GN2 
flow was continued after launch until approximately 20 minutes in order 
to obtain data on low pressure GN2 line volume and ECS flow at reduced 
supTly pressures. All launch vehicle and spacecraft specifications were 
met. There were no system fajlures. 
The holddown arms and Service Arm Control Switches (SACS) satisfactorily 
supported countdown and launch. All holddown arms released pneumati tally 
witlin a 4 millisecond period. The retraction and explosive release 
laryard pull was accomplished in advance of ordnance actuation with a 
36 millisecond margin. SACS primary switches closed within 6 milliseconds 
of each other at 418 and 424 milliseconds after co&t. The SACS secondary 
switches were 16 milliseconds apart at 1.070 and 1.086 seconds after 
comnit. 
Overall performance of the TSM was satisfactory. Mast retraction 
times were nominal; 2.168 seconds for TSM l-2, 2.496 seconds for 
TSM 3-2, and 2.131 seconds for TSM 3-4, measured fran unbilical plate 
seoaration to mast retracted. 
The Service Arms (S/A 1 through 8) satisfactorily supported launch and 
caused no countdown holds or delays. 
3.6.2 MSfC furnished Ground Support Equipment 
The S-IC mechanical GSE supported countdown and launch satisfactorily. 
System damage was slight and only one minor problem was noted. During 
application of S-K hydraulics at about T-22 hours a slight leak was 
noted in the pump No. 1 upper servo cylinder supply line. The leak 
was isolated to a faulty O-ring seal which was replaced per NCR 259691 
when hydraulics were removed at about T-20 hours. The system then per- 
formed satisfactorily through liftoff without further incident. 
The S-IC GSE satisfactorily supported countdown and launch. There were 
no failures or anomalies and only minor damage. 
All ground power and battery equipment supported satisfactorily from the 
start of precownt through lawnch. All systems performed within accept- 
able limits and there was no significant launch damage. 
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At T-50 hours during SIC flight battery activation, it was found that 
four cell vent caps could not be installed with normal torque (2-3 in.-lb). 
The cell caps were installed using 6 in.-lb of torque. The cell caps were 
removed and the battery vent holes and caps were inspected. No damage was 
found. The caps were reinstalled using the normal torque value of 
2-3 in.-lb. For additional assurance that no damage had occurred, the 
voltages of the battery and the individual cells were monitored for 
15 hours with all voltq:0c normal. It was decided that the problem 
experienced with the cell caps was not cause for rejection if the 
batteries could pass all requirements of activation. The batteries 
passed all other requirements, were used for flight and performed satis- 
factorily. No corrective action is planned. 
The hazardous gas detection system became active during countdown opera- 
tions at 05:OO EST and satisfactorily supported GN2 changeover, LOX and 
LH2 propellant loading operations, and the remainder of countdown. No 
valid oxygen or hydrogen detections were recorded during countdown opera- 
tions except for air intrusion into the S-IC aft area, which has been 
observed on all launches. 
Following installaticn of S-IVB stage batteries and application of stage 
power at T-23 hours 43 minutes, battery heating was noted which appeared 
to be a failure of the primary heater thermal switch in forward battery 
No. 2. Battery temperature indication reached 101.6"F which was higher 
than i-he previous battery lab temperature indication of 94'F. Replace- 
ment of the battery was accomplished at T-21 hours 7 minutes resulting 
in a 10 minute delay to the power transfer test; however, no hold was 
required. The replacemnt battery exhibited a similar initial tempera- 
ture response followed by normal temperature cycling. Subsequent 
laboratory testing of the replaced battery demonstrated that the battery 
was being controlled by the temperature controller in a normal manner, 
and the battery was redesignated as a backup battery. 
During IU battery activation, it was found that cell No. 8 of the 6020 
battery was Installed with reversed polarity bv the manufacturer. The 
defective battery was replaced by a new battery which corrected the 
problem. 
During battery activation, it was found that the vent valve on the 6040 
battery would not hold pressure at 10 psig. The vent valve should hold 
pressure up to 10 psig, and vent at pi-e~sures greater than 10 prig. 
The defective valve was replaced with a new item and retested, cor- 
recting the problem. 
At T-5 hours it was observed on the Digital Events Evaluator (DEE) -6 
printout that UT and the Cowntdown Clock (CDC) time seconds trans- 
mission was offset by 271 milliseconds. 'The CDC lagged the UT by 
271 milliseconds. The first several Saturn V vehicles were launched 
prior to a clock model that synchronized UT and CM: time and had 
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similar offsets. It is suspected that this offset was caused by not per- 
forming a complete count clock reinitialization after the timing units 
were switched on the morning of January 31, 1971. A decision was made to 
use "as is" for launch and the count proceeded. 
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SECTION 4 
TRAJECTORY 
4.1 SUMMARY 
The vehicle was launched on an azimuth 90 degrees east of north. A roll 
maneuver was initiated at 12.8 seconds that placed the vehicle on a flight 
azimuth of 75.558 degrees east of north. The reconstructed trajectory was 
generated by merging the following four trajectory segments: the ascent 
phase, the parking orbit phase, 
lunar Injection (TLI) phase. 
the injection phase, and the post Trans- 
The analysis for each phase was conducted 
separately with appropriate end point constraints to provide trajectory 
continuity. Available C-Band radar and Unified S-Band (USB) tracking 
data plus telemetered guidance velocity data were used in the trajectory 
reconstruction. 
The trajectory parameters from launch to TLI were close to nominal. Earth 
parking orbit insertion conditions were achieved 1.72 seconds earlier than 
nominal at a heading Jngle 0.071 degree less than nominal. TLI was 
achieved 4.99 seconds earlier than nominal. The trajectory parameters 
at ComMnd and Service Module (CSM) separation devia%ed from nominal since 
the event occurred 181.0 seconds later than predicted. 
4.2 TRAJECTORY EVALUATION 
4.2.1 Ascent Phase 
The ascent phase spans the interval from guidance reference release 
through parking orbit insertion. The ascent trajectory was established 
by using telemetered guidance velocities as generating parameters to fit 
tracking data from five C-Band stations and two S-Band stations. Approxi- 
mately 25 percent of the C-Band tracking data and 60 percent of the S-Band 
tracking data were eliminated due to inconsistencies. An investigation 
to explain the high percentage of S-Band data inconsistencies is being 
conducted. The launch phase portion of the ascent phase, (liftoff to 
approximately 20 seconds), was established by constraining integrated 
telemetered guidance accelerometer data to the best estimate trajectory. 
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Actual and nominal altitude, surface range, and crossrange for the ascent 
phase are presented in Figure 4-l. Actual and nominal space-fixed velocity 
and flight path angle during ascent are shown in Figure 4-2. Actual and 
nominal comparisons of total inertial accelerations are shown in Figure 4-3. 
The maximum acceleration during SIC burn was 3.82 g. 
Mach nu&er and dynamic pressure are shown in Figure 4-4. These parameters 
were calculated using meteorological data measured to an altitude of 
59.0 kilometers (31.9 n mi). Above this altitude the measured data were 
merged into the U.S. Standard Reference Atmosphere. 
Actual and nominal values of parameters at significant trajectory event 
times, cutoff events, and separation events are shown in Tables 4-1, 4-2, 
and 4-3, respectively. 
figure 4-1. Ascent Trajectory Position Cqwison 
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Figure 4-3. Ascent Trajectory Acceleration Comparison 
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Figure 4-4. Dynamic Pressure and Mach Nunber Comparisons 
4.2.2 Parking Orbit Phase 
Orbital tracking was conducted by the NASA Manned Space Flight Network 
(MSFN). Three C-Band stations and three S-Band stations furnished seven 
data passes for use in determining the parking orbit trajectory. 
The parking orbit trajectory was obtained by integrating a comprehensive 
orbit model with corrected insertion conditions forward to 8810 seconds 
(02:26:50). The insertion conditions, as determined by the Orbital 
Correction Program (OCP), were obtained by a differential correction 
procedure which adjusted the estimated insertion conditions to fit the 
tracking data in accordance with the weights assigned to the data. The 
venting model used was derived from telemetered guidance velocity data 
from the ST-124M-3 guidance platform. 
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Table 4-l. Cmparison of Significant Trajectory Events 
fYLN1 I PARACliltR I ACTLIAL NOWALY 
Flrlt Motlan Range Tlmr. src 0.2 3.2 0.0 
lota' Incrtral Accclcratlov, ml 3 2 IO.34 10.43 -0 09 
'ft/r ' 
(gi 'f::::; 'IX; 
p:;0/ 
I 
Mach I Range Itme. see 68.0 69.2 -1.2 
Altitude. km P.0 8.0 0.0 
(n mr) (4.3) (4.3) (0.0' 
Mrlimun Dynamic Pressure Renge Time. set 81.0 85.6 -1.6 
Dynamic pressure. N/c.' 
(lbf/ft') 
3.14 3.19 -0.05 
(655.80) (666.25) (-10.45) 
Altitude. km 12.3 13.6 -1.3 
(n mi) '6.6' (7.3) (-0.7) 
Maximum Total Inertial 
Accclcratton: s-1: Range Time. set 164.18 :64.24 -0.06 
Acceleratron. mis' 37.46 37.13 0.33 
('W;" (122.90) 
(3.82) 
w:;;,' 
I : : ! ;  
s-11 Range Time. set 463.17 464.05 -0.88 
Acceleratron. n/s 2 17.71 17.81 -0.10 
(ft/sZ' 
(9) ':K; '7::::; I:::;:; 
s-IVB 1st Burn Range Time. set 700.66 702.38 -1.72 
Acceleration. m/s: 6.59 6.49 0.10 
“G ’ ‘;k::l ‘SXI I% 
S-IVB 2nd Burn Range Time. set 9.263.34 9.268.33 -b.99 
Acceleration, m/s2 14.c7 '3.77 0.30 
(f)U;" (46.16) 
(1.43) '2::::; t::::; 
Maximum Earth-Fixed 
Velocity: s-IC Range Tine. see 164.59 165.55 -0.96 
Velocity. mls 2.369.8 2.364.2 5.6 
(ft/s' (7.77b.9' (7.756.6) (18.3) 
S-11 Range Tim?. ICC 560.07 557.99 2.08 
Velocity. m/s 6.575.9 6.570.4 5.5 
(ftls) (21.574.5) (21.556.4) (lB.1) 
S-IV8 1st Burn Range T1nc. ICC 710.56 712.28 -1.72 
Velocity. m/s 7.382.8 7.383.3 -0.5 
'(t/s1 (24.221.8) (24.223.4) (-1.6) 
s-IVB 2nd Burn Range Time. set 9.263.67 9.266. $4 -4.77 
Velocity. m/s 10.422.3 10.413.9 0.4 
(ft/s' 134.193.9) (34.166.3) (27.6) 
MOTE: Range Tlmcs used Arc times Of occurrence at the rchlclc. ICC Figure 2-l. 
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Table 4-2. Canparison of Cutoff Events 
S-,C ‘EC0 (INGINL SOLtNOlD) S-,C Ott0 (ENGINE SOLiNOlOl 
tange lrmc. see 135.14 
tllllude. km 43.0 
(n nil (23.21 
iurfrcr ROWO. km 44.9 
(n ml) (24.2) 
ip4cv-fixed velocity, mts 1.915.2 
(cl/r) (6.263.5) 
Fllgnt P,th Angle. dcg 23.554 
rcrding Angle. ,100 19.228 
Cross Nrngo. km 0.4 
In ai) (0.2) 
Cror, llrngc Vcloc~ty. nlr 7.0 3.9 3.2 13.5 9.8 
(fl/Sl (23.0) (12.5) (10.51 (44.3) (32.2) (iz!i 
S-l, CCC0 (ENGINE SOltNOIO) S-1, Ott0 (EN6lNL SOltNOlO) 
long0 Tile. ICC 463.09 464.Q5 -0.96 559.05 566.90 2.1 
Altttudc. km 191.1 190.6 1.1 IBe. I 191.3 
In 111) (98.1) (97.51 (0.6) (101.6) (101.1) COOi 
Surfrce Arn9s. km 1.101.4 1.102.9 -I i 1.650.0 1.634.3 
(n n o (594.7l (595.51 (-0 1, (R90.9l (992.5) 
Sprcc-fl.c* Vcloclty. 91% 5.655.4 5.669.4 -14 0 6.991.7 6.976.2 
(rt'sl (18.554.5) (l8.600.4) (-45.9) (22.9OS.Sl (ZZ.e.87.8) 
fll9ht PAtA An9lc. dg9 0.829 0.951 -0.022 0.621 0.669 -0.04 
Nerd4119 An9lc. 409 92.909 92.976 -0.067 95.794 95.733 0.05 
cross 9m9*. km 14.9 14.6 0.3 29.0 27.9 
In 90 (Il.01 (7.9) (0.1) (15.1) (15.1) 
cross 9m9c VClOCILJ. m/r 106.3 it2.7 -6.4 172.7 116.1 
,rt/s1 (349.91 (365.8) (-21.G) I5bb.b) (5?7.8) 
s-199 157 9UIOAllCL CUlOif Sl99Al S-IV’) IID l uloAncE CUlOff 51511 
nrn94 TlrnC. ICC 700.56 702.28 -1.72 9.263.24 9.219.23 -4.9' 
Altltu9c. r. 190.9 190.9 
,QY 
319.2 326.3 
(n a0 (103.1) (103.11 (171.9.) (176.2) 
Surfocc 9II9C. tm 2.b04.4 2.614.4 -10.0 
(n 91) (1.406.3) (1.411.7) (-5.4) 
SpoCC-flIC~ ve1ectty. m/s 7.790.6 10.932.9 10.926.1 
,ft/rl (25.559.7) (35.541.0) 05.519.7) 
flt9ht Path An9lc. de9 -0.004 -0.001 -0.003 1.041 7.193 -0.131 
Wcrdln9 Amplo. dC9 91.245 91.317 -0.072 65.991 65.943 0.031 
cross Ran9e. km 58.1 59.9 -1.1 
1. *,I (31.7) 02.3) (-0.0 
crolr nrm9e ve10c1ty. WA 264.5 267.1 -2.6 
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Table 4-3. Comparison Of Separation Events 
PARAMETER 
I 
ACTUAL 
I 
llolllwA1 ACT-non 
s-lC/S-II SEPARAllOll 
Range Tint. stc 
Al~itudt. km 
(n q l) 
Surface Ran t. km 
? n ml) 
Spree-Fined Vclorlty. m/s 
(ft/r) 
Flight Palh Angle, deg 
Herding Angle. deg 
Cross Range. km 
(n q l) 
lb4.8 165.8 -1.0 
67.9 i. '- 0.4 
(36.7) :I‘ : (0.3) 
96.1 ? ; .: -0.1 
(51.9) i51 9) (0.0) 
2.744.6 2.739.7 4.9 
(9.004.6) (e.9es.s) (16.1) 
19.494 19.404 0.090 
70.467 76.390 0.077 
fOl)lJ (053 
0.4 
(0.2) 
cross Range velocityi‘~;~, 
Seodetic Latitude. deg R 
Longitude. deg E 
Range Time. stc 
Altitude. km 
(n l o 
Surftct Rtngt. km 
(n l I) 
Spwe-Flrtd Vtloclt WI 
I' Ws) 
Fllght Peth Angle. deg 
Ilctdlng Angle. dtg 
Cross Rtnge. km 
(n ml) 
Cross Reese Vtloclty. m/s 
(ftls) 
Stodttlc Letltude. dtg R 
Longitude. deg L 
Range Tlmt, set 
Altftude. km 
(n 911 
Space-Flned Vtloclty. l ts 
(ftls) 
Flight Ptth A,n(le. dtg 
lletdlng Angle. dtg 
Oeodetfc L&tltrde. de) II 
Lon)ltudt. deg t 
13.6 
(44.6) 
28.815 
-79.649 
5so.o 
188.2 
(101.6~ 
1.6S6.0 
(194.2) 
6.985.2 
(22.917.3) 
0.612 
85.818 
26.2 
(15.2) 
173.2 
(566.2) 
31.030 
-63.661 
10.949.4 
7.943.0 
(4.219.3) 
7.346.1 
(24.101.0 
46.612 
65.393 
19.215 
-153.447 
r32fif 
26.619 
-79.649 
S-II/S-l16 SEPARATION 
557.9 
167.3 
(101.1) 
1.640.6 
(WS.9) 
6.979.8 
(22.899.6) 
0.659 
BS. 769 
26.0 
(15.1) 
176.6 
(579.4) 
31.017 
-63.642 
S-lVE/CW SEPARATIOR 
10.766.4 
6.964.3 
(3.760.4) 
7.619.7 
(24.999.0) 
44.691 
64.157 
17.451 
-156.566 
(i*fii 
-0.004 
(0.0) 
2.1 
(0% 
15.4 
(6.3) 
Cl7Y 
-0.047 
0.049 
CoOif 
-3.4 
(-11.2) 
0.013 
0.161 
161.0 
979.5 
t52e.91 
-273.6 
(-897.6) 
1.921 
1.236 
1.764 
3.141 
Of OCCYrrtllCt et the Vehlclt. set Flnurt 2-l. 
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The actual and nominal parking orbit insertion parameters are presented 
in Table 4-4. The ground track from insertion to S-IVB/CSM separation 
is given in Figure 4-5. 
The S-Band range rate and X-Angle observations from first pass, Corpus 
Christi, Carnarvon, the Canary Islands and second pass Carnarvon, were 
not used in the OCP solutions because of inconsistencies with the C-Band 
radars. All S-Band data from Goldstone and second pass Canary Islands 
were deleted from the solution because of inconsistencies. < 
4.2.3 Injection Phase 
The injectlon pnase was generated by the integration of the telemetered 
guidance accelerometer data. These accelerometer data were initialized 
from a parking orbit state vector at 8810 seconds (02:26:50) and were 
constrained to a state vector at TLI obtained from the post-TLI 
trajectory. The S-bavd tracking data available during the early portion 
Table 4-4. Parking Orbit Insertion Conditions 
PARAMETER ACTUAL NOMINAL ACT-NOW 
Range Time, set 710.56 712.28 -1.72 
Altitude, km 190.9 190.9 
(n mi) (103.1) (103.1) (0°C 
Space-Fixed Velocity, m/s 7.792.5 7.793.1 -0.6 
(ft/S) i25.565.9) (25.567.9) (-2.0) 
Flight Path Angle, deg -0.003 -0.001 -0.002 
Heading Angle, deg 91.656 91.727 -0.071 
Inclination. deg 31.120 31.114 0.006 
Descending Node, deg 117.455 117.429 0.026 
Eccentricity 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 
Apogee*, km 185.3 185.2 
(n mi) (100.1) (100.0) toYi 
Perigee-. km 183.2 185.0 -1.8 
(n mi) (98.9) (99.9) (-1.0) 
Period. min 88.18 88.19 I -0.01 
Geodetic Latitude, deg N 31.246 31.236 0.010 
Longituae, deg E -52.983 -52.878 -0.105 
NOTE: Range Times used ere tlncs of occurrence 7t the vehicle, 
see Figure 2-1. 
*Based on a spherlcal earth of radius 6.378.165 k(I (3.443.934 n ml). 
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Figure 4-5. Ground Track 
of the injection phase were no t used in the trajectory reconstruction 
because the data were inconsistent with parking orbit and translunar 
orbit tracking solutions. 
Comparisons be,tween the actual and nominal space-fixed velocity and 
flight path angle are shown in Figure 4-6. The actual and nominal 
total inertial acceleration comparisons are presented in figure 4-7. 
The space-fixed velocity was greater than nominal with deviations 
more noticeable towards the end of the time period. The actual and 
nominal targeting parameters at S-IVB second guidance cutoff are pre- 
sented in Table 1-2. 
4.2.4 Post TLI Phase 
The post TLI trajectory spans the interval from translunar injection to 
S-IVB/CSM separation. Tracking data from one C-Band station (Merritt 
Island) and three S-Band stations (Goldstone, Guam, and Hawaii) were 
utilized in the reconstruction of this trajectory segment. The post TLI 
trajectory reconstruction utilizes the same methodology as outlined in 
paragraph 4.2.2. The actual and nominal translunar injection conditions 
are compared in Table 4-5. The S-IVB/CSM separation conditions are nre- 
sented in Table 4-3. 
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Figure 4-7. Injection Phase Acceleration Comparison 
Table 4-5. Translunar Injection Conditions 
PARAMETER ACTUaL NOMINAL ACT-NOM 
f 
R8ngc Time. see 9.273.24 9.278.23 -4.99 
Altitude, km 331.8 343.1 -8.3 
(n ml) (179.2) (183.6) (-4.4) 
Space-Fixed Velocity, m/s 10.824.7 io.ala.1 6.6 
(e/s) (35.514.1) (35.492.5) (21.6) 
Flight Path Angle. deg 7.481 7.633 -0.152 
Herding Angle, deg 65.592 65.546 0.046 
Inclinrtion. dcg 30.813 30.812 0.001 
Descending bode. de9 117.358 117.400 
Eccentricity 0.9722 
c3. 0 2 6' 2 
(ft /s2) 
-1.678.092 -1.673.540 
(-la.ost.a33) (-la.ol3.836~ 
UDTE: R8ngc Times used an times of occurrence 
8t the vehicle, see Figure 2-1. 
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SECTION 5 
S- IC PROPiiLSION 
5.1 SUMMARY 
All S-IC propulsion systems performed satisfactoril 
(averaged from time zero to Outboard Engine Cutoff f 
. Stage site thrust 
OECO]) was 0.65 percent 
higher than predicted. Total propellant consumption rate was 0.42 percent 
higher than predicted with the consumed Mixture Ratio (MR) 0.94 percent 
higher than predicted. Specific impulse was 0.23 percent higher than 
predicted. Total propellant consumption from Holddown Arm (HDA) release 
to OECO was low by 0.15 percent. 
Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) was initiated by the Instrument Unit (IU) at 
135.1 seconds as planned. Outboard engine cutoff, initiated by LOX low 
level sensors, occurred at 164.10 seconds which was 0.94 second earlier 
than predicted. The LOX residual at OECO was 42,570 lbm compared to the 
predicted 42,257 lbm. The fuel residual at OECO was 32,312 lbm compared 
to the predicted 31,630 lbm. 
This was the first flight which incorporated a venturi in the LOX pressuri- 
zation system to replace the GOX Flow Control Valve (GFCV). The system 
performed satisfactorily and all performance requirements were met, 
although the LOX ullage pressure drifted below the minimum predicted level 
at 140 seconds. 
S-IC hydraulic system performance was normal throughout the flight. 
5.2 S-IC IGNITiON TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 
The fuel pump inlet preignition pressure was 45.9 psia and within F-l 
Engine Model Specification limits of 43.3 to 110 psia. 
The LOX pump inlet preignition pressure and temperature were 81.7 psia 
and -287.3"F and were within the F-l Engine Model Specification limits, 
as shown in Figure 5-l. 
The planned l-2-2 start was attained. Engine position starting order 
was 5, i-3, and 2-4. By definition, two engines are considered to start 
together if their cotiustion chatier pressures reach 100 psig in a 
lOO-millisecond time period. Thrust buildup rates were as expected, 
as shawn in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2. S-IC Engines Thrust Buildup 
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5.3 S-IC MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE 
S-IC stage propulsion performance was satisfactory. The stage site thrust 
(averaged from time zero to OECO) was 0.65 percent higher than predicted. 
Total propellant consumption rate was 0.42 percent higher than predicted 
and the total consmted mixture ratio was 0.94 percent higher than pre- 
dicted. The specific impulse was 0.23 percent higher than predicted. 
Total propellant consumption from HDA release to OECO was low by 0.15 per- 
cent. See Figure 5-3. 
The higher than predicted site performance was due to (1) lower than pre- 
dicted fuel density, and (2) use of an updated LOX iznsity subroutine in 
the math model after the final prediction was computed. The lawer fuel 
density was due to a lower than nominal batch density and a higher than 
predicted fuel temperature. The change in the LOX density subroutine 
incorporated a change in the Bureau of Standards LOX Density Tables 
(Standard used in S-IC Propulsion Analysis) which reflected a slightly 
higher density. 
For comparison of F-l engine flight performance with predicted performance, 
the flight performance has been analytically reduced to standard condf- 
tions and compared to the predicted Performance which is based on ground 
firings and also reduced to standard conditions. These values are shown 
in Table 5-1 and are at the 35 to 38-second time slice. The largest thrust 
deviation from the predicted value was -13 Klbf for engine No. 2. Engines 
No. 3, 4 and 5 had lower thrust than predicted by 4, 2 and 9 Klbf, respec- 
tively. Engine No. 1 was high by 3 Klbf. Engines No. 2 and 4 were below 
the engine acceptance test minimum of 1500 Klbf at 1497 Klbf and 1494 Klbf, 
respectively. The average of all five engines was 1501 Klbf, but caused 
no probleba, especially since the average flight (site) thrust was on the 
high side due to lower than expected fuel density. The F-l engines for 
AS-510 and subs have been reorffced since being static fired and their 
performance levels targeted for 1,522 Klbf (F-l ECP 612). 
5.4 S-IC ENGINE SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 
Thrust decay of the F-l engines was normal. Cutoff impulse, measured 
from cutoff signal to zero thrust was 682,522 lbf-s for the center engine 
and 2.664.436 lbf-s for all outboard engines. 
Center engine cutoff, initiated by a signal from the IU, was at 135.1 
seconds as planned. Outboard engine cutoff, initiated by LOX low level 
sensors, occurred at 164.10 seconds which was 0.94 second earlier than 
the nomfnal predicted time of 165.04 seconds. This is a small difference 
conpared to the predicted 3-sigma lfmfts of +5.61, and -4.08 seconds. 
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Table J-l. S- IC Individual Standard Sea Level Engine Performance 
PARAMETER iNClYf PRLDICTED 
Thrust. 
103 lbf 
Specf flc Impulse. 
lbf-s/lbm 
I 1504 
2 1510 
3 1505 
* 1496 
5 1514 
1 264.7 
2 2b4.2 
3 265.0 
4 264.3 
5 265.1 
264.7 
263.9 -0.1140 
264.9 -0.038 
264.3 .8 -0.11': 
-0.053 
r0td F:arate 
lbws 
fib84 
5713 
5661 077 
5712 
- 
5692 0.141 
5672 -0.717 
z -0.159 .228 -0.290 
5684 -0.490 
lirture Ratio : 2.266 
LOX/Fue? 2.276 
: 2.260 8
5 2.241 
2.262 -0.177 
2.270 -0.264 
2.275 -0.219 
2.255 -0.221 
2.237 I -0.178 
-0.211 
YOTE: Perfomance lewls were reduced to si andard sea level and punp inlet 
conditions. Data were taken from tht 35 to 38-second time slice. 
RECONSTRUCTION DEVIATION 
ANALYSIS PERCENT 
I 
1507 0.199 
1497 -0.860 
1501 -0.266 
1494 -0.134 
1505 -0.594 
AVERAGE 
DEVlATlOh 
PERCENT 
-0.331 
5.5 S-IC STAGE PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT 
Outboard engine cutoff was initiated by the LOX low level sensors as 
planned and resulted in residual 
dicted values. 
l;l*opellants being very close to the pre- 
The resiciual LCX at OECO was 42,570 lbm compared to the 
predicted value of 42,257 lbm. The fuel residual ai OECO was 32,312 lbm 
compared to the predicted value of 31,630 lbm. A surmnary of the pro- 
pellants remaining at major event times is presented in Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2. S-IC Stage Propellant Mass Hl’story 
PREDICTED, LBM 
LEVEL SENSOR 
DATA, LBM 
RECONSTRUCTED. LBM 
EVENT 
Ignition 
Comand 
Holddown 
Ann Release 
CECO 
OECO 
Separation 
Zero Thrust 
LOX F;IEL LOX FUEL LOX FUEL 
3,306,116 1.438.188 - 1.428.561 3.312.769 1.428,561 
3.239.986 1.419.569 3.254.139 1.407.728 3.244,149 1.409.389 
524.730 239,453 511.940 232,883 513.984 23?.870 
42,257 1 31,630 36,702 32,629 42.570 32,312 
37,162 29,266 - 37.507 29,867 
37.017 28,714 - 36,795 29.176 
NOTE: Predicted and recunstructed values do not include pressuritatio,. gas so they will 
compare with level sensor data. 
5.6 S-IC PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 
5.6.1 S-IC Fuel Pressurization System 
The fuel tank pressurization system performed satisfactorily keeping 
ullage pressure within acceptable limits during flight. Helium Flow 
Control Vaives (HFCV) 1 through 4 oper,ed as planned and HFCV 5 was not 
required. 
The low flow prepressuriration system was conmranded on at -97 seconds. 
The low flow system was cycled on a second time at -2.9 seconds. High 
flow pressurization, accomplished by the onboard pressurization system, 
performed as expected. Helium Flow Control Valve No. 1 was commanded on 
at -2.7 seconds and was supplemented by the high flar prepressurization 
system until umbilical disconnect. 
Fuel tank ullage pressure was within the Ftedicted limits throughout 
flight as shorm in Figure 5-4. Helium FEW Control Valves 2, 3, and 4 
were commanded open during flight by the switch selector within acceptable 
limits. !ielium bottle pressure was 3125 psra at -2.8 seconds and decayed 
to 475 psia at OECO. Total helium flowrate and heat exchanger performance 
were as expected. 
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Figure 5-4. S-IC Stage Fuel Tank Ullage Pressure 
Fuel pump inlet pressure was maintained above the required minimum Net 
Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP) during flight. 
5.6.2 S-IC LOX Pressurization System 
The LOX pressurization system performed satisfactorily and all performance 
requirements were met. The ground prepressuriration system maintained 
ullage pressure within acceptable limits until launch cornnit. The on- 
board pressurization system which included a venturi in place of the GOX 
Flow Control Valve (GFCV) perfoned satisfactorily during flight. 
The prepressurization system was-initiated at -72 seconds. Ullage pressure 
increased to the prepressuriration switch band and flow was terminated at 
-57.7 seconds. The law flow system was cycled on three additional times 
at -42.5, -21.4 and -5.1 sesonds. At -4.7 seconds the high flow system 
was conmnanded on and maintained ullage pressure within acceptable limits 
until launch cormiit. 
This was the first flight with ECP 3003 incorporated which replaced the 
GFCV with a venturi. Ullage pressure was maintained within the pre- 
dicted limits until center engine cutoff. See Figure 5-5. Although 
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Figure 5-5. S-IC LOX Tank Ullage Pressure 
ullage pressure decreased to slightly below the prediction after CECG, it 
was still well above the pressure required to prevent flash boiling. The 
maximum GOX flowrate to the tank after the initial transient was 46.9 lbm/s 
at CECO. The performance of the heat exchangers was as expected. 
The LOX pump inlet pressure met the minimum required NPSP requirement 
throughout flight. 
During the Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT), the S-IC LOX tank vent 
and relief valve exceeded operation specifications on closing time. The 
vent and relief valve and its associated solenoid valve were removed and 
replaced with new ones. No problem was encountered with the replacement 
valvrs during prelaunch operations or during flight. See paragraph 3.4.2 
for additional details. 
5.7 S-IC PNEUMATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 
The control pressure system functioned satisfactorily throughout the S-IC 
flight. 
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Sphere pressure was 30C0 psia at liftoff and remained steady until CECO 
when it decreased to 2877 psia. The decrease was due to center engine 
prevalve actuation. There was a further decrease to 2506 psia after OECO. 
5.8 S-IC PURGE SYSTEMS 
Performance of the purge systems was satisfactory during the 164-second 
flight. 
The turbopump LOX seal storage sphere pressure of 3000 psia was within 
the preignition limits of 2700 to 3300 psia. The pressure decayed to 
2545 psia from liftoff to OECO. 
5.9 S-IC POGO SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 
The POGO suppression system performed satisfactorily during S-IC flight. 
Outboard LOX prevalve temperature measurements indicated that the pre- 
valve cavities were filled with gas prior to liftoff as planned. The 
four resistance thermometers behaved during the AS-509 flight similarly 
to the AS-508 flight. In the outboard lines, the temperature measure- 
ments were cold momentarsly at liftoff indicating that LOX sloshed on 
the probes. They remained warm (off scale high) through flight, indi- 
cating helium was in tne prevalve. At cutoff, the increased pressure 
forced LOX into the prevalves once more. The two thermometers in the 
center engine prevalve were cold, indicating LOX in this valve as planned. 
5.10 S-IC HY3RAULIC SYSTEM 
The performance of the S-IC hydraulic system was satisfactory. All 
servoactuator supply pressures were within required limits. The engine 
control system return pressures were within predicted limits, and the 
engine hydraulic control system valves operated as planned. 
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SECTION 6 
S-II PROPULSION 
6.1 SUMMARY 
The S-II propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout the flight. 
The S-II Engine Start Conmtand (ESC), as sensed at the enqines, occurred 
at 165.5 seconds. Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) occurred as olanned at 
463.09 seconds and Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) occurred at 559.05 sec- 
onds giving an outboard engine operation time of 393.6 seconds or 
3.2 seconds longer than predicted. The later than oredicted OECO was 
a result of a lower than predicted flowrate during the low Engine Mlx- 
ture Ratio (EMR) portion of the flight. 
Total stage thrust at the standard time slice (61 seconds after S-II ESC) 
was 0.25 percent below predicted. Total oropellant flwrate, including 
pressurization flow, was 0.12 percent below predicted and stage soeclfic 
impulse was 3.19 percent below predicted at the standard tiema slice. 
Stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.18 percent above predicted. Engine 
thrust buildup and cutoff transients were normal. 
A center engine LOX feedline accumulator was installed for the first tlme 
on this flight as a PO60 suppression device. The operation of the accumu- 
lator system was effective in suppressing POGO type oscillations. 
The propellant management system performance was satisfactory throughout 
propellant loading and flight. However, during the helium injectlon at 
T-4 hours, the LOX Overfill Shutoff (OFSO) sensor indicated wet aooroxi- 
mutely 15 percent of each minute. At this time an investigation was made 
to determine if a time period violation of the Launch Mission Rule (Lm) 
might occur later during terminal sequence. The investigation indicated 
that this would not be a problem and propellant loading owrations were 
continued and progressed without incident. The new pneumatically actuated 
engine Mixture Ratio Control Valves (MRCV) were used for the first time 
in flight and operated satisfactorily. 
The performance of the LH2 tank pressurization system was satisfactory 
and within predicted limits. The LOX tank pressurization system operated 
sufficiently to satisfy all mission objectives; however, the LOX ullage 
pressure was belaw that predicted near the end of S-II flight. The lar 
LOX ullage pressure is attributed primarily to restricted flaJ through 
the LOX tank pressurization regulator subsequent to LOX step pressuri- 
zation at 264.1 seconds. The regulator is being replaced with an 
orifice on AS-510 and subsequent S-II stages. 
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Engine servicing operations, required to condition the engines, were 
satisfactorily accomplished. Engine start tank conditions were marginal 
at S-II ESC because of lower start tank relief valve settings caused by 
warmer than usual start tank temperatures. These warmer temperatures 
were a result of the hold prior to launch. Revised hold option proce- 
dures are under consideration for AS-510. 
The recirculation, helium injection , and valve actuation systems per- 
formed satisfactorily. 
S-II hydraulic system performance was normal throughout the flight. 
6.2 j-II CHILLDOWN AND BUILDUP TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 
The engine servicing operations required to condition the engines prior 
to engine start were satisfactorily accomplished. Thrust chatier tempera- 
tures were within predicted limits at both prelaunch and engine start. 
Thrust chamber chilldown requirements were -200°F maximum at prelaunch 
comnit and -150°F maximum at engine start. Thrust chamber temperatures 
ranged between -281 and -253°F at prelaunch comnit and between -220 and 
-199°F at engine start. Thrust chader temperature warmup rates during 
S-IC boost agreed closely with those experienced on previous flights. 
Both temperature and pressure conditions of the J-2 engine start tanks 
were within the required prelaunch and engine start boxes as shown in 
Figure 6-1. Initial start tank pressurization normally occurs after 
thrust chatier chill is initiated resulting in nominal start tank 
temperatures at the time of vent valve closure of approximately -310°F. 
During initial start tank pressurization the temperature increases from 
30 to 4D°F and would normally read approximately -270 to -260°F. How- 
ever, as a result of initiating countdown hold option No. 2 prior to 
thrust chatier chill, lockup temperatures were between -240 and -225OF 
or about 49°F warmer than usual. 
Total tima elapsed between start tank pressurization and S-II engine 
start including hold time, countdown time, and S-IC boost, was approxi- 
mately 2550 seconds (OD:42:30). During the hold, the start tank tempera- 
ture increased approximately 85°F. Between pressurization and liftoff 
the start tanks were vented (using ground enorgency vents) at least five 
times each in order to maintain start tank pressures below 1280 psia 
(which corresponds to the lowest relief valve setting) to prevent ac+lla- 
tion of the relief valves. The actual relief valve settings vary 
inversely with the start tank temperatures; therefore, as a result of 
the initial pressurization occurring at a warmer temperature and the 
subsequent start tank wirrmup during the hold, the relief valve settings 
apparently were lower than 1280 psia. Engines No. 1, 2, and 4 start 
tank vent and relief valves relieved after liftoff at least one time 
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Figure 6-l. S-II Engine Start Tank Perfonna:Ice 
prior to engine start. Engine No. 3 appeared to be relieving prior to 
liftoff and through SIC boost. Although this venting is not desirable, 
it is considered by the ergine contractor to be expected with such an 
increase in start tank terwerature. 
Prior to the AS-509 launch a prediction had been generated regarding the 
length of time available between start tank pressurization and exceedang 
the temperature redline requirements. This prediction was based upon 
data gathered during a special 30-minute hold test conducted on S-II-13 
at Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) and extrapolated to represent maximum 
Kennedy S ace Center (KSC) capability. A maximum time of 4200 seconds 
(0l:lO:OO P was indicated between tank pressurization and liftoff. This, 
of course, would equate to a "hold" duration of 3720 seconds (01:02:00) 
since the final 480 seconds are required for the terminal count. 
This prediction was not conservative in that it did not consider large 
engine to engine tewrature differences or the possibility that start 
tank pressurization would occur prior to initiating thrust charber chill. 
Unfortunately, both of these eventualities took place during the engine 
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conditioning period resulting in the warmest engine measuring -227°F as 
opposed to the prediction base of -258°F. This resulted ir; a reduction 
of the maxi;lur!l pressurized time from 42C0 seconds (01:13:00) to 2820 sec- 
onds (00:47:00). ictudl time betHeen pressurization and liftoff was 
2400 seconds (0@:4O:CO) so that a margin of 420 seconds was still enjail- 
able. 
Both aspects of the J-2 engine start tank problem (limited hold duration 
and re':ief valve operation at warmer temperatures) will be resolved for 
AS-510 countdown by changes to the existing hold options. A procedure 
patterned after the new S-IVB procedure featuring a shortened start tank 
chilldown recycle will be devised and tested during the AS-513 Countdown 
Demonstration Test (CDDT). The intent of the netg proccaure will be tr 
maintain or increase hold capability, maintain present count pickup point 
L;‘ -480 seconds without reqtiiring aavance warnings, and restrict hold 
operation to areas of the start tank pressare-temperature envelope that 
preclude relief valve opccation at lower pressures. 
As presently envisioned these objectives will require changes to the 
Launch Mission Rules both in the area of functional sequence and red- 
iines. 
All engine helium tank pressures dere within the prelaunch and engine 
start limits of 2800 to 3450 psia. Engine helium tank pressures ranged 
between 3070 and 3035 psia prior to launch (at -19 seconds) and between 
3170 and 3115 psia at S-!I ESC. Helium tanks were vented five times 
during the hold period using the ground vent solenoids. 
The LOX and 1.H2 recirculation systems used to chill the feed ducts, 
turbopumps, and other engine components performed satisfactorily during 
preiaunch and S-IC boost. Engine pump inlet temperatures and pressures 
at engine start were well within the requiremnts as shown in Figure 6-2. 
The LOX plrmp discharge temperatures at S-II ESC were approximately 15.l"F 
subcocled, well below the 3°F subcooling requirement. 
Prepressurization of the propellant tanks was accrMplishe4 satisfactorily. 
Ullage pressures at S-II ESC were 40.19 psia for LOX and 28.3 psia for 
LH2. 
S-II ESC b'as received at 165.5 seconds and the Start Tank Discharge Valve 
(STDV) solenoid activatfon signal occurred 1.C second later. The engine 
thrust buildup was satisfactory and within the required thrust buildup 
envelo e. 
Y 
All engines retched their mainstage ‘evels (pressure switch 
pickup, within 2.87 seconds after S-II ESC. 
6.3 S-I; MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE 
The propulsion reconstruction analysis showed that stQ9e performance 
during mainstage operation was satisfactory. A comparison of predicted 
and reconstructed performance of thrust, specific imulse, total flowrate, 
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and mixture ratio versus time is shown in Figure 6-3. Stage performance 
during the hign EMR portion of flight (prior to CECO) was very ciose to 
predicted. at the time oi ESC +61 seconds, total stage thrust was 
i,164,363 ibf Which iS 2531 ibf (0.25 percent) below the preflight pre- 
3i cti on. Total propellant flowrate, including pressurization fiow, was 
2753.4 lbm/s, 0.12 percent below predicted. Stage specific impulse, 
including the effect of pressurization gas flowrate, was 422.9 lbf-s/'lbm, 
0.15 percent below predicted. Stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.18 
percent aoove predicted. 
Center engine cutoff was initiated at ESC T297.6 seconds as planned and 
reducea tc;d? stage thrum;; by 336,932 lbf to a level of 924,939 lbf. 
Thp yf:;;: shift from high to low oaks. -1lrrecl 307.6 seconds after ESC; 3.5 sec- 
ones ctiriier than predicted. The change of EM3 resulted in further 
stage thrust reduction and at ESC +380.3 second;, the total stage .hrust 
was 776,070 lbf; thus, a decrease in thrust of 148,869 lbf was indicated 
between high and low EMR operation. S-II burn duration was 393.6, st-:onds, 
which was 3.2 seconds longer than predicted. 
!ndiv;dual J-2 engine performance data are presented in Table 6-l for the 
ESC +61 second time slice. Good correlation between predicted and re- 
constructed flight performance is indicated by the small deviations. The 
performance levels shown in Table 6-l have not been adjusted to standard 
J-2 altitude conditions and do not i.iclude the effects-of p 
flow. 
ressurization 
Typical minor engine performance sh ifts occurred during the 
and are attributed to shifts in the Gas Generator (GG) oxid 
resistance (see Table 6-2). 
burn period 
izer system 
6.4 S-11 SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 
S-II OECO was initiated by the stage LOX depletion cute-f system as 
planned. The LOX depletion cutoff system again included a 1.5 second 
delay timer. As in previous flights (AS-504 and subs), this resulted 
in engine thrtist decay (observec as a drop in thrust chamber pressure) 
prior to receipt of the cutoff signal. The precutoff decay was somewhat 
greater than experienced on AS-508 and was ALE :o a higher EMR at OECO. 
The high EMR was due to incorporation of the yew two-position MRCV which 
operates nominally at a low EMR of 4.6, where the old valve was set 
nominally at 4.5. 
Again, the largest thrust chamber pressure decay was noted on engine 
No. i with first indications of performance change visible at 0.68 second 
prior to the cutoff siJna!. See Figure 6-4. Total pressure decay on 
engine No. 1 was 230 psi wh ile the other three outboard engines were 
approximately 115 psi over this interval. 
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Table 6-l. S-II Engine Performance 
PERCENT PERCENT 
ENGINE INDIVIDUAL AVERAGE 
PARAMETER POSITION PREDICTED RECONSTRUCTED DEVIATION DEVIATIOk 
Thrust, lbf : 230,660 229.897 -0.33 
233.552 233,264 -0.12 
: 232,739 3 446 233,146 1 11 -0.70 13 -0.25 
5 236,998 237.046 0.02 
Specific Impulse, 1 423.8 423.3 -0.12 
lbf-s/lbm 5 425.1 424.1 -0.24 
425.6 424.8 -0.19 -0.13 
: 424.3 6 2 426.0 4 1 -0.05 
Engine Flourate, lbm/s 1 544.2 543.1 -0.20 
% 549.5 8 6 550.0 48 8 0.10 03 -0.13 
4 548.5 544.9 -0.65 
5 556.1 556.4 0.06 
Engine Mixture Ratio, : 5.55 Z! 0.18 
LOX/Fuel 5.53 0.72 
s 5.54 6 5-ii 0.36 72 0.43 
5 5.50 5:51 0.18 
NOTE: Perfomance Levels at ESC 61 seconds. Values do not include effect 
of presslJrizrtion fla. 
I 
I 
At S-II OECO total thrust was down to 580,478 lbf. Stage thrust dropped 
to 5 percent cc this level within 0.58 second. The stage cutoff impulse 
through the 5 percent thrust level is estimated to be 120,576 lbf-s. 
6.5 S-Ii PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT 
Flight and ground loading performance of the propellant managemnt :.ystem 
was nominal and all parameters were within expected limits. The S-II 
stage employed an open-loop Propellant Utilization (W) system utilizing 
fixed, open-loop commands from the Instrument Unit (IIJ) to drive the new 
two-position pne?rmatically operated HRCV. Open-loop Pu is also planned 
for use on subsequent vehicles. 
The facility propellant Tanking Control Systen (PTCS) and the propellant 
managemnt system properly controlled S-II loading and replenishment. 
However, at the start of the first period of helium injection (-4 hours), 
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Table 6-2. S-II Engine Porfonnance Shifts 
ENGiNE PERFORMANCE SHIFT 
I POS!T!ON (MPGY!TUDE ANa TIME OF OCCURRENCE) REMARKS 
1 -1400 lbf run-tQ,-run shift in Shi,t in Gas Generator (GG! 
thrust from engine acceptance. oxidizer system resistance. 
4 -1300 lbf in-run thrust shift at Shift in GG oxidizer system 
277 seconds. 
i 4 
I 
+1500 lbf In-run thrust shift at Shi;t in GG oxidizer system 
309 seconds. 
VOTE: None of the shifts are considered to be unusual in either 
magnitude or cause. 
as part of the accumulator test, the LOX Overfill Shutoff (OFSO) sensor 
indicated wet approximately 15 percerIc of each minute. LOX replenish 
flow was then terminated, and an investigation made to determine if a 
time period violation of the propellant Launch Mission Rule (LMR) might 
occur. The investigation revealed that this would not be a problem 
and the LOX rep- nish flow was resumed and continued without incident. 
See paragraph 3.4.2 for additional detai!s. 
Open-loop control of engine mixture ratio during flight was successfully 
accomplished with tne MPCV. At engine start command, helium pressure 
drove the valves to the engine start position corresponding to the 
4.8 EMR. The No. 1 high EMR (5.5) ccmnd was received at ESC +5.5 sec- 
onds as planned. Helium plessure was thereby relieved and the return 
spring moved 'he valves to the high EMR position providinq a nominal EMR 
of 5.50 for the first phase of the Programed Mixture Ratio (PMR). 
Thl: shift to low EMR, as seen at the en ines, occurred at ESC +307.6 sec- 
onds (0.5 second earlier than predicted 4 . The average EMR at the low 
step was 4.78 as cLanpared to a predicted of 4.83. However, this was 
within the Z-sigma H.06 mjxture ratio tolerance. 
Outboard engine cutoff was initiated by the LOX tank propellant depletion 
system (with a 1 'j-second OECO time delay) 2.2 seconds later than pre- 
dicted due primarily to the lowered propellant flowrates at low EMR. The 
open-loop PU error at OECO was approximately -375 lbm LH2 versus a 3-sigma 
tolerance of 22500 lbm LH2. Based on flowmeter and point sensor system 
data, propellant residuals in the tanks at UECO were 1213 lbm LOX and 
2960 lbm LH2 (versus 1802 lbm LOX and 3441 lbm LH2 predicted). These 
lower than pr licted residuals resulted from the use of a 4.8 EMR at 
OECO for the first time. 
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Figure 6-4. S-II Outboard Engine Chather Pressure Decay 
Table 6-3 presents a cortqarison of propellant masses as measured by the 
PU probes and engine flcmeters. The best estimate propellant mass is 
based on integration of flmmter data utilizkJ the pro?llant residuals 
determined from point sensor data. Best estimtes of propellant T;dss 
loaded comzlates with the postlaunch coaquter reconstruction of the 
flight. These nmss values were 0.04 percent more than predicted for LOX 
and 0.31 percent less than predicted for LH2. 
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Table 6-3. AS-509 Flight S-II Propellant Mass History 
EVEN-r 
Liftoff 
s-11 ESC 
s-11 Pu Valve step w 
2X Point Sensor 
S-I: GECO 
S-11 Residual After 
Thrust Decay 
PREDICTED, LBh' 
(TRAJECTORY) 
LOX LH2 
835.531 159.427 
835,531 159.413 
134,069 31.093 
16.M6 4.298 
1,aoz 3,441 
1.515 3,326 
ENGINE FLOU - 
PU SYSTEM MTER IWTEGRATION 
ANALfSIS. LBM (BEST ESTIIWTE). LBM 
LOX L"2 LOX L"2 
B34.43t 159.785 835.859 159,oDl 
836.078 15c.osB 835.859 158.986 
132.374 30.675 131.918 30.507 
16.231 4.288 16.046 4.298 
2.319 2,975 1.213 2.960 
Data wet Data Not 1 .Qo9 2.073 
USable Usable 
MITE: Table is based on YSS In tanks and SW only. PmxIlmt trapped external to tanks ml 
LOX sump is mt included. 
6.6 S-II PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
6.6.1 S-II Fuel Pressurization System 
LH2 tank ullage pressure, actual and predicted, is presented in Figure 6-5 
for autosequence, S-K boost, and S-II boost. The LH2 vent valves were 
closed at -93.1 seconds and the ullage volt pressurized at 35.0 psia 
in 20.8 seconds. One makeup cycle was required at -51.6 seconds, The 
vent valves modulated during S-IC boost, controlling tank pressure; how- 
ever, no main poppet operation of the vent valves was evident. 
Differential pressure across the vent valve was kept below the low-mode 
upper limit of 29.5 psi. Ullage pressure at engine start was 28.8 psia 
exceeding the minimum engine start requirement of 27 psia. The LH2 tank 
vent valves were switched to the high vent mode 1.25 seconds prior to 
S-II engine start. 
LH2 tank ullage pressure remained slightly below its predicted value 
during S-II mainstage operation prior to step pressurization. The indi- 
cated ullage pressure was conparable to the pressure in this interval 
during the S-II-9 static firing. 
The LH2 tank regulator was cwnded open at 464.1 seconds and ullage 
pressure increased to 32.05 psia. The vent valves started to vent at 
491.9 seconds and continued to vent throughout the remainder of the S-II 
burn. Ullage pressure mined within the high lRode vent range of 
30.5 to 33.0 psia. 
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Figure 6-5. S-II Fuel Tank Ullage Pressure 
Figure 6-6 shows LH2 total inlet pressure, temperature and Net Positive 
Suction Pressure (NPSP) for the J-2 engines. The parameters were close 
to predicted values. Fuel punp inlet pressure was maintained above the 
required minimum NPSP throughout the S-II bum period. 
6.6.2 S-II LOX Pressurization System 
Although the S-II LOX pressurization system operated sufficiently to 
satisfy all mission objectives, the LOX tank ullap pressure differed 
from what was predicted (see Figure 6-7). The deviation was caused by 
(1) the LOX pressurization regulator failing to open fully when required. 
and (2) the effect of saturated 60X pressurant from the J-2 engine heat 
exchangers. 
As seen in Figure 6-7, the LOX ullage pressure did not increase as 
rapidly as predicted after the LOX step pressurization coasrtand. The 
LOX pressure regulator potentiolneter and oxidizer manifold pressure 
me;iurements were used to conclude that the slow pressure rise was a 
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Figure 6-6. S-II Fuel ?ump Inlet Conditions 
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Figure 6-7. S-II LOX Tank Ullage Pressure 
result of the pressure regulator failing to go to its maximum opening 
(see Figure 6-8'. The conclusion is that the regulator step solenoid 
did not complete its stroke upon removal of power; thus, the regulator 
butterfly could not fully open. The cause has not been determined, but 
its effect was that the mechanical advantage the bias portion of the 
regulator has on the regulator power bellows was not completely nulli- 
fied, thus a force due to pressure was still attempting to hold the 
regulator butterfly at its minimum opening (see Figure 6-9). 
Because the regulator was only partially open, it required less mass 
(approximately 325 lbm less) at a warmer temperature to have the ullage 
pressure near the predicted pressure level at EMR step. Upon shifting 
to low EMR, tne regulator inlet pressure dropped below the minimum 
required pressure (450 psia) necessary -to keep the bias portion on the 
regulator acti ve. When the bias portion became inactive, the regulator 
power bellows lost its force term tending to hold the butterfly closed 
and permitted the butterfly to go to its maximum opening. 
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Figure 6-8. S-II Oxidizer Manifold Pressure and Regulator 
Potentiometer Profiles 
The pressure decay after EMR step was amplified due to the GOX pressurant 
entering the LOX ullage system at colder than predicted temperatures. If 
the regulator had operated properly, the ullage pressure decay would have 
been more than predicted (1.8 psi more) but not as much pressure decay as 
was experienced. 
In sumnary, the slow pressure rise after LOX step pressurization was the 
result of the pressure regulator not opening fully. The lower than pre- 
dicted ullage pressure after EM? step was the result of the low incoming 
pressurant temperature in combination with ullage conditions generated 
by the partially opened regulator. 
The possibility of the regulator problem recurring on subsequent flights 
has been eliminated with S-II stage ECP No. 6425, effective AS-510 and 
subsequent, which replaces the LOX tank pressurization regulator with a 
fixed orifice. 
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Figure 6-g. S-II LOX lank Pressurization Regulator 
Though the ullage pressure was lower than predicted, it was sufficient to 
meet NPSP requirements except for the final 0.5 second of winstage 
which is to be expected. 
34.4 psia. 
At cutoff, the ullage pressure had decayed to 
LOX engine inlet total pressure, tew-ature and WSP are presented in 
Figure 6-10 fcr the S-II bum phase. 
6.7 S-II PNEUMATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 
The pneumatic control system functioned satisfactorily throughout the S-IC 
and S-II boost periods. Bottle pressure was 30% psia at -30 seconds and 
due to normal valve activities during S-II burns decayed to approxietately 
2640 psia after S-II OECO. 
Regulator outlet pressure during flight remined at a constant 710 psia, 
except for the expected momntary pressure drops when the recirculation 
or prevalves were actuated closed just after engine start, at CECO and 
OECO. 
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6.8 5-11 i!ELiUM INJECTIOr\i SYSTEFi 
lhe performance of the helium injection system was satisfactory. The 
supply bottle YES pressurized to 3010 psia prior to liftoff and by ESL 
the pressure was 1730 psia as compared to 730 psia at S-II-8 ESC. The 
pressure at ESC was higher for S-11-9 dye to +.he addjtion of another 
1.5 ft3 supply bottle to the helium injecticn system for servicing the 
center engine feed1 ine accumulator. Helium injection average total flow- 
rate during supply bottl e blowdown (-30 to 163 seconds) was 65 SCFM. 
6.9 Pi3GO SUPPRESSIOV SYSTEM 
A center engine LOX feedline accumulator was installed for the ti;-,st 
time on this flicjht as a +OGO supp:ession device. Propulsion/structural 
analysis indicates that the accumulator did suppress the S-II BOG0 
oscillations. See paragraph 8.2.3 for complete derails. A schematic 
cf the POGO suppresslL in system is shown in Figure 6-11. 
Figure 6-11. S-II LOX Center Engine Feedline Kccmulator and Helium 
Injection System 
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The accumulator bleed system must maintain subcooled LOX in the accumulator 
through S-!C boost and S-II engine start. This requirement is accom- 
plished by LOX flowing through a 3/4-inch line from the top of the accumu- 
lator to the center engine LOX recirculation return line. Thai-e is also 
a Shutoff valve in this bleed line that is used to terminate the bleed 
flow 1.0 second prior to S-II engine start. Figure 6-12 shows the 
required accumulator temperature at S-II engine start, the predicted 
temperatures during S-IC boost, and the actual temperatures experienced 
during the AS-509 flight. As can be seen, the maximum allowable tempera- 
ture of -2C1.5"F at engine sta;-t was more than adequately met (-294.5"F). 
The accumulator fill system is required to displace the LOX in the accumu- 
lator with helium soon after engine start. The accumulator fill must be 
completed in 5 to ;7 seconds after its initiation and must be maintained 
until CECO. This is accomplished by opening two parallel scllenoid valves 
(one at engine start plus 4.1 seconds and the other engine start plus 
4.3 seconds) and initia ting a helium flow of 0.0045 to 0.0060 lbm/s from 
two 1.5 ft3 bottles (pressurized to 2800 to 3100 psia prior to LOX helium 
injection), through a regulator, and then into the accumulator. This flow 
is terminated at CECO by closing the two fill solenoids. 
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Figure 6-12. S-II Center Engine LOX Feedline Accumulator 
Bleed System Performance 
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Figure 6-13 shows accumulator LOX level versus time during the fill 
transient as determined from the time the three accumulator temperature 
probes indicated dry. Based on these data, the accumulator was full of 
helium 6.3 seconds after the start of fill, thus meeting the 5 to 7 second 
fill time requirement. After the accumulator was filled with helium (just 
after engine start), it remained in that state until CECO when the helium 
flow was terminated and LOX backed up into the accumulator due to the post- 
CECC) feedline pressure buildup. There was no sloshing or abnormal liquid 
level behavior observed in the accumulator while the center engine was 
operating. Figure 6-14 shows the performance of the helium supply portion 
of the acculmulator fill system. 
6.10 S-II HYDFMJLIC SYSTEM 
S-II hydraulic system performance was normal throughout the flight. 
System supply and return pressures, reservoir volumes, and system fluid 
ter;rperatures were within predicted ranges. All servoactuators responded 
to comMnds with good precision. The maximum engine deflection was 
TIK m START OF ACCUUATOR FIU. SECONDS 
Figure 6-13. S-Ii Center Engine LOX Feedline Accunwrlator Fill Transient 
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Figure 6-14. S-II Center Engine LOX Feedline Accumulator Helium 
Supply System Performance 
approximately 1.4 degrees in pitch on engine No. 4 in response to the 
separation and engine start transients. Actuator loads were well within 
design limits. The maximum actuator load was approximately 9,700 lbf for 
the yaw actuator of engine Na. 1 and occurred during initiation of Itera- 
tive Guidance Mode (IGM). 
There was no evidence of the engine No. 2 system accumulator lockup 
valve leakage that was encountered during Flight Readiness Test (FRT) 
and COOT. 
The engine No. 3 accumulator reservoir manifold assembly was replaced 
prior to launch countdown due to reservoir piston seal leakage. The 
replacement unit performed satisfactorily in countdown and flight. 
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SECTION 7 
S-IVB PROPULSION 
7.1 SUMKARY 
The J-Z engine operated satisfactorily throughout the operational phase 
of first and second burn and had normal shutdowns. S-IVB first burntime 
was 1~7.2 seconds which was 4.1 seconds less than predicted. Approxi- 
m ': *' 2.4 seconds of the shorter burntime can be attributed to higher 
S-. performance. The remainder can be attributed to the S-IC and S-II 
stage performance and the change in the flight azimuth. The engine 
performance during first burn, as determined from standard altitude 
reconstruction analysis, deviated from the predicted Start Tank Dis- 
charge Valve (STDV) open +130-second time slice by 1.48 percent for 
thrust and 0.14 percent for specific impulse. The higher than predicted 
performance can be attributed primarily to a decrease in gas generator 
system resistance. The S-IVB stage first burn En ine C&off (ECO) was 
initiated by the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer 9 LVDC) at 700.56 seconds. 
The Continuous Vent System (CVS) adequately regulated LH2 tank ullage 
pressure at an average level of 19.2 psia during orbit, and the Oxygen/ 
Hydrogen (02/H2) burner satisfactorily achieved LH2 and LOX tank repres- 
surization for restart. Engine restart conditions were within specified 
limits. The restart at full open Propellant Utilization (PU) valve posi- 
tion was successful. 
S-IVB second burntime was 350.8 seconds which was 5.5 seconds less than 
predicted. The engine performance during second bum, as determined from 
the standard altitude reconstruction analysis, deviated from the pre- 
dicted STDV +2OO-second time slice by 1.57 percent for thrust and 
0.14 percent for specific impulse. The higher than predicted per'ormance 
is attributed to the same reason as for first bum. Second burn EC0 was 
initiated by the LVDC at 9263.24 seconds (02:34:23.24). 
A small shift in LOX chilldown flowrate and pump differential pressure 
observed during boost has been determined to be due to vehicle-induced 
longitudinal dynamics. 
Subsequent to second burn, the stage propellant tanks and.helium spheres 
were safed satisfactorily. Sufficient impulse was derived from LOX dump, 
LH CVS operation and Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) ullage burn to 
ac ieve a successful lunar impact within the planned target area. 2 
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The APS pressurization system performed nominally throughout the flight 
except for a helium leak in Module No. 1 from 5 to 7 hours. The average 
leakage was about 70 Standard Cubi: Inches/Minute (SCIM). The magnitude 
and duration of this leak was not large enough to present any problems. 
The S-IVB hydraulic system performance was satisfactory during the entire 
mission. 
7.2 S-IV6 CHILLDOWN AND BUILDUP TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR FIZST BURN 
The thrust chamber temperature at launch was well below the maximum 
allowable redline limit of -133°F. 
Command (ESC), the temperature was 
At S-IVB first burn Engine Start 
-141°F. which was within the require- 
ment of -189.6 fllO"F. 
The chilldown and loading of the engine Gaseous Hydrogen (GH2) start tank 
and pneumatic control bottle prior to liftoff was satisfactory. 
A 40 minute hold for adverse weather conditions occurred during terminal 
count. A countdown recycle was avoided by utilizing the start tank 
rechill sequence which was developed during the AS-509 Countdown Demon- 
stration Test (CDDT). When the count was picked up (at -482 seconds) the 
start tank vent and supply valves were opened, allowing cold flow through 
the tank. Adequate chilldown was achieved in 93 seconds, and start 
tank conditions were well within acceptable limits at liftoff. The engine 
control sphere was vented three times during hold to maintain acceptable 
pressure levels. 
The engine control sphere pressure and temperature at liftoff were 3040 ps 
and -165°F. At first burn ESC the start tank conditions were within the 
required region of 1>25 *75 psia and -170 230°F for start. The discharge 
was completed and the refill initiated at first burn ESC +3.8 seconds. 
The refill was satisfactory and in good agreement with the acceptance 
test. 
ia 
The propellant recirculation systems operation, which was continuous from 
before liftoff until just prior to first ECS, was satisfactory. Start and 
run box requirements for both fuel and LOX were met, a5 shown in Figure 7-1. 
At first ESC the L3X pump inlet tenperatrrre was -295.5"F a;ld the LH2 pump, 
inlet temperature was -421.8"F. A small downward shSft in LOX chilldm 
flowrate and pump delta P, observed from approximately 124 to 174 seconds 
during boost, has been determined to be due to vehicle-induced longitudinal 
dynamics. This response was noted during pump qualification vibration 
testing and is not considered a problem. 
The first burn start transient was satisfactory. The thrust buildup was 
within the established limits. This buildup was similar to the thrust 
buildups observed on AS-506 through AS-508. The Mixture Ratio Control (MRC) 
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valve was in the closed position prior to first start and performance 
indicates it remained closed during first burn. The total impulse from 
STDV open to STDY open t2.E seconds was 193,080 lbf-s for first start. 
First burn fuel lead followed the predicted pattern and resulted in 
satisfactory conditions as indicated by the thrust chamber temperatures 
and the associated fuel injector temperatures. 
7.3 S-IVB MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE FOR FIRST BURN 
The propulsion reconstruction analysis showed that the stage performance 
during mainstage operation was satisfactory. A comparison of predicted 
and actual performance of thrust, specific impulse, total flowrate, and 
Hixture Ratio (MR) versus time is shown in Figure 7-2. Table 7-l shows 
the thrust, specific impulse. flowrates and MR deviations from the pre- 
dicted at the STDV +130-second time slice. 
A mixture ratio control valve setting 2 degrees higher than predicted 
would correspond to the observed thrust but not the observed mixture 
~ ratio. Reconstructed propellant ratic usage indicates that the MR 
profile was very n&r tb p&?dicted. .%. 'hetatorce-, CM &k&J. .~~r'.forrl#ricc . 
at the predicted mixture ratio can be attributed primarily to a decrease 
in gas generator system resistance. 
The performance of the J-2 engine helium control system was satisfactory 
during mainstage operation. The engine control bottle was connected to 
the stage ambient repressurization bottles, therefore, there was little 
pressure decay. Helium usage is estimated as 0.30 lbm during first burn. 
7.4 S-IVB SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR FIRST BURN 
S-IVB EC0 was initiated at 700.56 seconds by a guidance velocity cutoff 
command which resulted in a 4.1-second less than predicted burntime. 
Approximately 2.4 seconds of the shorter burntime can be attributed 
to higher S-IVB performance. The remainder can be attributed to S-IC 
and S-II stage performance 2nd the change in flight azimuth. 
The EC0 transient was satisfactory. The total cutcff impulse to zero 
percent,of rated thrust was 44,300 lbf-s which was 172i lbf-s lower 
than-predicted. Cutoff occurred with the MRC valve in the 5.0 position. 
7.5 S-IVB PARKING ORBIT COAST PHASE CONDITIONING 
The LH2 CVS performed satisfactorily, maintaining the fuel tank ullage 
pressure at an average level of 19.2 psia. This was well within the 
i8 to 21 psia band of the inflight specifi,ation. 
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Table 7-l. S-IV5 Steady-State Performance - First Bum 
(STDV +130-Second Time Slice at Standard Altitude Conditions) 
-- 
"ERCENT 
FLIGHT DEVIATION 
PARAMETER FREDiCTED RECONSTRUCTION DEVIATION FROM PREDICTED 
Thrust, lbf 198,627 201,572 2945 1.483 
Specific !mpul;e, 
lbf-s/lbm 426.5 427.1 0.6 0.141 
-0X Flowrate, 
lbm/s 386.78 392.14 5.36 1.386 
-uel Flowrate, 
lbm/S 78.95 79.80 0.85 1.077 
Engine Mixture 
* 4.914 .Q.306 
The continuous vent regulator was activated at 759.7 seconds and was 
terminated at 8376.3 seconds. The US performance is shown in Figure 7-3. 
The thrust between 5400 seconds and the end of CVS operation was above 
the predicted laBgel because the orbital heat input was higher than 
expected. 
Calculations b.?sed on estimated temperatures indicate that the mass 
vented during parking orbit ~a.5 1935 lbm and that the boiloff mass was 
2242 lbm. 
7.6 S-IVB CHILLDOWN AND BUILDUP TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR SECOND BURN 
Repressurization of the LOX and LH2 tanks was satisfactorily accomplished 
by the 02/H2 burner. Helium heater "ON" command was initiated at 
5376.1 seconds. The LH2 repressurization control valves were opened at 
burner "ON" 6.1 seconds and the fuel tank was repressurized from 19.2 to 
30.5 psia i,l 186 seconds. There were 25.9 lbm of cold helium used to 
repressurize the LH2 tank. The LOX repressurization control valves were 
ope?sd at i urner "ON"' 6.3 seconds and the LOX tank was repressurized from 
35.8 to 39.8 psia in 152 seconds. There were 4.7 lbm of helium used to 
reoressurize the LOX tank. LH:, and LOX ;rll-aoe pressures are shown in 
Figure 7-4. The burner contin;ed to operate-for a total of 454.9 seconds 
provid ing nominal prope 1 lant settling forces. The performance of the 
AS-509 Op/H2 burner was satisfactory as shown in Figure 7-5. 
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Figure 7-3. S-M CVS Performance - Coast Phase 
The S-IN LOX recirculation system satisfactorily provided conditioned 
oxidizer to the J-2 engine for restart. The LOX and fuel pump inlet 
conditions are plotted in the start and run boxes in Figure 7-6. At 
second ESC, the LOX and fuel pump inlet temperatures were -294.9"F and 
-419.6"F, respectively. Fuel recirculation system performance was 
adequate and conditions at the pump inlet weie satisfactory at second 
STDV open. Second burn fuel lead generally followed the predicted 
pattern and resulted in satisfactory conditions as indicated by thrust 
chamber temperature and the associated fuel injector temperature. Since 
J-2 start system performance was nominal during coast and restart, no 
helium recharge was required from the LOX ambient repressurization 
system (bottle No. 2). The start tank performed satisfactorily during 
second burn blowdown and recharge sequence. The engine start tank was 
recharged properly and maintained sufficient pressure during coast. The 
engine co:rtrol sphere first burn gas usage was as predicted; the ambient 
helium sly!yeres recharged the control sphere to a nominal level for 
restart. 
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The second burn start transient was satisfactory. The thrust buildup was 
within the limits set by the engine manufacturer and was similar to the 
thrust buildup on AS-506 through AS-508. The MRC valve was in the proper 
full open (4.5 MR) position prior to the second start. The total impulse 
from STDV open to STDV open +2.5 seconds was 188,600 lbf-s. 
The helium control system performed satisfactorily during second bum 
mainstage. There was little pressure decay during the burn due to the 
connection to the stage repressurization system. An estimated 1.1 lbm 
cf helium was consumed duriug second burn. 
7.7 S-IVB WHSTAGE PERFORMANCE FCR SECOND BURN 
The propulsion reconstruction analysis showed that the stage performance 
during rainstage operation was satisfactory. 
The second ttimtime was also shorter than predicted. This can be primarily 
attributed to the higher than predicted S-IVB performance. 
A conpari son of predicted and actiral performance of ,thrust, specific 
iq.ulse, total flowrate, and mirture ratio versus time is shown in 
Figure 7-7. Table 7-2 shass the thrust, specific impulse, flowrates, 
and KR deviations from the predicted at the STDV +2!Xksecond time slice. 
This time slice performance is the standardized altitude performance 
uhich is conparable to the first burn slice at STDV +13G seconds. The 
200-semd tine slice thrUst for second bum was 1;57 percent higher 
than predicted. Specif!c inpulse perfomnce for secald bum was 
0.14 percent higher than predicted. The higher performance during second 
bum is attributed to the same reason as for first bum. The MRC valve 
position measurement 60017-40 1 can only be used as a gross measurement. 
This neasumwnt during second bum was erratic after returning to the 
closed position. However, engine performance sinrrlations do not sub- 
stantiate any f!RC valve movement. 
7.8 S-IVB SWTIXW TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE fOR SECOND BURN 
S-IVB second EC0 was initiated at 9263.24 seconds by a guidance velocity 
cutoff CCWWK! for a burrntim of 350.8 seconds. The bumtime was 
5.5 seconds less than predicted. 
The EC0 transient was satisfactory. The total cutoff iffpulse to zero 
thrust was 45,629 lbf-s, which was 1291 lbf-s 1-r than predicted. 
Cutoff occurred with the 1IRC valve in the full closed (5.0 HR) position. 
7.9 S-IVB STAGE PRWELLMT ?WAGEnENT 
This was the first 5-M stage to use the Pneumatically operated two- 
porf~Aarl enfxtun ratio control valve. Since this valve is no longer 
t!cd Into the PU electronics assehly, the propellant mnagenent analysis 
dlscussion contained herein will dea? only with propellant loading and 
consugtion. 
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Table 7-2. S-IVB Steady-State Performance - Second Burn 
(STDV +200-Second Time Slice at Standard Altitude Conditions) 
PERCENT 
FLIGHT DEVIATION 
PARAMETER PREDICTED RECONSTRUCTION DEVIATION FRO:1 PREDICTED 
Thrust, 
lbf 198,627 201,738 3111 1.566 
Specific Impulse, 
lbf-s/lbm 426.5 427.1 0.6 0.141 
LOX Flowrate. 
lbnl/s 386.78 392.47 5.69 1.471 
Fuel Flowrate, 
lbln/s 78.95 79.85 0.90 1.139 
Engine Mixture 
Ratio, 
LOX/Fuel 4.899 4.915 0.016 0.327 
During the CDDT, a problem in the LOX loading system necessitated replace- 
ment of the LOX tank PU probe assembly. The replacement probe functioned 
in a normal manner during prelaunch activities and during flight 
(reference paragraph 3.4.2). 
A comparison of propellant mass values at critical flight events. as 
determined by various analyses, is presented in Table 7-3. The best 
estimate full load propellant masses were 0.34 percent greater for LOX 
and 0.11 percent greater for LH2 than pr;dicted values. This deviation 
was well within the required loadinq accurar;y. 
Extrapolation of propellant level sensor data to depletion, using the 
propellant flowrates, indicated that a LOX depletion would have occurred 
approximately 13.3 seconds after second burn velocity cutoff. 
During first burn, the MRC valve was positioned at closed position for 
start and remained there, as programed, for the duration of the burn. 
The MRC valve was commanded to the 4.5 MR position 119.9 seconds prior 
to second ESC. However, the MRC valve did not actually move until it 
received engine pneumatics at ESC +0.5 second. The MRC valve took less 
than 250 milliseconds to reach the open (4.5 MR) position. 
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Table 7-3. S-IVB Stage Propellant Mass History 
EVEN: 
I 
UNITS 
T 
S-IC Liftoff lbm 
First S-IVB 
Ignition lbn 
F:rst S-IVB 
Cutoff 
lbm 
Second S-IVB ,b,,, 
Ignition 
Second S-IVB ,brn 
cutoff 
PREOICTED PU INDICATED PU VOLW4ElRIC FLW INTEGRAL BEST ESTIWJE 
(CORRECTED) 
LOX 
189.837 
189.831 
135.583 
135.346 
1.791 
-- 
L”t LOX L"2 LOX 
43.500 189.884 43.531 190.884 
43.499 lBg.BB4 43.531 lgO.BB4 
32.413 136.375 32.4B3 137.090 
30.101 136.145 30.422 l#.WO 
2,353 5,664 2,658 5.674 
L”2 LOX LH2 
43.488 190.473 4396 
43.188 190.473 43.544 
32,557 lJ.815 32.605 
30.315 136,551 30,428 
2.648 5,812 2.672 
At second ESC +145.5 seconds, the valve was cotnnanded to the closed posi- 
tion (approximately 5.0 MR) and remained there throughout the remainder 
of the flight. 
7.10 S-IVB PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
7.10.; S-IVB Fuel Pressurization System 
The LH2 pressurization system met all of its operational requirements. 
The LH2 pressurization system indicated acceptable performance during 
prepressurizatiqn, boost, first burn, coast phase, and second burn. 
The LH2 tank prepressurization command was received at -96.6 seconds and 
the tank pressurized signal was received 12.8 seconds later. Following 
the termination of prepressurization, the ullage pressure reached relief 
conditions, approximately 31.6 psia, and remained at that level until 
liftoff, as shown in Figure 7-8. A small ullage collapse occurred during 
the first 25 seconds of boost. The ullage pressure returned to the relief 
level by 70 seconds due to self pressurization. 
During first burn, the average pressurization flowrate was approximately 
0.70 lbm/s providing a total flow of 96.4 lbm. All during the burn the 
ullage pressure was at the relief level, as predicted. 
'-he LH2 tank was satisfactorily repressurized for restart by the 02/H2 
burner. The LH2 ullage pressure was 31.0 psia at second burn ESC, as 
shown in Figure 7-8. The average second burn pressurization flowrate 
was 0.71 lbm/s until step pressurization when it increased to 1.38 lbm/s. 
This provided a total flow of 300.9 lbm during second burn. Significant 
venting during second burn occurred at second ESC +280 seconds when step 
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Figure 7-8. S-IV8 LH2 Ullage Pressure - First Burn and Parking Orbit 
pressurization was initiated. This behavior was as predicted. The LH2 
ullage pressure during the second bum EC0 and translunar coast is shown 
in Figure 7-9. The delayed third prograrrd vent cycle is discussed in 
paragraph 7.13.1. 
The LH2 pump inlet Net Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP) was calculated 
from the pump interface temperature and total pressure. These values 
indicated that the NPSP at first burn ESC was 15.9 psi. At the minimum 
point, the NPSP was 7.5 psi above the required value. Throughout the burn, 
the NPSP had satisfactory agreement with the predicted values. The NPSP 
at second turn ESC was 5.7 psi which was 1.2 psi above the required value. 
Figures 7-10 and 7-11 summarize the fuel pump inlet conditions for first 
and second bums. 
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7.10.2 S-IVB LOX Pressurization System 
LOX tank prepressurization was initiated at -16/ seconds and increased 
the LOX tank ullage pressure from atiient to 40.2 psia within 23 seconds 
3s shown in Figure 7-12. Five makup cycles were required to maintain 
the LOX tank ullage pressure before the ullage temperature stabilized. 
At -96 seconds the LOX tank ullage pressure increased from 39.5 to 
40.4 psia due to fuel tank prepressuritation. The pressure then gradually 
increased to 42 psia at liftoff. 
During boost there was a normal rate of ullage pressure decay caused by 
an acceleration effect and ullage collapse. No makeup cycles occurred 
because of an inhibit until after Time Base 4 (T4). LOX tank ullage 
pressure was 37.S psia just prior to ESC ar.d was increasing at ESC due 
to a makeup cycle. 
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Figure 7-12. S-IVB LOX Tank Ullage Pressure - First Burn and Earth 
Parking Orbit 
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During first burn, five over-control cycles were initiated including the 
programed over-control cycle initiated prior to ESC. The LOX tank pres- 
surization flowrate variation was 0.24 to 0.29 lbm/s during under-control 
system operation. This variation is normal and is caused by temperature 
effects. Heat exchanger performance during first bum was satisfactory. 
During orbital coast the LOX tank ullage pressure experienced a decay 
similar to that experienced on the AS-507 flight. This decay was within 
the predicted band, and was not a problem. 
Repressurization of the LOX tank prior to second burn was required and 
was satisfactorily accomplished by the burner. The tank ullage pressure 
was 39.8 psia at second ESC and satisfied the engine start requirements. 
Pressurization system performance during second burn was satisfactory. 
There was one over-control cycle as compared to a predicted of from zero 
to one. Helium flowrate varied between 0.31 to 0.39 lbm/s. Heat exchanger 
performance was satisfactory. 
The LOX NPSP calculated at the interface was 27.2 psi at first bum ESC. 
The fyPSP decreased after start and reached a minimum value of 24.2 psi 
at 1 second after ESC. This was 11.4 psi above the required NPSP at 
that time. The LOX pump static interface pressure during first bum 
followed the cyclic trends of the LOX tank cllage pressure. 
The NPSP calculated at the engine interface was 22.5 psi at second burn 
ESC. At all times during second burn, NPSP was above the required level. 
figures 7-13 and 7-14 summarize the LOX pump conditions for first and 
second burns, respectively. The run requirements for first and second 
burns were satisfactorily met. 
The cold helium supply was adequate to meet all flight requirements. 
At first bum ESC the cold helium spheres contained 382 lbm of helium. 
At the end of second bum, the helium mass had decreased to 161 lbm. 
Figure 7-15 shows helium supply pressure history. 
7.11 S-IYB PNEUMATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 
The pneumatic control and purge system performed satisfaciorily during 
all phases of the mission. The new series redundant regulation system, 
which replaced the old pneumatic power control module, performed satis- 
factorily with the regulator dischage pressure remaining in the center 
of the 470 *12 psid band. The dynamic response of the new regulator 
was superior to the previous regulator, with regulator discharge pressure 
decrease transients occurring only at the prevalves close command (maxi- 
mum flow periods). 
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Figure 7-15. S-W Cold Helium Supply Hlstory 
7.12 S-IVB AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM 
The APS pressurization systems demonstrated nominal performance throughout 
the flight with the exception of a helium leak in Module No. 1. The leak 
started at approximately 5 hours and continued until approximately 7 hours 
as shown i1 Figure 7-16. The average leak rate was about 70 SCIM during 
this 2 hour period. The total helium leakage was approximately 0.05 lbm 
which is 5 percent of the quantity loaded. Figure 7-16 shows the helium 
bottle masses and temperatures for Module No. 1 and 2. As in flights 
AS-504 and AS-SOS when helium leaks were observed, the leak occurred in 
the cold module when the helium bottle Eempcrature began to decrease. 
The leak rate for this flight was less than those previously experienced. 
AS-504 hs3 a leak rate of approximately 235 SCIM while AS-505 had a leak 
rate of 180 SCIM. The allowable helium leak at liftoff is 60 psi/hr 
which is equivalent to a 63 SCIM leakage. As in the AS-504 and AS-505 
flights there is no way of determining where in the system the leak is 
occurring. The magnitude and duration of this leak was not large enough 
to present any problems. 
I.lodule No. 1 regulated outlet pressure was maintained between 192 and 
201 psia and Module No. 2 regulated outlet pressure between 192 and 
198 psia. 
The APS ullage pressures in the propellant ui lage tank- ranged from 
187 to 197 psia. 
The oxidizer and fuel supply systems performed as expected during the 
flight. The propellant temperatures measured in the propellant control 
modules ranged frcm 538 to 56g'F. The APS propellant usage was as 
expected. Table 7-4 presents the APS propellant usage during specific 
portions of the mission. 
The performance of the attitude control thrusters and the ullage thrusters 
was s,atisfactory throughout the mission. The thruster chamber pressures 
ranged from 95 to 103 pSid. The ullage thrusters successfully completed 
the three sequenced burns of 86.7 seconds, 76.7 seconds and 80.0 seconds 
as well as the ground comnandec! 252-second lunar impact burn. The 
passive thermal control maneuver was successfully initiated at 42,086 sec- 
onds (11:41:26). 
7.13 S-IVB ORBITAL SAFING OPERATIONS 
The S-IVR high pressure systems were safed following J-2 engine cutoff. 
The thrust developed during the LOX dump was utilized to provide a 
velocity change for the lunar impact maneuver. The manner and sequence 
in which the safing was performed is presented in Figure 7-17. 
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Figure 7-16. APS Helium Bottle Conditions (Sheet 2 of 2) 
7.13.1 Fuel Tank Safing 
The LH2 tank was satisfactorily safed by utilizing both the Nonpropulsive 
Vent (NPV) and the U'S, a5 indicated in Figure 7-17. The LH2 tank ullage 
pressure during safing is shown in Figure 7-9. At second ECO. the LH2 
tank ullage pressure was 32.6 psia and after two programed vent cycles 
had decayed to 6.8 psia. Due to extended docking operations, the third 
programed vent cycle was delayed by 6300 seconds, permitting the ullage 
pressure to increase to the relief level, 32.2 psia, at 20,840 seconds 
(05:47:20), as shown in Figure 7-9. After approximately 2000 seconds 
of relief venting, the third vent cycle was initiated and the ullage 
pressure decayed to 0 psia at 27,000 seconds (07:30:00). 
7.13.2 LOX Tank Dumping and Safing 
Immediately foliowing second burn cutoff, a programed 150-second vent 
reduced LOX tank ullage pressure from 39.8 psia to 18.0 psia, as shown 
in Figure 7-18. Approximately 70 lbm of helium and 125 lbm of GOX were 
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Table 7 4. S-IVB APS Propellant Consumption 
TIME FERIOD 
Initial Load 
First Burn 
(Rol r Control) 
EC7 to End of First AFS 
Ullage Burn 
End of First Ullage Burn to 
Start of Second Ulla9e Burn 
Second Ullage Burn 
Second Burn 
(Roll Control) 
EC0 to 20,694 set 
From 20,694 to 23,572 set 
This ir.cludes Evasive Ullage 
T MODULE AT POSITION I 1  MODULE AT POSITIOrY II -- 
FUEL, 
LBM 
Bwn and LOX Dump 
OXIDIZER, 
LBM 
204.2 
0.7 
10.8 
9.5 
1.3 
15.6 
18.9 
From 23,572 set to Start 
of Lu1.w llrlpact Burn 
9.3 5.8 9.7 6.1 
Lunar Inpact 
Ullage Burv 
! 31.0 25.7 34.4 27.8 
End of Lunar Impact Burn 
to 41,971 set 
13.2 8.2 10.5 
Total Usage 
T 
I 
I 
FUEL. OXIDIZER, 
LBM LBM 
125.9 204.2 
0.5 0.7 
125.9 
0.5 
10.4 13.4 10.4 
3.9 6.9 2.6 
7.7 10.8 8.7 
0.9 1.3 0.9 
9.4 15.7 9.6 
13.8 18.9 13.8 
86.3 122.3 
6.6 
97.0 
1 I 
vented overboard. As indicatec in Figure 7-18 the ullage pressure then 
rose gradually, due to self-pressurization, to 23.2 psia at the initia- 
tion of the Transposition, Docking and Ejection (TC&E) maneuver. 
The LOX tank dump was initiated at 23,120.5 seconds (06:25:20.5) and 
was satisfactorily accomplished. 
was reached within 11 seconds. 
A steady-state liquid flow of 360 gem 
Gas ingestion did not occur during dump. 
The LOX residual at the start of dump was 5452 lbm. Calculations indicate 
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Figure 7-17. S-IVB LOX Dump and Orbital Saf'ng Sequence 
that 2542 lbm of LOX was dumped. During dump, the ullage pressure 
decreased from 24.2 to 23.6 psia. LOX dump ended at 23,168.S seconds 
(06:26:08,5) as scheduled by closure of the Main Oxidizer Valve (MOV). 
A steady-state LOX dump thrust of 700 lbf was attained. The total 
impulse before MOV closure was 32,200 lbf-s, resulting in a calculated 
velocity change of 28.0 ft/s. Figure 7-19 shows the LOX dump thrust, 
LOX flowrate, oxidizer mass, and LOX ullage pressure during LOX dump. 
The predicted curves presented for the LOX flowrate and dump thrust 
correspond with the quantity of LOX dumped and the actual ullage pressure. 
Seventy-two seconds following termination of LOX dump, the LOX NPV valve 
was opened and remained open for the duration of the mission. LOX tank 
ullage pressure decayed from 23.6 psia at 23,241 seconds (C)6:27:20) to 
zero pressure at approximately.37,000 seconds (10:16:40), as shown in 
Figure 7-18. 
Scfficient impulse was derived from the LOX dump, LH2 CVS operation, 
and APS ullage burn to achieve a successful lunar impact. For further 
discussion of the lunar impact refer to Section 17. 
7 .:3.3 Cold Helium Dump 
A total of approximately 156 lbm of heli urn was dumped during the th,.ee 
programed dumps, which occurred as shown in Figure 7-17. 
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Figure 7-19. S-IV6 LOX Dump Parameter Histories 
7.13.4 Ambient Helium Oump 
The two LOX ambient repressurization spheres were dumped through the LOX 
ambient repress control module into the LOX tank NPV system for 40 seconds. 
During this dump the pressure decayed from 2880 psia to 1230 psia. 
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During the Lti2 ambient repressurization helium dump approximately 42.0 lbm 
of helium in LC)X repressurization sphere No. 1 and the LH2 repressuri- 
zation spheres was dumped via the fuel tank. The 62-second dump began 
at 12.864 seconds (03:34:24). The pressure decayed from 2950 psia to 
320 psia. 
7.13.5 Stage Pneumatic Contro? Sphere Safing 
The stage pneumatic control spnere and LOX repressurization sphere No. 2 
were safed by initiating the J-2 engine pump purge and flowing helium 
through the engine pump seal cavities for 3600 seconds. This activity 
began at 21,541 seconds (06:04:01) and satisfactorily reduced the pressure 
in the spheres from 2020 psia to 1150 psia. 
7.13.6 Engine Start Tank Safing 
The engine start tdnic was safed during a period of approximately 150 sec- 
onds beginning at 12,864 seconds (03:34:24). Safing was accomplished by 
opening the tank vent valve. Pressure was decreased from 1245 psia to 
20 psia with 3.7 lbm of hydrogen being vented. 
7.13.7 Engine Control Sphere Safing 
The safing of the engine control Sphere began at 23,120 seconds (06:25:20). 
The helium control soienoid was energized to vent helium through the engine 
purge system. The initial pressure in the sphere was approximately 3400 
psia. At this time gaseous helium from the ambient repressurization 
spheres began flowing to the engine control spnere. Helium from the 
control sphere and repressurization spheres continued to vent until 
24,170 seconds (06:42:50). During this time, the pressure in the repres- 
surization spheres had decayed from about 650 to 125 psia. The control 
sphere pressure had decayed to 110 psia. Subsequent to the ciosing of 
the control solenoid, the control spnere repressurized to 160 psia withouc 
any noticeable decay in stage ambient repressurization sphere pressure. 
During the safing period, a total of 13.6 lbm of tielium was vented over- 
board. 
7.14 HYDKAiJLIC SYSTEU 
The S-IVB hydrauiic system performance was satisfactory during the entire 
mission (S-IC/S-II boost, first and second burns of S-IVB, and orbital 
coast). 
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SECTION 8 
STRUCTURES 
8.1 SUMMARY 
The structural loads experienced during the S-IC boost phase were well 
below design values. The maximum bending moment was 116 X lo6 lbf-in 
at the S-IC LOX tank (45 percent of the design value). Thrust cutoff 
transients experienced by AS-509 were similar to those of previous 
flights. The maximum longitudinal dynamic responses at the Instrument 
Unit (IU) were to.25 g and 20.35 g at S-IC Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) 
and Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO), respectively. The magnitudes of the 
thrust cutoff responses are considered normal. 
During S-IC stage boost, 4 to 5 hertz oscillations were detected beginning 
at approximately 100 seconds. The maximum amplitude measured at the IU 
ws to.06 g. Oscillations in the 4 to 5 hertz range have been observed 
on previous flights and are considered to be normal vehicle response to 
flight environment. POGO did not occur during S-IC boost. 
The S-II stage center engine LOX feedline accumulator successfully in- 
hibited the 14 to 16 hertz POGO oscillations experienced on previous 
flights. A peak response of f0.6 g was measured on engine No. 5 gimbal 
pad during steady-state engine operation. As on previous flights, low 
amplitude 11 hertz oscillations were experienced near the end of S-II 
burn. Peak engine No. 1 gimbal pad response was 20.16 g. PC%0 did not 
occur during S-II boost. The POGO limiting backup cutoff system per- 
formed satisfactorily during p relaunch and flight operations. The system 
did not produce any discrete outputs. 
The structural loads experienced during the S-IVB stage burns were well 
below design values. During first burn the S-IVB experienced lw ampli- 
tude, 16 to 20 hertz oscillations. The amplitudes measured on the gimbal 
block were comparable to previous flights and well within the expected 
range of values. Similarly, S-IVB second burn produced intermittent low 
amplitude oscillations in the 12 to 14 hertz frequency range which peaked 
near second burn cutoff. 
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8.2 TOTAL VEHICLE STRUCTURES EVALUATION 
8.2.1 Longitudinal Loads 
The structural loads experienced during boost were well within design 
values. The AS-509 vehicle liftoff occurred at a steady-state accel- 
eration of 1.2 g. Maximum longitudinal dynamic response masured during 
thrust buildup and release was 20.25 g in the IU (Figure 8-l) and 
to.50 g at the Command Module (CM). Comparable values have been seen 
on previous flights. 
The longitudinal loads experienced at the time of maximum bending moment 
(76 seconds) were as expected and are shown in Figure 8-2. The steady- 
sta?e longitudinal acceleration was 1.9 g as compared to 1.9 g and 2.0 g 
on r&508 and AS-507, respectively. 
Figure 8-2 also shows that the maximum longitudinal loads imposed on the 
S-IC stage thrust structure, fuel tank, and intertank area occurred at 
S-IC CECO (135 seconds) at a longitudinal acceleration of 3.5 g. The 
maximum longitudinal loads imposed on all vehicle structure above the 
S-IC intertank area occurred at S-IC OECO (164 seconds) at an acceleration 
of 3.8 g. 
8.2.2 Bending Moments 
Lateral response of the vehicle at liftoff was comparable to those seen 
on previous flights. The maximum response level seen at the CM was 
approximately to.16 g (0.111 Grms) as compared to the AS-508 maximum 
of to.17 g (0.118 Grms). The 20: 16 g was 25 percent of the predicted 
3-sigma value of i0.64 g. 
The inflight winds that existed during the maximum dynamic pressure phase 
of the flight peaked at 102.6 knots at 43,720 feet altitude. As shown 
-2 -1 0 1 2 
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Figure 8-l. Longitudinal Acceleration at IU During Thrust Buildup 
and Launch 
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Figure 8-2. Longitudinal Load at Time of Maxinxnn Bending Moment, 
CECO and OECO 
in Figure 8-3, the maximum bending moment imposed on the vehicle was 
116 x 106 lbf-in at an altitude of 33,465 feet. This moment loading 
is approximately 45 percent of the design value. 
8.2.3 Vehicle Dynamic Characteristics 
8.2.3.1 Longitudinal Dynamic Characteristics 
During S-IC stage boost, the significant vehicle response was the ex- 
pected 4 to 5 hertz first longitudinal mode response. The low amplitude 
oscillations began at approximately 100 seconds and continued until S-IC 
CECO. The peak amplitude measured in the Ill was f0.06 g as compared to 
to.04 g and to.07 g on AS-508 and AS-507, respectively. The AS-SO9 
IU response during S-IC burn is compared with previous flight data in 
Figure 8-4. Spectral analysis of engine chamber pressure measurements 
shows no detectable buildup of structural/propulsion coupled oscillations. 
POGO did not occur during S-IC boost. 
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Figure 8-3. Bending Moment Distribution at Time of 
Maximum Bending Moment 
The AS-509 S-IC CECO and OECO transient responses (Figure 8-5) were 
similar to those of previous flights. The maximum longitudinal dynamics 
at the IU resulting from S-IC CECO and OECO were 5.25 g and 9.35 g, 
respectively. Corresponding values on AS-508 were HI.20 g at CECO and 
fl.28 g at OECO. 
The S-II 14 to 16 hertz POGO oscillations encountered on AS-508 were not 
observed on AS-539. The AS-509 vehicle incorporated a center engine 
accumulator in the LOX feedline of the S-II stage to inhibit such 
oscillations by "de-tuning" or uncoupling the structural and propulsion 
responses. Figure 8-6 shows a comparison between the AS-508 levels and 
the responses seen on AS-509. The peak gimbal pad response of approxi- 
mately 233.7 g (reconstructed value) on AS-508 compares to a peak response 
of H.6 g on AS-509. The HI.6 g level is typical of the maximum response 
throughout the steady-state regime when the center engine was opera- 
tional. The effectiveness of the accumulatcr system in suppressing the 
POGO oscillations generally exceeded expectatiort. 
The purpose of the accumulator is to reduce the fundamental feedline 
frequency from about 26 hertz to about 3.5 to 4.0 hertz. This is to 
uncouple the feedline response from the fundamental crossbeam response 
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Figure 8-4. iU Accelerometer Response During S-IC Bum 
at 16 hertz. Details of accumulator operation can be found in para- 
graph 6.9. The response of the center engine gimbal pad during accumu- 
lator fill was about +0.8 g as shown in Figure 8-7, well within the 
expected value. During the fili of the accumulator, the center engine 
LOX inlet pressure underwent a buildup that was sustained for a short 
time interval. This buildup to a maximum of about 44 psi peak-to-peak 
with a frequency of about 65 hertz is shown in Figure 8-7. This 
phenomena was expected since it had been noted on severa: static firings. 
The static firin, of S-II-15 displayed a similar trend with a pressure 
buildup of about 37 psi peak-to-peak with a frequency content of about 80 
hertz. Evidence of the 65 to 80 hertz frequency can be seen in the 
center engine gitial pad at a very low amplitude of less than fo.5 g. 
This low level shows that there is no strong coupling between the pressure 
pulses at the pump and structuml response; likewise, there is no evidence 
that these phenomena contributed to any engine performance degradation. 
Near the end of S-II burn, AS-509 experienced the 11 hertz low amplitude 
oscillations that have occurred on all previous flights. The peak 
response at engine No. 1 gimbal pad was fD.16 g for AS-509 compared to 
fl.17 g on AS-508. A similar comparison of other parameters shows that 
the AS-509 levels were consistent with those noted on previous flights. 
A sumnary of the engine No. 1 gimbal pad responses for all flights is 
shown in Table 8-l. 
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Figure 8-5. Longitudinal Acceleration at IU at S-IC CECO and OECO 
A flight crew report cJf a iow amplitude "PDGD type" oscillation was made 
at 520 seconds. The CId longitudinal responses in the 518 to 521~second 
time period, when the report was made, had an amplitude of less than 
+O.! g at 9 to 9.5 hertz. Durin 
3 
the period of maximum S-II 11 hertz 
oscillations (541 to 543 seconds the CM longitudinal responses remained 
below 20.1 g at 10.5 hertz. The low level CM responses are considered 
to be related to two different structural modes. At the time of the 
crew report (520 seconds), the 01 was responding to a fundamental CM 
mode. This 9 to 9.5 hertz response is considered to be the normal 
forced CM response to noise content in the outboard engines. The CM 
response during the 11 hertz oscillation period (541 to 543 seconds) 
occurred in the second longitudinal vehicle mode at 10.5 to 11.5 hertz. 
Since there were no S-II POGO oscillations present on AS-509 to mask 
other responses, it has been possible to identify certain modal trends 
in the data which had been unclear in previous flights. One such trend 
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Table 8-l. S-II Engine No. 1 Peak Response Sumnary for Post CECO 11 
Hertz Oscillations (8 to 14 Hertz Bandpass Filter) 
RANGE ACCELERATION LOX LEVELS 
TIME AT PEAK 1 LOX LEVEL AT PEAK AT l/3 AMPLITUOE 
AMPLITUDE PEAK FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE 
FLIGHT (SECONDS) AMPLITUDE(G) (HZ) (INCHES OF LOX) 
(INCHES OF LOX) 
START I STOP 
501 NO MEASUREMENT OF ACCELERATION 
I 506 1 NO LOU FREQUENCY OSCILLATION INSTRUMENTATION I 
1 
507 545 0.09 11.4 15 27 12 
508 5Pf 0.17 11.1 19 2? 9 
509 542 0.16 11.0 26 32 18 
I 
lm 
DATA QUESTIONABLE 
AS-502 - 2 ENGINES OUT 
I 
AS-502 L AS-503 - LARGE 
ATTEWATION AT 11 HZ ON 
El ACCELERATION 
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which is considered sisyificant is the probable definition of the funda- 
mental mode of the oatboard LOX feedline. Figure 8-8 shows a contourgram 
of the amplitudelfreauency density 3f the engine No. 1 LOX pump inlet 
pressure. The solid line has been sketched on top of the contour to 
indicate the frequens:! time history trend of the outboard LOX line. Sznsi- 
tivity of the line fr?qjency to NPSP and EMR can be inferred by comparing 
the trends of NPSP with the suggested fundamental feedline frequency 
(Figure 8-8). 
During S-IVB first burn, low frequency (16 to 20 hertz) longitudinal 
oscillations similar to t!lose observed on previous flights were again 
evident on AS-509. The AS-509 amplitudes (20.06 g at gimbal block) wzre 
well below the maximum measured cn AS-505 !+0.3 g) and within the expected 
range of values. 
The S-IVB second burn produced intermittent, low level, 10 to 14 hertz 
oscillations similar to those experienced on all previous flights. The 
osciilations, corresponding to the first longitudinal mode, began approxi- 
mately 100 seconds prior to second cutoff. The oscillations pea&cd 10 to 
40 seconds prior to cutoff with approximately to.36 g seen at the gimbal 
pad. This compares to a ~0.07 g level measured on AS-508. 
There was no significant change in vibration levels at around 2 minutes 
intr, second burn when the flight crew reported a "buzzing" wnich continued 
until engine cutoff. Engine mixture ratio shift occurred about 2.5 mirlutes 
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Figure 8-8. S-II Engine No. 1 LOX Pump Inlet Pressure Contobrgram/NPSP 
Comparison 
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into second burn and resulted in increased acceleration but no signifi- 
cant change in vibration. This is not the nonpropulsive venting ?roblem 
experienced on AS-SOS. 
8.3 POGO LIMITING BACKUP CUTOFF SYSTEM 
AS-539 incorporated a vibration limit monitor system which would provide 
for automatic engine shutdown if response levels exceeded predetermined 
levels. 
The backup cutoff system consists of three sensors, a two-out-of-three 
voting logic, and an engine rutoff arming function. Each sensor con- 
sists of an accelerometer, f'lter, noise rejector, limit detector and 
solid-state output switch. Each sensor provides three cutputs: an analog 
signal proportiorai to the filtered acceleration oscillation; a discrete 
40 I1lillisecond pulse which is current l'oited, and a discrete 40 millisecond 
pulse that is not current limited. The analog signal and current limited 
pulse are used as inputs to the 'elemetry system. The unlimited pulse is 
used to energize a relay in the voting logic. The voting circuit pre- ts 
a single circuit malfunction from providing an inadvertent engine cut* 
The arming function prevents engine cutoff until normal structural dynamic 
vibrations due to separation and engine start have been attenuated. 
The backup cutoff system did not produce discrete outputs during prelaunch 
or flight operations. The analog outputs from each sensor were 22.8 g 
qeak during S-II engine start with the sinusoidal phase angle difference 
oetween the three units beiry less than +12 degrees. The coincidence 
between discrete outputs would have been within +2 milliseconds if the 
beam vibration had exceeded the preset limit of 13.6 +l g peak. 
The G switch performance is depicted in Figure 8-9. This is an overlay 
of the response of the three G switches following engine start. The 
amplitude and phase correlation between the three measurements was less 
than 0.1 g in amplitude and 12 degrees in phase. 
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Figl;re 8-9. G-Switch Performance 
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SECTION 9 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
9.1 SUMMARY 
9.1.1 Performance of the Guidance and Navigation System as Imple- 
mented in the Flight Program 
The guidance and navigation system performed satisfactorily in the 
accomplishment of all mission objectives. 
9.1.2 Guidance and Navigation System Components 
The ST-124M-3 inertial platform, the Launch Vehicle Data Adapter (LVDA), 
and the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) performance was satis- 
factory. LVDA telemetry, however, indicated one hardware measurement 
failure. The LVDA internal hardware monitor of the switch selector 
reaister driver status did not indicate the correct state of the bit 5 
driver. This is a measurement for telemetry only: performance of the 
driver and all associated switch selector functions was unaffected and 
satisfactory. 
9.2 GUIDANCE COMPARISONS 
The postflight guidance error analysis was based on comparisons of the 
ST-124M-3 platform system measured velocities with the final postflight 
trajectory established from external tracking data (see paragraph 4.2). 
Velocity differences for boost-to-Earth Parking Orbit (EPO) are shown 
in Figure 9-l. A positive difference indicates trajectory data greater 
than the platform system measurement. The velocity differences at first 
S-IV6 Engine Cutoff (ECO) were 0.30 m/s (0.98 ft/s), -2.09 m/s 
(-6.86 ft/s), and -0.82 m/s (-2.69 ft/s) for vertical, crossrange, and 
downrange velocities, respectively. These differences are relatively 
small and well within the accuracy of the data compared and the expected 
hardware errors. Telemetry indicated no velocity shift as seen on 
AS-508 during the AS-509 thrust buildup and liftoff. 
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Figure 9-l. Trajectory and ST-124M-3 Platform Velocity Comparison 
Boost-to-EPO (Trajectory Minus Guidance) 
The platform velocity comparisons for the second S-IVB burn mode are 
shown in Figure 9-2. The curves represent the differences in velocity 
accumulated from Time Base 6 (T6) initiation. The crossrange velocity 
differences are consistent with the boost-to-parking orbit datl. The 
vertical and downrange velocity differences are not compatible with the 
boost-to-parking orbit data and/or hardware errors. The second burn 
trajectory was constructed by constraining the telemetered platform 
velocity measurements to parking orbit and translunar orbit solutions. 
The in-plane velocity differences indicate some inconsistency between 
the two orbit solutions. Since both the vertical and downrange 
differences have built up to about 1 m/s (3 ft/s) at ignition, the 
trajectory state vector at ignition for the Translunar Injection (TLI) 
solution appears more accurate than the EPO solution. 
Platform velocity measurements at significant event times are shown in 
Table 9-l along with corresponding values from both the postflight and 
Operational Trajectories (OT). The differences between the telemetered 
and postflight trajectory data reflect some combination of small guidance 
hardware errors and tracking errors. The differences between the 
telemetered and OT values reflect off-nominal performance and environmental 
conditions. The values shown for the second S-IVB burn mode represent 
component velocity changes from T6. The characteristic velocity 
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Figure 9-2. Trajectory and ST-124M-3 Platfonr Velocity Comparison 
at S-IVB Second Burn (Trajectory Minus Guidance) 
determined from the platform measured velocities during second burn was 
close to nominal. At TLI, the guidance characteristic velocity was 0.05 
m/s (0.16 ft/s) higher than the postflight trajectory and 3.17 m/s 
(0.56 ft/s) lower than the OT. However, the measured velocity increase 
between cutoff signal and TLI was 0.44 m/s (1.44 ft/s) higher than the 
OT. The velocity increase after first S-IVB cutoff was also higher 
than the OT by 0.16 m/s (0.52 ft/s). 
Comparisons of navigation (PACSS 13 Coordinate System) positions, 
velocities, and flight path angle are shown for significant flight 
event times in Table 9-2. Position and velocity component differences 
between LVDC and OT values reflect off-nominal flight environment and 
vehicle performance. Velocity cutoff was given with only -0.02 m/s 
(-0.07 ft/s) deviation. At first guidance cutoff signal, the LVDC 
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Table 9-1. Inertial Platform Velocity Comparisons 
(PAM 12 Coordinate System) 
EVENT DATA SOURCE VELOCITY - M/S (FT/S) 
VERTICAL CROSSRANGE Dow RANQ 
m (i) Ii, 
Guldance (LVDC) 2617.80 2.75 2216.20 
(8588.58) (9.02) (7271.00) 
s-IC Postflight Trajectory 2617.98 2.34 2215.63 
OECO 
(8589.17) (7.68) (7269.13) 
Operational Trajectory 2622.71 -1.44 2212.61 
(8604.27) (-4.73) (7258.09) 
Guidance (LVDC) 3466.65 -6.40 6825.15 
(11.373.52) (-21.00) (22.392.22) 
S-II Postflight Trajectory 3467.20 -8.59 6824.57 
OECO 
(11.375.33) (-28.18) (22.390.32) 
Operational Trajectory 3475.09 -4.33 6818.74 
(11.401.21) (-14.21) (22.371.19) 
Guidance (LVDC) 3229.02 -1.90 7603.M 
(10.593.90) (-6.23) (24.944.36) 
S-IV8 Postfllght Trajectory 3229.32 -3.99 7602.22 
FIRST EC0 
(10.594%) (-13.09) (24.941.67) 
I Operattonal Trajectory 
I Guidance (LVDC) 
PARKING ORBIT 
I 
Postfllght Trajectory 
INSERTIW 
I Operational Trajectory 
Guidance (LVDC) 
S-IV8 
SE(XI(O ECO* 
Postfllght Trajectory 
Operatlonal Trajectory 
3234.54 -2.32 
(10.612.01) (-7.61) 
3228.25 -1.90 
(10.591.37) (-6.23) 
3328.73 -3.94 
(10.592.95) (-12.93) 
I 2661.31 72.90 (8731.33) (239.17) 
I 
2659.77 
I 
77.69 
(8726.27) (254%) 
76D2.36 
(24.942.13) 
7604.65 
(24349.64) 
7603.94 
(24.947.31) 
7603.85 
(24.947.01) 
-1670.41 
(-5480.35) 
-1671.23 
(-5483.04) 
-1675.30 
(-54os.40) 
I Guidance (LVDC) I 2665.55 I 77.90 I -1671.90 (8745.24) (255.58) (-5485.24) 
TRANSLUlAR Postfllght Trajectory 
INJECTIOR l 
I 
I 
2664.02 
(8740.22) 
i I 
73.01 -1672.59 
(239.53) 
I 
(-5487.50) 
OperatIonal Trajectory 2662.81 77.85 -1676.60 
(8736.25) (255.40) (-5500.67) 
*Values represent vcloclty chaqe from Tim Base 6. 
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Table 9-2. Guidance Comparisons (PAW 13) 
EVENT 
S-IC 
OECO 
-- 
s-t1 
ccc0 
S-Iv0 
Fint EC0 
Parking 
orb1 t 
1nscrtim 
Tim? 
me 6 
GIVE 
Second EC0 
MTA 
SOURCE 
T 
GUI bncl! 
(LW 
Postflight 
Trajectory 
Operatlonrl 
Trajcctoy 
Guidance 
(LVOC) 
Postflight 
Tnjcctovy 
Cperationrl 
Trajectory 
Guldanct 
(LVOC) 
Portflight 
Trrjcctory 
Opcratimrl 
Trajrctoy 
Cd dance 
(LVK) 
Postflight 
Trajectory 
Opcrrtlmrl 
Trajectory 
Guldanct 
(LVK) 
Postflight 
Trajectory 
Operation41 
Trajectory 
Guidance 
(LVK) 
PostflIght 
Trajectory 
Opcrationrl 
frajcctoy 
Guidance 
(LVK) 
Postflight 
Trajectory 
Operrtlonal 
Trajectory 
POSITIONS 
mERS (FT) 
I I 
6.4X.364.6 
(21.123.243.4) 
6.438.311.2 
(21.123.0613.2) 
6.437.910.7 
(21.121.754.2) 
6.278.525.2 
(20.598.83b.O) 
6.278.632.6 
(20.599.188.3) 
6.282,761.6 
(20.612.734.7) 
5.901.671.6 
(19.362.439.6) 
5.901.855.5 
(19.363.043.0) 
5.896.982.2 
(19.347.054.2) 
5,867.147.9 
(19.249.172.9) 
5.8b7.349.0 
(19.249.835.3) 
5.862.358.1 
(19.233.458.2) 
-6.539,546.9 
-21.455.2Ob.4) 
-6.534.169.5 
-21.438.548.2) 
-6.538.938.7 
-21.453.211.0) 
-2.050.021.8 
c-6.725.793.3) 
-2.020.042.1 
l-6.627.434.7) 
-2.004.243.7 
t-6.575.602.7) 
-1.951.544.0 
(-6.402.703.4) 
-1.923.411.7 
i-b.310.5b9.9) 
-1,905,643.1 
(-6.252.109.9) 
75.818.9 
I 
2.870.560.8 
(248.749.7) (9.417.850.4) 
76.650.8 2.880.434.8 
(251.479.1) (9.450.245.2) 
+ 
77.151.4 2.940.772.3 
(253.121.)) (9.648.203.1) 
76.367.4 2.940.424.6 
(2S0.549.2) (9.b47.ObZ.3) 
-115.343.0 -6.424.840.9 
-370.421.9) I-21,07.9,874.3) 
-113.489.5 -6.438.903.8 
-372.340,9) (-21.125.012.5) 
L 
I 
R 
6.440.545.1 
(21.130.397.3) 
6.440.489.9 850.42 
(21,130,216.2) (2790.09) 
6.440.098.6 a45.18 
(il,i28.932.3) 
6.560,574.6 
(21.524.194.9\ 
b.MO.601 1 
(21.524.281 8) 
6.559.772.2 
(21.521.562.3) 
6.563.348.7 
(21.533.296.3) 
6.563.365.5 
(21.533.351.4) 
6.563.320.6 
(21.533.iO4.0) 
5.553.346.6 
(21.533.289.4) 
6.563.362.6 
(21.533.341.9) 
6.563.319.8 
(21.533.201.0) 
X.374.2 
(21.543.222.4) 
6.563.571.9 
(21.534.028.5) 
6.565.722.6 
(Ll.541.084.6) 
6.696.115.2 
(21.96a.881.9) 
6.693.941.3 
(21.961.749.7) 
6.701.983.9 
(2l.9aa.l36.2) 
6.709.689.3 
(22.013.416.3) 
6.707.577.0 
(22.006.486.2) 
6.715.939.0 
(22.033.920.6) 
VELOCI 
XIS IF T 
85j.17 
('789.27) 
(2771.03) 
-1952.14 
(-6404.66) 
-1951.60 
(-6402.84) 
-1927.04 
t-6322.66) 
-3408.85 
(-ii.ia3.89) 
-3408.58 
(-11.183.01) 
-342'3.31 
(-ii.22i.48) 
-3492.65 
(-11.458.83) 
-3492.16 
(-11.457.22) 
-3503.86 
f-11.495.63) 
701.30 
(23oo.as) 
733.02 
(2404.92) 
700.49 
(2298.20) 
9831.26 
(32.254.79) 
5847.95 
(32.309 55) 
9844.02 
(32.296.65) 
9061.20 
(32.353.28) 
9876.83 
(32.404.30) 
9872.93 
(32.391.50) 
V. > 
-_ 
99.55 
(313.48) 
99.21 
(312.37) 
95.42 
,313.04) 
65.25 
(214.17) 
63.1'9 
(207.32) 
67.93 
(222.as) 
57.x 
(187.20) 
55.25 
(la1.27) 
56.94 
(186.82) 
56.15 
(iar.zLj 
54.35 
(178.31) 
55.39 
(183.69) 
-129.30 
-424.21) 
-127.23 
-417.42) 
-129.31 
-424.25) 
53.84 
(176.64) 
51.43 
(168.73) 
54.56 
(179.OOj 
55.46 
(181.96) 
52.38 
(173.82) 
56.15 
(184.22) 
iiT 
T/S 
8 FLiGnT P&l 
I AJIGLt (MC 
1 
2597.91 
;8523.33) 
2597.32 
(8521.331 
2593 .RG 
,e5ll.l6) 
b7d3.,1 
(21.993.473 
67bJ.d') 
(21.991.77) 
6704.47 
::1.596.73) 
7005.91 
(22.985.27) 
7305.1'3 
(22.562.9lj 
7000.34 
f22.967.30) 
6966.50 
(22.855.97) 
6965.95 
(22.854.17) 
5960.72 
(22.837.00) 
-7762.95 
-25.469.00) 
-7761.75 
-25.465.06) 
-7763.67 
-25.471.36) 
-4544.e3 
-14.9lo.aa) 
-4512.e7 
-lA,gO6.00) 
-4505.27 
-14.781.07j 
-4A61.58 
-i4.637.73) 
-4429.32 
-14.531.89) 
-4421.79 
-14.507.19) 
V, Y 
2735.2) !? 7875 
I- 
(8?7P,Li., 
?7lA.!,l I , .I<J 
(k.>72.17J 
OJ81. 7” 
I 
J a2 I 
(22.~05.SA) 
6976 2A 1.67 
7796.28 0.01 
(25.578.35) 
-t- 
10.831.07 t.9742 
(35.535.01) 
lo.im.a6 7.2473 
(35.540.88) 
lC,JZb.ll 7.18 
(35.518.80) 
radius vector was 28 meters (92 ft) greater than the OT prediction. The 
LVDC and postflight trajectory data are in good agreement for the boost- 
to-parking orbit burn mode. The differences are well within the 
accuracies of the hardware measurements and/or trajectory data. Vent 
thrust was lower than the LVDC programed thrust from orbital navigation 
(EC0 +lOD seconds) to approximately 2500 seconds (00:41:40). Figure 
9-3 presents the continuous vent thrust profiles used in the LVDC along 
with a postflight reconstruction and updated nominal. The low initial 
vent thrust also has been observed on both AS-507 and AS-508 flights. 
The low initial vent thrust together with the state vector differences 
at EPO caused oscillatory buildup in velocity component differences 
between the LVDC and postflight trajectory during parking orbit. Table 
9-3 presents a breakdown of the factors contributing to the position and 
velocity errors at T6. At T6, the differences in geocentric radius and 
total velocity were -2802 meters (-9194 ft) and 1.69 m/s (5.54 ft/s), 
respectively. Table 9-4 presents the state vector differences at TLI 
between the LJDC and both the postflight trajectory and OT. The LVDC 
503: i : Y i i 
I VBEGIN ORBITAL NAVIGATION 
VSTART OF T6 
1 ' 
/ I / *REF. S&E-ASTN-?F-71-M-26 
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Figure 9-3. LH2 Continuous Vent Thrust During Parking Orbit 
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Table 9-3. Contributing Factors To Space Fixed 
Component Differences (OMPT-LVDC) 
DIFFERENCE SOURCE 
Parking Orbit Insertion 
Differences Caused By: 
1. ST-12411-3 Error' 
2. Gravity Difference 
3. Trackirg 
Total Difference 
Parking Orbit Insertion 
(Dl.lpT-LvDC) 
?esulting Vector 
Bfference at T6 
tenting 
Fracking 
POSITIuN. KM (103 FT) I VELOCITY, M/S (FT/S) 
KS YS ZS xcs YDS ZDS 
0.20 -0.s3 -0.35 
(C.66) (-2.721 (-1.15) 
c;.CI 0.04 0.03 
(-0.03) (0.13) (0.10) 
0.16 0.01 -0.32 
(0.52) (3.03) (-1.05) 
0.54 -2.12 -0 88 
(1.77) (-6 96) (-2.89) 
-0.02 0.25 0.14 
(.3.07) (0.82) (D.46) 
0.31 0.08 0.37 
(1.02) (0.26) (1.21) 
0.35 -0.78 -0.64 
(1.15) (-2.56) (-2.10) 
0.833 -1.79 -0.37 
(2.73) (-5.87) (-1.21) 
2.87 -0.13 -11.48 14.09 1.97 -0.34 
(9.42) (-0.43) (-37.66) (46.23) (6.46) (-1.12) 
2.09 -0.21 -12.18 16.07 0.03 1.01 
(6.86) (-0.69) (-39.96) (52.72) (0.10) (3.31) 
0.01 -0.37 -0.84 1.60 0.06 0.38 
(0.03) (-1.21) (-2.76) (5.25) (0.20) (1.25) 
4.97 -0.45 -24.50 I 31.76 2.06 1.05 
(16.31) (-1.48) (-80.38) (104.20) (6.76) (3.44) 
rota1 Difference (16) 
[OWT-LVOC) 
NOTE: Hundredths position is for reference only and does not reflect 
accuracy to that place. 
*Computed from Recovered Error Coefficients. 
telemetry indicated a radius vector 6250 meters (20,504 ft) lower than 
the OT and 2112 meters (6930 ft) higher than the postflight trajectory. 
Total velocity was 5.70 m/s (18.70 ft/s) higher than the OT and 0.92 m/s 
(3.02 ft./s) lower than the postflight trajectory. Table 9.5 shows the 
guidance system accuracy of achieving targeted end conditions. The 
performance of the guidance system was satisfactory. 
9.3 NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SCHEME EVALUATION 
The available data indicate that the events scheduled at preset times 
occurred within acceptable tolerances. All flight program routines, 
including variable launch azimuth, time tilt, iterative guidance, 
navigation, and minor loop functions were accomplished properly. 
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Table 9-4. State Vector Differences at Translunar Injection 
PARAMKTER 
Ax*. meters 
w  
Ays, meters 
(ft) 
AZ,, meters 
m.1 
AR, meters 
Vt) 
. 
Ax,, m/s 
(W*) 
. 
Ays, m/s 
(ft;s) 
. 
AZ,, m/s 
m/s) 
AVS, m/S 
m/s) 
OPERATIONAL POSTFLIGHT 
TRAJECTORY TRAJECTORY 
MINUS LVDC MINUS LVDC 
45,901 28,082 
(150,594) (92,133) 
150 -1,703 
(493) (-5,588) 
-20,299 -6,236 
(-66,596) (-20,458) 
6,250 -2,112 
(20,504) (-6,930) 
11.65 15.55 
(38.22) (51.02) 
0.69 -2.48 
(2.26) (-8.14) 
39.79 32.26 
(130.54) (105.84) 
-5.70 0.92 
(-18.70) (3.02) 
9.3.1 Variable Launch Azimuth 
Due to the unscheduled hold in the countdown at approximately -482 
seconds, the variable launch azimuth function of the flight program was 
required to perform over a time variation greater than for any previous 
vehicle. The shift of range zero time from the nominal value of 20:23:00 
Universal Time (UT) to 21:03:02 UT resulted in a change of the flight 
azimuth from 72.067 degrees nominal to 75.5579 degrees. The performance 
of the flight program in achieving the targeted parameters was more 
accurate than any previous Saturn/Apollo launch. 
The time delta between true UT and UT received by the LVDC was approxi- 
mately 250 milliseconds. The flight program sensed a UT which yielded 
an elapsed time from window opening (TD) of 2440.9414 seconds, while the 
correct TD was approximately 2440.6914 seconds. A comparison of the 
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Table 9-5. AS-509 Guidance System Accuracy 
EVENT 
jarking Orbit 
[nsertion 
lerminal 
'oint 
Translunar 
InSection 
Tenninal 
Foint 
PARAMETER TARGETED GUIDANCE GUIDANCE ACHIEVEI 
ACHIEVED MINUS TARGETED 
Inclination, deg 31.114279 31.114285 0.000006 
Descending Node, deg 117.43194 117.43231 0.00037 
Radius, m 6.563.366.0 6.563.354.6 -11.4 
Velocity, m/s 7793.0429 7793.0449 0.0020 
Path Angle, deg 0.0 -0.000511 0.000511 
Inclination, deg 30.812924 30.813160 0.000236 
Descending Node, deg 117.40299 117.40258 -0.00041 
Twice Speci 1 ic Orbital -1,665,728.0 -1.665.685.3 42.7 
Energy, m /s2 
Eccentricity 0.97243580 0.97243651 0.00000071 
Argument of Perigee, deg -124.19118 -124.19213 -0.00095 
results of both TO's is shown for targeting parameters below: 
TO 
AZ (pirads) 
AZ (ded 
i 
A 
'3a 
CQS Ua 
na 
aa 
ea 
ACTUAL 
2440.9414 2440.6914 0.25OC 
0.4197662 0.4197642 0.0000020 
75.5579 75.5575 0.0004 
31.114276 31.114407 -0.000131 
117.4?i91 117.43252 -0.00061 
-1,665,727 -1,665,728 -1 
0.9957228 0.9957228 0 
-0.6353672 -0.6353672 0 
-0.1480349 -0.1480349 0 
0.9724502 0.9724502 0 
DIFFERENCE 
CORRECTED (ACTUAL-C~RRE~TEO) 
The differences are not enough to affect parking orbit noticeably 
and the effect was negligible-to-nonexistent at TLI. 
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9.3.2 First Boost Period 
All first stage maneuvers were performed within predicted tolerances. 
The 1.25 degree yaw maneuver was initiated at Tl +1.388 seconds and 
terminated at Tl +9.326 seconds. Pitch and roll guidance was initiated at 
Tl t12.244 seconds and the roll maneuver was completed at Tl +27.430 
seconds. The pitch time tilt polynomial was arrested at Tl t163.518 
seconds. 
Iterative Guidance Mode (IGM) performance for first boost was nominal. 
The pitch and yaw rate-limited steering commands are illustrated in 
Figure 9-4. Phase I IGM began properly at T3 t40.6 seconds and was 
implemented at T3 t41.802 seconds. Implementation of IGrl was 
accompanied by a t6.877 degree change in pitch corwnand and a -0.452 
degree change in yaw command. The time to go in Phase I IGM (TlI) 
reached zero at approximately T3 t307.4 seconds. The first S-II engine 
mixture ratio shift switch selector conrnand was issued at T3 t308.749 
seconds followed by Phase II IGM implementation in the artificial Tau 
mode at T 
a 
t309.926 seconds. Real Tau 2 computation was implemented 
at T3 +32 .960 seconds with a change in Tau 2 of 18.50 seconds. 
The Chi freeze was initiated at the start of T4 and released at 
Tq t9.195 seconds with the implementation of Phase III IGM. The com- 
manded pitch change at Phase III IGM start was -0.036 degree and the 
comnanded yaw change was to.042 degree. The real Tau 3 computation was 
implemented at T4 t20.37 seconds with a -21.9;{ second change in Tau 3. 
Tern;inal guidance was initiated at T4 +108.017 seconds and the high 
speed cutoff loop was entered at Tq t134.106 seconds. Ten passes 
through the high speed loop were made before S-IVB cutoff. The velocity 
at the time of the S-IVB velocity cutoff command was 7791.42 m/s 
'25,562.40 ft/s). Table 9-6 shows the parking orbit insertion parameters. 
9.3.3 Earth Parking Orbit 
At the start of T5 a Chi freeze was initiated using the gimbal angle 
readings on the first pass to establish the commanded angles (Chi's) 
for the freeze. The local reference maneuver scheduled for T5 +20 
seconds was initiated within the one computation cycle tolerance at 
T5 t21.302 seconds. 
The initiation of orbital navigation occurred at T5 t101.533 seconds 
which was within the one computation cycle tolerance from the scheduled 
start at T5 +lOO seconds. Orbital navigation was terminated and boost 
navigation resumed at approximately T6 -9 seconds. The exact time of 
boost navigation resumption could not-be determined because of missing 
telemetry data, but entry to boost navigation before T6 start tias 
confirmed. 
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Figure 9-4. Attitude Camnands Figure 9-5. Attitude Camnands 
During Boost-to-EPO During S-IVB Second Bum 
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Table 9-6. Parking Orbit 1nse;tion Parameters 
OPERATIONAL POSTFLIGHT 
PARAMFTER TRAJECTORY TRAJECTORY GUILIANCE OMPT LVDC 
(OT) (OMPT) (LVDC) HINU; OT MINUS OT 
Space-Fixed 7793.058 7792.470 7793.190 -5.5F.7 0.13: 
Velocity, m/s (ft/s) (25.567.7) (25.565.8) (25.568.2) (-1.4) (0.4) 
Geocentric Radius, 6.563,320 6,563.362 6.563.345 r 
meters (ft) :21.533,158) I (21.533.297) (21.533.242) 03:; (8:s 
Flight Path Angle, -0.000787 -0.003050 -0.000746 .-0.002264 0.000041 
de9 
Descending Node. 
de9 
Inclination, deg 
Eccentricity 
117.429981 117.455978 117.429870 0.025996 -0.3OOill 
31.114436 31.120518 31.114338 0.006082 -0.000098 
0.000014 D.OOCi57 0.000037 U.000143 0.000023 
9.3.4 Second Boost Period 
Sequencing of restart preparations by the flight program was accom- 
plished as predicted. Transfer ellipse targeting was computed and 
telemetered just prior to initiation of second burn IGM. 
IGM for the S-IVB second burn was implemented at T6 +584.941 seconds 
with a change of -5.637 degrees in pitch attitude command and a change of 
0.244 degree in yaw attitude command. The pitch and yaw Chi values are 
illustrated in Figure 9-5. The post mixture ratio shift IGM phase was 
implemented at T6 +717.020 seconds following the engine mixture ratio 
shift. Real Tau 3 computations were implemented at T6 +746.418 seconds 
with a -63.51-second change in Tau 3. 
Terminal guidance steering was initiated at T6 +901.893 seconds and 
the high speed loop was entered at T6 +926.731 seconds. Three passes 
through the high speed loop were made with the velocity cutoff command 
occurring at the start of the fourth pass. The velocity at the time 
of S-IVB cutoff cormnand was 10,231.021 m/s (35,534.85 ft/s). Table 9-7 
s)hows the TLI parameter;. 
9.3.5 Post TLI Period 
The local horizontal mareuver was initiated at T7 t151.594 seconds. 
The Transposition Docking and Ejection (TD&E) naneuver was initiated 
at T7 t900.869 seconds. The minor loop Chi's had all reached coFrnanded 
values by T7 t1129.7 seconds. The vehicle had reached the commanded 
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Table 9-7. Translunar Injection Parameters 
- 
PARAMETER 
j nDERATICtkL -';;;;W;;",; 
TRAZECTrRY GL'IOChCE owl L1'DC 
(CT) !CEPT) ;L1DC) litINS 01 / MINUS OT 
Space-Fixed Velocity, lL?,Fls.i'4: 10,824.66~ 10,523.753 6.625 
1 
( 5.709 
m/s, (ft/s) (35.S92.2) :35,513.91 (35.510.9) (21.7) I (lE.7) 
Geocentric kadius, f,;lj,936 6,737 7 6.7@9,666 -8361 -6250 
neters :ft) (22,033,873) (22.5C6.4*2! (22.013.367) (-27 '32) (-20.507) 
Cescrrding A-w, ~17.:@0~50 li;.355ill 117.402217 -0.041739 0.00136i 
deg 
Inclirstion, deg 30.E12696 30.513569 39.813378 0.000873 ( 0.000682 
Eccentricity G.9:?30i 0.372246 0.972521 -0.000061 0.000214 
-1,673,578 -1,678,167 -1,660.602 -4509 12.976 
(-18,C14,244) :-;6.063,639) i-17.574.571) (-43,395) (139,673) 
attitude by T7 +1259.9 seconds. The implementation of post-TLI orbital 
navigation occurred at T7 +151.371 seconds. 
At 10,955.861 seconds (03:02:35.861) (T 
from the H0060-603 measurement (LVDC/LV A 6 
t1692.389 seconds), telemetry 
telemetry) ceased as discussed 
in paragraph 15.3.3. No further details of flight program performance are 
available beyond that time. Certain key events can be monitored by 
discrete telemetry but no navigation or guidance information is available. 
9.a GUIDANCE SYSTEM COMPONENT EVALUATION 
9.4.1 LVDC and LVDA Performance 
The LVDC and LVDA and all constituent circuits and modules performed 
nominally with the exception of one hardware monitor measurement. The 
telemetered status of the monitor did not reflect the true state of the 
associated hardware, switch selector register bit 5. 
The LVDC flight program steps in commanding a switch selector function 
include the following: 
a. Execute a switch selector stage select and address ccmnand for 
a given switch selector function to set the LVDA switch seiector 
register. 
b. Effect a time delay to ensure that at least one of the four LVDA 
Data Output Multiplexer (DOM) storage channels will accept data. 
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C. Execute a Process Input/Output (PIO) command to read the status of 
thz LVDA Switch Selector Register and Giscrete Output Register 
drover outputs (SSDO word) which are stored in DOM for telemetry via 
measurement H0060-603. 
For each switch selector function conmand that required a logical one 
output from switch selector regisier bit 5, the SSDO word indicated 
that bit 5 was a logical zero. For each case, the switch selector 
function and switch selector feedback outputs were correct. Therefore, 
the failure mechanism did not affect the SS5 driver output function. 
A review of z/stern test data indicates that the failure was present at 
liftoff and occurred prior to or during IU-509 systems test. Further 
investigation revealed that the LVDA component level testi as presently 
configured will not detect the observed failure. Recommendation of 
changes to the LVDA component level tests and to systems test data 
evaluation are in progress. 
The multiplexer latch and multiplexer serializer logic circuits and 
the telemetry storage select and delay iine logic circuits through 
which the 555 driver output status signal flows are common with other 
data signal flow. The only circuits which are unique to the 555 driver 
output monitor are Discrete Input, Type A (DIA) circuit, AND circuit, 
2nd interconnecting networks from the 555 driver to the multiplexer 
latch input (DM7A). The failure mechanism, therefore, is constrained 
to these circuits. 
For the observed indications, any mechanism which could produce the 
equivalent effect of a voltage, 2 2.5 vdc, at point A of the circuit 
in Figure 9-6 is a possible cause of the failure which existed between 
points B and C. 
9.4.2 ST-124M-3 Stabilized Platform Subsystem 
T+e ST-124M-3 Stabilized Platform Subsystem (ST-124M-3 SPS) operated 
within desired limits through the first 13,900 seconds (03:51:40) of 
flight as depicted in available data. Although the vibration levels 
at liftoff were slightly higher than those on IU-508, no accelerometer 
anomalies were in evidence. 
Proper servo loop response was evident at liftoff. Pickoff deflections 
at Command and Service Module (CSrl) separation were lower than on IU-508. 
Pickoff deflections were: 
x gym 
Y gyro 
Z w-0 
AS-509 AS-508 
0.67"P-P 1.6"P 
O.l7OP-P 0.32"P-P 
0.41"P-P 1.36"P-P 
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rcI 
TO 
sss TO RET 
A7A 
SUITCJ4 SELECTOR 1 
SIG 
RET 
Figure 9-6. Switch Selector Bit 5 Driver Monitor Circuit 
As on previous vehicles, oscillations of D.2S"P-P at approximately 
5 hertz were in evidence on the Z* gyro pickoff before and after S-IC 
CECO. Also, spurts of 2.5 hertz at @.l"P-P were noted on the Z** 9yro 
pickoff just prior to S-II CECO. 
The accelerometer servo loops operated properly even though the vibration 
levels at liftoff were slightly higher than those on IU-508 where a 
velocity anomaly occurred. As on previous vehicles, the E0009-603 
measurement showed a slightly higher burst of vibration at 3.3 seconds. 
This is the time period where the velocity anomalies occurred on IU-506 
and IU-508. As can be seen on Figure 9-7. the Y (crossrange) accelero- 
meter pickoff perturbation was small in this time period. 
At CSM separation the accelerometer gyro pickoff deflections were 
comparable to that of IU-508: 
AS-509 AS-508 
X 0.95OP-P l.D"P-P 
Y 2.5OP-P 2.9"P-P 
Z 2.5"P-P 2.2OP-P 
l On AS-508, this was erroneously reported as being on the X gyro pickoff. 
*On AS-508, this was erroneously reported as being on the Y gyro pickoff. 
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Figure 9-7. Accelerometer Head Deflections 
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SECT1014 10 
COUTROL AND SEPARATION 
10.1 SUMCiARY 
The AS-509 control system, which was essentially the same as the AS-508, 
performed satisfactorily. The Flight Control Computer (FCC), Thrust 
Vector Control (TVC) System, and Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) 
satisfied all requirements for vehicle attitude control during the 
flight. Bending and slosh dynamics were adequately stabilized. The 
prelaunch programed yaw, roll, and pitch maneuvers were properly executed 
during S-IC boost. 
During the maximum dynamic pressure region of flight, the launch vehicle 
experienced winds that were less than 95-percentile January winds. The 
maximum average pitch and yaw engine deflections were in the maximum 
dynamic pressure region. 
S-IC/S-II first and second plane separations were accomplished with no 
significant attitude deviations. Related data indicate that the S-IC 
retromotors performed as expected. At Iterative Guidance Mode (IGM) 
initiation, a pitchup transient occurred similar to that seen on previous 
flights. The S-II retromotors and S-IVB ullage motors performed as 
expected and provided a normal S-II/S-IVB separation. 
Satisfactory control of the vehicle was maintained durin first and second 
S-IVB burns and during coast in Earth Parking Orbit (EPO 3 . During the 
Cormnand and Service Module (CSM) separation from the S-IVB/Instrument 
Unit (IU) and during the Transposition, Docking, and Ejection (TDLE) 
maneuver, the control system maintained the vehicle in a fixed inertial 
attitude to provide a stable docking platform. Following TD&E, S-IVB/IU 
attitude control wzs maintained during the evasive maneuver, the maneuver 
to lunar impact attitude, and the LOX dump and APS burn. 
10.2 S- IC CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The AS-509 control system performed satisfactorily during S-IC powered 
flight. The vehicle flew through winds which were less than 95 percentile 
for January in the maximum dynamic pressure region of flight. Less than 
10 percent of the available engine deflect ion was used throughout the 
flight (based on average engine gimbal ang le). The S-K outboard eng ines 
canted as planned. 
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All dynamics were within vehicle capability. In the region of high 
dynamic pressure, the maximum angles of attack were approximately 
2.6 degrees in pitch and 3.9 degrees in yaw. The maximum average 
pitch and yaw engine deflections were -0.4 degree and 0.5 degree, 
respectively, in the maximum dynamic pressure region. Doth deflec- 
tions were due to wind shears. ihe absence of any divergent bending 
or slosh dynamics showed that these modes were adequately stabilized. 
Vehicle attitude errors required to trim out the effects of thrust 
unbalance, thrust misalignment, 
within predicted envelopes. 
and control system misalignments were 
Vehicle dynamics prior to S-IC/S-II first 
plane separation were within staging requirements. 
Maximum controi parameters during S-IC burn are listed in Table 10-1, 
pitch and yaw attitude error time histories are shown in Figure 10-l. 
Dynamics in the region between liftoff and 40 seconds resulted pri- 
marily from guidance commands. In the region between 40 and 110 seconds, 
maximum dynamics were caused by the pitch tilt program, wind magnitude, 
and wind shears. Dynamics from 110 seconds to separation were caused 
by high altitude winds, separated air flow aerodynamics, center engine 
shutdown, and tilt arrest. The transient at Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) 
indicates that the center engine cant was 0.23 degree in pitch and 
0.15 degree in yaw. 
The attitude errors between liftoff and 20 seconds indicate that the 
equivalent thrust vector misali.gnments prior to outboard engine cant 
were -0.02, 0.0, and -0.02 degree in pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively. 
Table 10-l. Maximum Control Parameters During SIC Flight 
PITCH PLANE YAW CLANE F'LL PLAN6 
QANCE QANGE R4NtE 
PARAMETER AMPLITUDE TIME AMPLITUDE TIME AMPLITUDE TIME 
(SEC) (SEC) (SEC) 
Attitude Error, deg 0.91 95.0 -1.26 4 . 3 -0.40 Id.@ 
Angular Rate, deg/s -1.0 03.5 -0.52 00.0 1.2 1 5 :2 . 
Average Gimbal -0.39 . 84.5 0.51 76.5 
Angle, deg 
Angle-of-Attack, deg 2.57 76.8 3.90 ?6.8 
Angle-of-Attack 
Dyllamic Pressure 
Product, deg-N/cm2 7.97 (deg-lbf/ft2) 77.0 12.1 77.0 
(1660) (2530) 
Normal 
Acceleration, m/s2 -0.34 90.0 
(ft/s2) 
0.69 75.5 
(-1.12) (2.26) 
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VBEGIN YAW M4NEUVER 
VEND YAW MANEUVER, 9.9 
BEGIN PITCH/ROLL MANEUVER, 12.8 
OUTBOARD ENGINE CANT 
-MEASURED 
----SIMULATED 
VMAX Q 
V FIRST GAIN SWITCH 
v SECOND GAIN SWITCH 
v S-IC CECO 
'qy TILT ARREST, S-IC DECO 
1.61 , 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 
-..fj.!##+ 
1.6 
0.8 
-0.8 
-1.6 
60 80 100 120 140 160 
RANGE TIME, SECONDS 
Figure 10-l. Pitch and Yaw Plane Dynamics During S-IC Burn 
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These errcrs are required to trim out the effects of thrust unbalance, 
offset Center-of-Gravity (CG), thrust vector misalignment, and control 
system misalignments. The equivalent thrust vector misalignments after 
outboard engine cant were 0.03, 0.01, and 0.01 degree in pitch, yaw, and 
roll, respectively. 
The predicted and measured misalignments, slow release forces, winds, 
and thrust-to-weight ratio are shown in Table 10-2. 
Table 10-2. AS-509 Liftoff Misalignment Sumnary 
PREFLIGHT PREDICTED LAUNCH 
PARAMETER 
PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL 
Thrust Misalignment, to.34 
deg* 
f0.34 to.34 -0.02 0.0 -0.02 
Center Engine Cant, - - - 0.23 0.15 - 
deg 
Servo Amp Offset, +D.l to.1 fD.l - - 
degleng 
Vehicle Stacking 6 to.29 f0.29 0.0 -0.05 0.05 -0.02 
Pad Misalignment, 
deg 
Attitude Error at 
Holddown Arm 
Release, deg 
-0.11 0.01 0.01 
Peak Soft Release 
Force Per Rod, 
N(lbf) 
Wind 
Thrust to Weight 
Ratio 
415,900 (93.500) Data Not Available 
19.55 m/s (38 knots)8.5 m/s**(16.5 knots: 
at 161.5 meters at 161.5 meters 
(530 feet) (530 feet) 
1.177 1.213+ 
*Thrust misalignment of 0.34 degree encompasses the center 
engine cant. A positive polarity was used to determine 
minimum fin tip/umbil'cal tower clearance. A negative polarity 
was used to determine vehicle/GSE clearances. 
b*One minute average about T-O. 
+Determined by simulating vehicle rise history recorded by 
camera during launch. 
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Because of the DPl-A0 multiplexer data loss reported in paragraph 
15.3.2, pitch and yaw angle-of-attack measurements are not available. 
Figure 10-Z shows the simulated pitch, yaw, and total angles of 
attack compared to those calculated from postflight trajectory 
parameters. A total angle-of-attack measurement was available from 
spacecraft telemetry. This measurement is shown in Figure 10-3. 
The peak angle-of-attack measured at the Q-Ball during the high 
dynamic pressure region of flight was 4.76 degrees. 
10.3 S-II COUTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The S-II stage attitude control system performance was satisfactory. 
The maximum values of pitch and yaw control parameters occurred in 
response to IGt4 Phase 1 initiation. The maximum values of roll control 
parameters occurred in response to S- IC/S-II separation disturbances. 
The response at other times was within expectations. The maximum control 
parameter values for the period of S-II burn are shown in Table 10-3. 
Betwen the events of S-IC Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) and initiation 
of IGfl, the attitude cotmnands were held constant. Significant events 
occurring during that interval were S-IC/S-II separation, S-II stage 
J-Z engine start, second plane ,eparation, and Launch Escape Tcwer 
(LET) jettison. The attitude control dynamics throughout this interval 
indicated stable operation as shown in Figure 10-4. Steady state atti- 
tudes were achieved within 20 seconds of S-IC/S-II separation. 
At IGt4 initiation the FCC received TVC commands to pitch the vehicle up 
and then down. The transient magnitudes experienced were similar to 
previous flights. 
At S-II CECO the guidance routines reacted properly to the decrease in 
total thrust. The attitude commands that resulted were similar to 
nominal CECO conditions except that the magnitudes were somewhat higher 
(See Figure 10-4). Differences between the two can be accounted for 
largely by engine location misalignments, thrust vector misalignments, 
and uncertainties in engine thrust buildup characteristics. 
10.4 S-IVB CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The S-IVB TVC system provided satisfactory pitch and yaw control during 
powered flight. The APS provided satisfactory roll control during first 
and second burns. 
During S-IVB first and second burns , control system transients were 
experienced at S-II/S-IVB separation, guidance initiation, Engine Mixture 
Ratio (EMR) shift, terminal guidance rode, and S-IVB Engine Cutoff (ECO). 
These transients were expected and were well within the capabilities of 
the control system. 
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Figure 10-2 Angle-of-Attack During SIC Bum 
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MACH1 v MAX Q 
VFIRST GAIN SWITCH 
m--s CALCULATED FROM Q-BALL 
SIMULATED 
PSECOND GAIN SWITCH 
VS-IC CECO 
VTILT ARREST, S-IC OECO 
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Figure 10-3. Total Angle-of-Attack at Q-Ball 
160 
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Table 10-3. Maximum Control Parameters During S-II Burn 
PITCH PLANE YAW PLANE ROLL PLANE 
RANGE RANGE RANGE 
TIME TIME TIME 
PARAMETER AMPLITUDE (SEC) AMPLITUDE (SEC) AMPLITUDE (SEC) 
. 
Attitude Error, deg -2.0 209.0 0.5 207.5 -2.0 168.0 
Angular Rate, deg/s 1.1 211.0 -0.2 209.0 2.0 168.7 
Average Gimbal Angle. -0.9 207.5 0.3 207.5 -0.6 167.5 
deg 
v S-IC/S-II SEPARATION COWPSJI) 
g S-II SECOND PLANE SEPARATION 
CQWAND 
vI;n PHASE 1 INITIATED 
2 
VS-II CECO 
VIGM PHASE 2 INITIATED, 
S-II LOU EMR SHIFT -MEASURED 
VS-II OECO ----SIMULATED 
1.0 
5 0.5 
SE 
za 
"Z 0 
xs 
z&l 
EE -0.5 
s;s 
VI 
:g -1.0 
160 200 240 280 320 360 400 440 433 520 562 
RANGE TIME, SECONDS 
Figure 10-4. Pitch and Yaw Plane Attitude Errors During S-II Burn 
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10.4.1 Control System Evaluation During First Burn 
The S-IVB first burn pitch and yaw at +jt~& errors are presented in 
Figure 10-S. The maximum attitude errors and rates occurred at IGM 
initiation. A summary of the first burn maximum values of critical 
flight control parameters is presented in Table 10-4. 
The pitch and yaw effective thrust vector misalignments during first 
burn were 0.30 and -0.27 degree, respectively. As experienced on previous 
flights. a steady-state roll torque of 36.8 N-m (27.2 lbf-ft), counter- 
clockwise looking forward, required roll APS firings during first burn. 
The steady-state roll torque experienced on previous flights has ranged 
between 61.4 N-m (45.3 lbf-ft) counterclockwise and 54.2 N-m (40.0 lbf-ft) 
clockwise. 
TS-IV6 FIRST ESC V BEGIN CHI FREEZE 
g;lART OF ARTIFICIAL TAU MODE VS-IV8 FiRT EC0 
VBEGIN TERMINAL GUIDANCE 
1.0 
0, 
g% 0.5 
WI- - 
;zE 0.0 
-na 
+-z z&z -0.5 
I", =ng -1.0 
-1.5 
520 560 600 640 680 720 
RANGE TIME, SECONDS 
Figure 10-5. Pitch and Yaw Attitude Errors During S-IVB First Burn 
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Table lCl-4. Maximum Control Parameters During S-IYB First Burn 
r- -_ ~-_ -- _ P!?C!! P?ANE YW PLANE ROLL PLANE PPRAMITER AYPtIiiJDE RANGE ilME AMPLITUDE RINGE T!YE AMPLITUDE RANGi TIME 
!sr': (SEC) (SEC) 
Attitude trror. deg E ror. 2.34 570.1 -1.22 564.4 -0.77 568.8 
Angular Rate. deg.5 -1 ;zj 571.3 0.47 567.0 0.45 560.2 
I 
k*lmum Gltidl 1 36 569.7 -1.; 564.3 
Angle, deg 
I 
c 
Propellant sloshing during first burn was observed on data obtained from 
the Propellant Utilization (HI) mass probe sensors. The propellant slosh 
did not have any noticeable effect on the operation of the attitlrde control 
system. 
10.4.2 Control System Evaluation During Parking Orbit 
The APS provided satisfactory orientation and stabilization during parking 
orbit. Following S-IVB first ECO, the vehicie was maneuvered to the 
inplane local horizontal and th: orbital pitch rate was established. The 
pitch attitude error for parking orbit is shown in Figure 10-6. 
10.4.3 Control System Evaluation During Second Burn 
The S-IVB second burn pitch and yaw attitu+ errors are presented in 
Figure 10-7. The maximum attitlrde errors and rates occurred at IGM initia- 
tion. A summary of the second burn maximum values of critical fiight con- 
trol parameters is presented in Table 10-5. Control system attitude errcr 
transients resulted from pitch and yaw attitude commands at the termination 
-c l ke 
VI arti c: pi al CllL -. -.I IL4.A. Tau guidance mode (E!IR shift plus 30 seconds). 
The pitch and yati effective thrust vrctcr misalignments during second 
burn were approximately 0.43 and -0.29 degree, respectively. The steady- 
state roll torque during second burn ranged from 36.6 N-m (27.0 lbf-ft), 
counterclockwise looking forward, at the low MR to 29.6 N-,rn (21.8 lbf-ft) 
at the 5.O:l.O Er?R. 
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Figure 10-6. Pitch Attitude Error During Parking Orbit 
950 
Propellant sloshing during second burn was observed on data obtained 
from the PU mass probe sensors. The propellant slosh did not have any 
noticeable effect on the operation of the attitude control system. 
10.4.4 Cortrol System Evaluation After S-IVB Second Bum 
The APS provided satisfactory orientation and stabilization from Trans- 
lunar Injection (TLI) through the S-IVB/IU Passive Thermal Control 
Maneuver ("Barbecue Maneuver"). Each of the planned maneuvers was per- 
formed satisfactorily although the maneuvers after spacecraft separation 
were delayed due to the delay in spacecraft docking. Effects of the 
delay in dockinq on attitude control is discussed below. Effects of 
telemetry data loss on evaluation of attitude control is also discussed 
below. 
Significant periods of interest related to translunar coast attitude 
conYo1 were the maneuver to the inplane local horizontal following 
second ECO, the maneuver to the TO&E attitude, spacecraft separation, 
spacecraft docking, Lunar Module (LM) ejection, the maneuver to the 
evasive ullage burn attitude, the maneuver to the LOX dump attitude, 
the maneuver to the lunar irrpact ullage burn attitude, and the "Barbecue 
Maneuver." The pitch attitude error for events during which telemetry 
data were available is shown in Figure 10-8; 
Following S-IVB second ECO, control response to the maneuver to the 
inplane local horizontal and tne maneuver to the separation TO&E 
attitude was nominal. 
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Figure 10-7. Pitch and Yaw Attitude Errors During S-IV6 Second Burn 
Spacecraft separation, which occurred at 10,949.4 seconds (03:02:29.4), 
appeared normal, as indicated by the relatively small disturbances 
induced on the S-IVB. 
At 10,955.g seconds (03:02:35-g) the loss of H0060-603 data (as discussed 
in paragraph 1 5.3.3) prevented the further monitoring of vehicle attitude 
angles and guidance comands. Vehicle orientation and stabilization was 
monitcred by vehicle attitude errors, vehicle angular rates, and space- 
craft observation. 
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Table 10-5. Maximun Control Parmters During S-IVB Second Burn 
T 
PARAFTTER 
Attitude Error. deg 
Angular Rate. degfs 
Maxine Gimbal 
Angle, deg 
PlTC' 
AMPLITUDL 
2.6 
-1.1 
1.31 
e923.7 -0.85 1 8911.3 
I 
8926.0 0.35 892b. 0 0.16 8990.0 
8923.2 -0.76 8913.2 
0. ?5 8989.5 
Nominal APS engine firings were noted during three docking attempts; 
11,690 seconds (03:14:50), 12,220 seconds (03:23:40), and 16,340 seconds 
(04:32:20). 
S-IVB VHF telemetry data were available to 13,655 seconds (D3:47:35). 
The lack of available data after this time resulted in the loss of atti- 
tude error data, angular rate data, and APS chamber pressure data. The 
APS control relay operation continued *:a be telemetered via the DPl-BO 
multiplexer. 
The reaction to spacecraft docking, which occurred at 17,816 seconds 
(04:56:56), appeared to be normal. Yaw-roll disturbon:zs were slightly 
larger than those experienced on previous flights. LM ejection occurred 
at 20,834.4 seconds (05:47:14.4) with nominal disturbances. 
At 21,330 seconds (05:55:30), a maneuver was initiated to attain the 
desired attitude for the evasive ullage burn. This involved maneuvering 
from the TD&E yaw attitude of -40.9 degrees to +40.0 degrees. At 
21,842 seconds (06:04:02), the APS ullage engines were commanded on 
for 80 seconds to provide the necessary separation distance between 
the S-IVB/IU and the spacecraft. 
The maneuver to the LOX dump attitude was performed at 22,423 seconds 
(06:13:43) and appeared to be nominal. 
(06:25:20) and lasted for 48 seconds. 
LOX dump occurred at 23,120 seconds 
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Figure 10-8. Pitch Attitude Error During Translunar Coast 
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At 31,421 seconds (08:43:41), a ground command was sent to perform a 
nianeuver to the desired attitude for the APS ullage burn for lunar target 
impact. This was a two-axis maneuver and resulted in a pitch maneuver 
of -3.0 degrees and a yaw attitude maneuver of -4.0 degrees. At 32,399 sec- 
Qnds (08:59:59), the APS ullage engines were corrmanded on for 252 seconds 
to provide i:V for lunar target impact. 
At 42,082 seconds (11:41:22), the S-IVB was comnanded via Digital Command 
System (DCS) to maneuver in the negative pitch and positive yaw directions 
and establish corresponding rates of 0.3 deg/s. Following initiation of 
the maneuver, a DCS command was issued at 42,116 seconds (11:41:56) to 
inhibit the FCC leaving the S-IVB/IU in a "Barbecue" or tumble mode until 
lunar impact. 
APS propellant consumption for attitude control and propellant settling 
prior to the APS burn for lunar target impact was slightly higher than 
the mean predicted requirements. The total propel?ant (fuel and oxidizer) 
used prior to the ullage burn for lunar impact AV was 59.8 kilograms 
(131.9 lbm) and 59.1 kilograms (130.0 lbm) for Modules 1 and 2, respec- 
tively. This was 40.0 and 39.5 percent of the total available in each 
module (approximately 150.0 kilogram [330.1 lbm]). p,PS propellant con- 
sumption is tabulated in Section 7, Table 7-4. 
10.5 INSTRUMENT UNIT CONTROL COMPONENTS EVALUATION 
The Flight Program Minor Loop implemented all guidance corrmands, providing 
satisfactory attitude error outputs through the Launch Vehicle Data Adapter 
(LVDA) to the FCC. No Minor Loop Error Telemetry occurred during the 
mission. The FCC and control rate gyros functioned predictably and satis- 
factorily throughout the mission. 
10.6 SEPARATION 
S-IC/S-II separation and associated sequencing war accomplished as planned. 
S-IC end conditions at separation fell within estimated limits, and well 
within the staging limits. The AS-509 measured longitudinal acceleration 
of the S-IC dropped stage was similar to previcus vehicles. Pitch and yaw 
rate measurements showed no disturbances, indicating normal staging. 
Seconc plane separation occurred as predicted. There were no vehicle 
attitude disturbances attributed to the second plane separation. Cal- 
culations indicate that the separation dynamics were similar to previous 
flights. 
k 
S-II/S-IVB separation was normal with nominal S-II retromotor and S-IV6 
ullage motor performance. Vehicle dynamics were well within staging 
limits. 
Vehicle dynamics were normal during CSM separation and the TD&E maneuver. 
The vehicle maintained a stable docking platform during the several docking 
attempts. 
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SECTION 11 
ELECTRICAL NETWORKS AND EhERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM 
li.1 SUGARY 
The AS-509 launch vehicle electrical systems and Emergency Detection 
System (EDS) performed satisfactorily throughout all phases of flight. 
Operation of the batteries, powe- supplies, inverters, Exploding Bridge 
Wire (EBW) firing units and switch selectors was normal. 
11.2 S-IC STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
The S-IC stage electrical system performance was satisfactory. Battery 
voltages were tithin performance limits of 26.5 to 32.0 vdc during powered 
flight. The battery currents were near predicted and belaw the maximum 
limits of 50 amperes for each battery. Battery power consumption was 
within the rated capacity of each battery, as shown in Table 1 l-l. 
The two measuring power supplies were within the 5 20.05 vdc limit during 
powered flight. 
Table 11-l. S-IC Stage Battery Power Consuaption 
POWER CONSUMPTION* 
RATED PERCEN- 
BUS CAPACITY OF 
BATTERY DESIGNATION (AMP-MIN) AMP-MIN CAPACITY 
Operational lDl0 500 28.5 5.7 
Instrunentation 1020 500 84.5 16.9 
* Battery power consunptions were calculated from power transfer 
until S-IC/S-II separation. 
11-l 
All switch selector channels functimed as ccmvnanded by the Instrunent 
Unit (I;') and uerv within required tinr limits. 
The seprratian and re?roAlotor EBW firing unit; were armed and triggered 
as progrand. Charging time and voltage characteristics were within 
perfcimliance limits. 
The range safety corvnand system EBH firing units were in the required 
state-of-readiness if vehicle destruct had been necessary. 
11.3 S-11 ST&X ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
The S-II stsge electrical system performed satisfactorily. Battery 
voltages remained within specified limits through the prelaunch and flight 
periods. Bus currrnts also mained within required and predicted limits. 
Main bus currtnt averaged 37 weres during S-IC boost and varied from 
4B to 53 rapem during S-II boost. Instrumentation bus current averaged 
21 rapcrps during SIC and S-II boost. 
90 anperes during SIC boost. 
Recirculation bus curlont averaged 
Ignition bus current averaged 30 amperes 
during the S-II ignition sequence. Battery power consunption was within 
the rated capacity of each battery, as shown in Table 11-2. 
The five tmperature bridge power supplies, the three instrumentation 
power supplies, and the five LH2 inserters all performed within acceptable 
limits. 
All switch selector channels functioned as commanded by the IU and were 
within rpquired time limits. 
Table 11-2. S-11 Stage Battery Power Consunption 
BAllTRY 
Main 
Instrrrrntation 
Recirculation No. 1 
Recirculation No. 2 
BUS 
DESIGNATICM 
2011 
2D21 
2D51 
2051 
and 
2061 
35 14.58 41.7 
35 9.86 28.2 
30 12.23 40.8 
30 12.27 40.9 
I 
*8attcy pauer cohsurptions were calculated fmn activation until 
S-II/S-IV6 separation and include 6.1 AMP-HR consuned during the 
battery activatim procedure. 
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Performance of the EBW circuitry for the separation systems was satisfac- 
tory. Firing units charge and discharge responses were within predicted 
time and voltage limits. The range safety command system EBW firing units 
were in the required state-of-readiness if vehicle destruct had been 
necessary. 
11.4 S-IVB STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
The S-IVB stage electrical system performance was satisfactory. The 
battery voltages, currents, and temperatures remained within the normal 
range beyond the required battery lifetime. Forward No. 2 battery depleted 
at 30,560 seconds (08:29:20) aiter supplying 111.2 percent of the rated 
capacity. Battery voltage and currents are shown in Figures 11-l through 
11-4. Battery power consumption and capacity for each battery are shown 
in Table 11-3. 
The three 5-vdc and seven 20-vdc excitation modules all performed within 
lldown inverters performed satisfac- acceptable limits. 
torily. 
The LOX and LH2 chi 
All switch selector channels functioned 
within required time limits. 
as commanded by the IU and were 
Performance of the EBW circuitry for the separation system was satisfactory. 
Firing urits charge and discharge responses were within predicted time 
and voltage limits. The range safety carmand system EBW firing units were 
in the required state-of-readiness if vehicle destruct had been necessary. 
11.5 INSTRUMENT UNIT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
The evaluation of the IU electrical system on AS-509 was accomplished using 
CP-1 telemetry data, since the normally used DQl-Ail data were lost as 
discussed in paragraph 15.3.2. Analysis of these data indicates that the 
electrical system functioned normally. Available data extend through 
13,655 seconds (03:47:35) of the flight. All battery voltages increased 
gradually from liftoff, but remained within the required limits. Battery 
currents remained within the predicted range. Loss of the DPl-NJ data 
precluded evaluation of the 6010, 6030 and 6D4D battery temperatures. 
However, the 6D20 batterv temperature measurenrent indicated a stable 
temperature condition. .+ailable battery voltage, curmnt, and merature 
plots are shown in Figures 11-5 through 11-B. Battery power consmtion 
and capacity for each battery are shown in Table 11-4. 
Based on analysis of CP-1 data, all indications are that the 56-vdc 
power supply functioned within predicted limits. 
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Table 11-3. S-IVB Stage Battery Power Consunption 
BATTERY 
Forward No. 1 
Forward No. 2 
Aft No. 1 
Aft No. 2 
l- 
RATED 
CAPACI-TY 
(AMP-HR) 
300.0 150.26 
24.75 27.53** 
300.0 147.02 
75.0 40.12 
SUMPTION 
PERCENT OF 
CAPACITY 
50.1 
111.2 
49.0 
53.5 
*Actual usage to 43,000 seconds (11:56:4~) is based on flight data. 
**The battery voltage fell below the defined depletion level of 26.0 
volts at 30,560 seconds (08:29:20). Calculations of actual power 
consumption was terminated at this time. 
The 5-vdc measuring power supply appeared to function properly based on 
the CP-1 data available for analysis. A pertubation of the 5-volt bus 
at liftoff was noted during the DP-1 link investigation, but it is not 
presently believed that a problem exists in the 5-vdc measuring power 
supply. 
Available data indicate that all switch selector channels functioned as 
commanded by the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) and were within 
required time limits. 
11.6 SATURN V EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM (EDS) 
The performance of the AS-509 EDS was normal and no abort limits were 
exceeded. All switch selector events associated with EDS for which data 
are available were issued at the nominal times. The discrete indications 
for EDS events also functioned normally. The performance of all thrust 
OK pressure switches and associated voting logic, which monitors engine 
status, was naninal insofar as EDS operation was concerned. S-II and S-IVB 
tank ullage pressures remained within the abort limits and displays to the 
crew were normal. 
The maximum angle-of-attack aynamic pressure sensed by the Q-ball was 
1.28 psid at 75.6 seconds. This pressure was only 40 percent of the EDS 
abort limit of 3.2 psid. 
As noted in Section 10, none of the rate gyros gave any indication of 
angular overrate in the pitch, yaw or roll axis. The maximum angular 
rates were well below the abort limits. 
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BATTERY 
6DlO 
6D20 
6D3C' 
6D40 
Table 11-4. IU Battery Power Consumption 
RATED 
POWER CONSlMPTION 
CAPACITY PERCEtiT OF 
(AMP-HR) AMP-HR* CAPACITY 
350 69.2 19.8 
350 338.8** 96.8'" 
350 80.6 23.3 
350 121.6 34.7 
*Actual usage to 13,655 seconds (03:47:35) is based on flight data. 
**The CCS transponder which was powered by the 6020 battery was 
operating at S-IVB/IU lunar impact which occurred at 297.473.4 
seconds (82:37:53.4). Pwer consumption until S-IVB/IU lunar 
impact was calculated based on nominal operation. 
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SECTION 12 
VEHICLE PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT 
12.1 SUMMARY 
The S-IC base heat snield was instrumented with two differential prassut-e 
measurements. The AS-509 flight data have trends and magnitudes similar 
to those seen on previous flights. 
The AS-509 S-II base pressure environments are consistent with the trends 
and magnitudes seen on previous flights. 
12.2 BASE PRESSURES 
12.2.1 S-IC Base Pressures 
The S-IC base heat shield was instrunented with two differential (internal 
minus external) pressure measurements. The As-509 flight data, 
Figure 12-l. show good agreement with previous flight data with similar 
trends and magnitudes. The maximum differential pressure of approximately 
0.17 psid occurred at an altitude of approximately 5.4 n mi. 
12.2.2 S-II Base Pressures 
The S-II stage base heat shield forward face pressures are presented in 
Figure 12-2 together with the postflight analytical va? res and the data 
band from previous flights. The As-509 data canpare favorably with 
previous flight data prior to interstage separation, but were slightly 
lower following separation than on previous flights. 
The AS-509 thrust cone static pressure data presented in Figure 12-3 
appear to be biased by approximately 0.15 psia, based on the pressure 
prior to J-2 i 
and DO158-206 9 
nition when compared to transducers DO150-206 (Figure 12-2) 
Figure 12-4). After interstage separation, the transducer 
records a constant negative value which again indicates that the trans- 
ducer is biased. Under the assumption that the data is biased by 
0.15 psia, good agreement is obtained between flight data, postflight 
analysis, and previous flight data prior to interstage separation. 
Following separation the AS-509 pressures would be slightly higher than 
on previous flights. 
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The heat shield aft face pressures observed on AS-509 were comparable to 
those measured on previous fli 
9 
hts except during the period 100 seconds 
prior to Center Engine Cutoff CECO). During this period the AS-509 
pressures were slightly l,igher than on previous flights. The flight data 
trends are consistent with those observed during previous flights and the 
steady-state engine control positions for the AS-509 flight. 
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SECTION 13 
VEHICLE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
13.1 SUMMARY 
The AS-509 S-IC base region thermal environments exhibited trends and 
magnitudes similar to those seen on previous flights. 
The base thermal environments on the S-II stage were similar to those 
measured on previous flights and were well below design limits. The 
tatal heating rate measurement indicated higher magnitudes prior to 
Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) than on previous flights, which was con- 
sistent with the closer inboard gimbaled position of the engines on 
AS-509. 
Aerodynarric heating environments and S-IVB base thermal environments 
were not measured on AS-509. 
13.2 S-IC BASE HEATING 
Thermal environments in the base region of the AS-509 S-iC stage were 
recorded by two total calorimeters and two gas temperature probes which 
were located on the base heat shield. The sensing surfaces of the total 
calorimeters were mounted flush with the heat shield surface. The base 
gas temperature sensing surfaces were mounted at distances aft of the 
heat shield surface of 0.25 inch (COO50-106) and 2.50 inches (COO52-106). 
Data from these instruments are compared with AS-508 flight data and are 
presented in Figures 13-1 and 13-2. The AS-509 data exhibit similar 
trends and magnitudes as previous flights. The maximum recorded total 
heating *ate was approximately 26 watt/cm2 and occurred at 19 kilometers. 
The maximum gas temperature was approximately 1150°K, recorded 2.5 inches 
aft of the heat shield at an altitude of 25 kilometers. In general, CECO 
on AS-509 produced a spike in the thermal environment data with a magni- 
tude and duration similar to previous flight data. 
Ambient gas temperatures under the engine cocoons (measurements CO242-101 
through CO242-105) were within the band of previous flight data dnd with- 
in the predicted band. These temperatures are shown in Figure 13-3. 
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Figure 13-3. S-IC Ambient Gas Temperature Under Engine Cocoon 
13.3 S-II BASE HEATING 
Figure 13-4 presents the AS-509 total heating rate throughout S-II burn, 
as recorded by transducer CO722-206 on the aft face of the base heat 
shield. The postflight analytical curve for this transducer and the 
previous flight data band are also shown for comparison. The analytical 
heat rate represents the theoretical response of the transducer to the 
total thermal environment reflected by thermal math models. Key flight 
parameters relating to engine performance, engine position and reference 
temperatures are used in the postflight analysis. The math models are 
based on both theoretical and empirical postulates. The AS-509 flight 
data prior to CECO was higher than that recorded during all previous 
fliohts. This is consistent with the steady-state J-2 engine control 
positions which were determined to be closer inboard prior to CECO than 
on previous flights. The postflight analysis heating rates are presented 
in the form of a band to account for the uncertainty in engine position 
due tJ structural compliance and engine misalignment. The flight 
measured heating rates are well within the maximum design allowable 
values. 
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Figure 13-4. S-II Heat Shield Aft Heat Rate 
Figure 13-5 shows the AS-509 flight data and postflight analysis of the 
heat shield recovery temperature transducer CO731-206. The analytical 
temperature curve represents a calculated transducer reaaing based on 
math ,mdels using key flight parameters. The gas recovery temperature 
is an analytically derived value computed from the flight measurement 
data. Note that the flight values are the probe temperatures and not the 
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gas recovery temperatures. As shown in Figure 13-5, the AS-509 flight 
gas recovery temperature values were on the low side of the previous 
flight data envelope. This is contrary to the expected trend, since the 
steady-state engine deflection pattern indicates that the engines were 
gimbaled closer inboard prior to CECO than on previous flights. How- 
ever, as indicated by the previous flights data envelope, a considerable 
probe temperature variation exists between different flights which 
cannot be explained by the variation of the parameters considered in the 
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Figure 13-5. S-II Heat Shield Recovery Temperature 
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analysis alone. Also, since the initial temperature is below the probe 
range, it is not possible to determine if the probe temperature is 
biased, which might possibly account for the apparent discrepancy between 
the measured high total heat flux and low gas recovery temperature. 
Figure 13-6 shows the AS-509 flight data and postflight analysis of the 
heat shield aft radiation heat rate. The analytical radiation heat rate 
represents the heat rate at the transducer location and is derived from a 
math model. Good agreement is obtained between flight and the postflight 
analytical values which do not include engine position effects. Compari- 
son with the previous flight data envelope shows that the AS-509 data 
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Figure 13-6. S-II Heat Shield Aft Radiation Heat Rate 
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\cere on the low side which is contrary to the expected trend based on 
the AS-5G9 clnqer inboard steady-state engine control positions. 
There were no structural temperature measurements on the bast heat shield 
and only three thrust cone forward surface temperature measurertents in 
the base region. To evaluate the structural temperatures on tie aft 
surface of the heat shield, a postflight analysis was performed using 
maximum AS-509 postflight analysis base heating rates. The maximum 
postflight analysis temperature was 743°K which compares favorably 
with previous flights, ant was well below the maximum design temperatures 
of 1066°K (no engine out) and 1116°K (one control engine out). The 
effectiveness of the heat shield and flexible curtains was evidenced 
by the relatively low temperatures recorded on the thrust cone forward 
surface. The maximum measured temperature on the thrust cone forward 
surface was 269°K. The measured temperatures were well below design 
valu.3. 
13.4 VEHICLE AEROHEATING THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
Aerodynamic heating environments were not measured on the AS-509 S-IC 
stage. Due t3 the similarity in the trajectory, the aerodynamic heating 
environments are believed to be approximately the same as previous 
flight environments. Flow separation on the AS-509 vehicle was observed 
from ground optical data (Melbourne Beach) to occur at approximately 110 
seconds. The forward point of flow separation versus flight time is 
presented in Figure 13-7. The effects of CECO during the AS-509 flight 
were similar to previous flights. At higher altitudes the measured loca- 
tion of the forward point of flow separation is questionable due to loss 
of resolution in the ground optical data. 
. 
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SECTION 14 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
14.1 SUMNARY 
The S-IC stage forward compartment ambient temperatures were maintained 
above the minimum performance limit during AS-509 countdown. The S-IC 
stage aft compartment environmental conditioning system performed satis- 
factorily. 
The S-II thermal control and compartment conditioning system apparently 
performed satisfactorily since the ambient temperatures external to the 
containers were nc'rmal, and there wire no problems with the equipment in 
the containers. 
The Instrument Unit (JU) Environmental Control System (ECS) performed 
satisfactorily for the duration of its mission. Coolant temperatures, 
pressures, and flowrates were maintained within the required limits. 
14.2 S-IC ENVlRONP'ENTAL CONTROL 
The S-IC stage forward skirt ECS has three phases of operation during 
prelaunch operations. xhen onboard electrical systems are energized, 
but prior to cryogenic loading, conditioned air is used to rraintain the 
desired environment. When cryogenic loading begins, warmed GN2 is 
substituted for the conditioned air. The third phase uses a warmer 
GN2 flow tc offset the cooling effects caused by S-II stage J-2 engine 
thrust cbatier chi:lJown. All three phases functioned satisfactorily 
as evidenced by ambient temperature readings. 
The most severe prelaunch forward compartment thermal environment 
(-63.2"F at CO206-120) occurred during J-2 engine Lhilldown and was 
above the minimum performance limit of -90°F. During AS-509 flight 
the lowest forward conpartmnt temperature measured was -133.2"F at 
instrument location CO206-120. 
After the initiation of LOX loading, the temperature in the vicinity of 
the battery (12KlO) decreased to 59°F which is within the new battery 
qualification limits of 35 to 95OF per ECP 578. The temperature increased 
to 68°F at liftoff. Just prior to liftoff, the other atiient temperatures 
14-1 
ranged from 66.7"F at instrument location CO203-115 to 81.1"F at instru- 
ment location C@205-115. During flight the lowest aft comoartment temoera- 
ture recorded was 53.6"F at instrument location CO203-115. 
14.3 S-II ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
The engine compartment conditioning system mairtained the ambient tempera- 
ture and thrust cone surface temperatures withit- design ranges throughout 
the launch countdown. The system also maintained an inert atmosphere 
within the compartment as evidenced by the absence of H2 or 02 indications 
on the hazardous gas monitor. 
No equipment container temperature measurements were taken. However, 
since the ambient measurements external to the containers were satis- 
factory and there were no problems with the equipment in the containers, 
it is assumed that the thermal control system performed adequately. 
14.4 IU ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
14.4.1 Thermal Conditioning System 
Performance of the IU Thermal Conditioning System {TCS) was satisfactory 
throughout flight. The temperature of the coolant supplied to the cold- 
plates and internally cooled components was continuously maintained within 
the required 45 to 68°F temperature band. The TCS with the new coolant 
Gronite Flo-Cool 100 performed as predicted. 
Figure 14-1 shows the TCS coolant control temperature (COO15-601) out to 
14,000 seconds (03:53:20). The range of measurement COO15-601 does not 
allow reading the minimum coolant temperature; however, extrapolation 
of the data indicates that the coolant temperature did not drop below 
the specification limit. 
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The water valve opened initially at 183 seconds allowing water to flow to 
the sublimator. Significant cooling was evident at approximately 
240 seconds when the coolant temperature, monitored at the temperature 
control point, began to decrease rapidly. At the first thermal switch 
samplir;g of 483 seconds, the coolant temperature was above the switch 
activation point. The switch activated at 493 seconds, just 10 seconds 
late for the water valve to close, causing the valve to remain open until 
the second sampling at 781 seconds. The coolant control temperature and 
sublimator heat rejectlon rate for the initial startup is shown in 
Finure 14-2. Swftch selector event times revealed that thermal cycling 
of the water valve was still taking place at 27,180 seconds (97:33:00), 
indicating normal system performance at that time. 
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Hydraulic performance of the TCS with the new coolant was as expected. 
Available flowrates and pressures are presented in Figure 14-3. The 
TCS GN2 sphere pressure decay which is indicative of the GN2 usage rate 
was nominal as shown in Figure 14-4. 
Available component temperatures remained withfn the expected temperature 
ranges as shown in Figure 14-5. As expected, the component temperatures 
averaged slightly higher on AS-509 than on previous Saturn V flights due 
to the lower htat dissipation ability of the new coolant (Oronite Flo- 
Cool 100). 
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14.4.2 ST-124M-3 Gas Bearing System (GBS) 
The GBS performance was nominal. The S:'-124M-3 internal ambient pressure 
lDOO12-603) and gas bearing inlet pressure (DOOll-60s) are shown in 
Figure 14-6. 
The GBS GA2 supply sphere pressure decay was as expected for the nominal 
case as s'iown in Figure :4-7. 
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SECTION 15 
DATA SYSTEMS 
15.1 SUMM4RY 
All elements of the ds.ta system performed satisfactorily throughout 
flight except the Instrument Unit (IU) telemetry system. The DPl-A0 
270 multiplexer data and the 410K multiplexer data were lost at 0.409 sec- 
ond and at 10,955.861 seconds (03:02:35.861), respectively. In addition, 
the DP-1 telemetry RF output measurement changed abruptly several times 
during the flight. 
The vehicle measurement reliability was 95.5 percent. Telemetry per- 
formance was normal except for the noted problems. Radiofrequency (RF) 
propagation was generally good, though the usual problems due to flame 
effects and staging were experienced. Usable VHF data were received 
until 18,360 seconds (05:06:00). The Secure Range Safety ComMnd 
Systems (SRSCS) on the S-IC, S-II and S-IVB stages were ready to per- 
form their functions properly, on ccmnand, if flight conditions during 
the launch phase had required destruct. The system properly safed the 
S-IVB on a command transmitted from Bermuda (BDA) at 710.2 seconds. The 
perfomnce of the ComMnd and Communication System (CCS) was excellent. 
Usable CCS telemetry data were received to 53,039 seconds (14:43:59) 
at which time the telemetry subcarrier was inhibited. Carnarvon (CRO), 
Goldstone (GDS), Hawaii (HAW), Honeysuckle (HSK), and Merritt Island 
Launch Area (MILA) were receiving CCS carrier signal at S-IVB/IU lunar 
impact at 297,473.4 seconds (82:37:53.4). Good tracking data were 
received from the $-Band radar, with EDA indicating final Loss of 
Signal (LOS) at 28,950 seconds (O&:02:30). 
The 65 ground engineering cameras provided good data during the launch. 
15.2 VEHICLE MEASUREMENTS EVALUATION 
The AS-503 launch vehicle had 1382 measurements scheduled for flight; 
three measurements were waived prior to start of the automatic countdown 
sequence leaving 1379 measurements active for flight. Of the waived 
measuremnts, one provided some valid data during the flight. Sixty-two 
measuremnts failed during flight resulting in an overall measurement 
system reliability of 95.5 percent. Fifty=-nine of these failed measure- 
ments and one of the ten partially failed measuremnts were caused by 
15-1 
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IU telemetry system problems discussed in paragraphs 15.3.2 and 15.3.3. 
These measurement failures affected the oostfliqht evaluation of thr 
applicable vehicle systems. 
A sumMry of measurement reliability is presented in Table 
total vehicle and for each stage. The waived measurements, 
measurements, partially failed measurements, and questionab 
are listed by stage in Tables 15-2, '15-3 and 15-4. 
15-1 for the 
totally failed 
le measurements 
15.3 AIRBORNE VHF TELEMETRY SYSTEMS EVALtiATION 
15.3.1 Performance Summary 
Performance of the eight VHF telemetry links was generally satisfactory, 
as indicated in Table 15-5. 
in the IU telemetry system. 
However, three significant problems occurred 
First, all analog data routed through the 
DPl-A0 270 multiplexer was lost at 0.409 second. Second, the HO060-6Q3 
computer word routed through the 410K multiplexer locked in an all zero 
state at 10,955.861 seconds (03:02:35.861). Finally, the DP-1 telemetry 
RF output measurement, 50029602, changed abruptly several times during 
the flight. 
and 15.3.4. 
These problems are discussed in paragraphs 15.3.2, 15.3.3 
The S-IC, S-II and S-IVB telemetry systems and the balance of the IU 
telemetry system operation were normal throughout flight. All inflight 
calibrations occurred as programed and were within specifications. Data 
Table 15-1. AS-509 Measurement Sumnary 
MEASU=NT s-IC S-II S-Iv8 INSTRWENT TOTAL 
CATEGORY STAGE STAGE STAGE WIT VEHICLE 
Scheduled 
Mafed 
Failums 
Partial 
Failures 
Questionable 
ReliablliQ 
Percent 
287 598 271 226 1382 
1 1 1 0 3 
0 1 2 59 62 
5 
0 
loo.0 
3 
0 
99.3 
1 
0 
73.4 
10 
1 
95.5 
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Table 15-2. AS-509 Flight Measurements Waived Prior to Flight 
MEAi,‘Qi”t 'VT 
'.iWLF , IIEASUREMENT TITLE NAT'JRE OF FAILURE Rt3UPKS 
S-IC STAGE 
--I I- I 
m113-lo? Loylne 21nbal System Filter Manifold 
Diffewntral Fres5ut-e 
I 
I 
I 
COOOl-202 At 81 seconds the mersb.rcmt 
returned to rgtmnt with other 
mmsu-ts. 
I S-IVB ST&E I 1 I --I 
coos9406 Tapcrrture. LOX Tmk Ullogge Gas. Indicated higher then 
la, Pcmnt ncninel tmpcrature 
Firstcbserrcd during WIT LOX 
loading. Indicated trerd 
infonution. Melfunction probobl 
mused by l ncessir contbct 
resistance of en in-line 
l lrctrlcrl connector. 
degradation and dropouts were experienced at various times during boost, 
as on previous flights, due to the attenuation of RF signals. Signal 
attenuation was caused by main engine flame effects, S-IC/S-II staging, 
S-II ignition and S-II second plane separation. The magnitude of these 
effects was comparable to that experienced on previous flights. Loss 
of these data, however, posed no problem since losses were of such short 
duration as to have little or no impact on flight analysis. Usable VHF 
telemetry data were received to 18,360 seconds (05:06;00). A sunmnary of 
available VHF telemetry coverage showing Acquisition of Signal (AOS) and 
LOS for each station is shown in Figure 15-1. 
15.3.2 Loss of DPl-A0 Analog Data 
All analog data routed through the DPl-A0 270 multiplexer (S/N 461) were 
lost at 0.409 second and for the remainder of the flight. This resulted 
in the loss of 59 out of 101 IU DPl-A0 PCM masuremnts. The remaining 
42 measurements \~ere redundantly routed through the CPl-A0 telemtry 
link. 
All data channels; showed an abrupt change follwed by a transient, 
as shown in Figure 15-2. The data tended to level out at 14.3 percent 
of full scale mtil 4.63 seconds when it decayed to 11.6 percent 
of full scale within 250 milliseconds. 
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Table 15-3. AS-503 Measurement Malfunctions 
Table 15-3. AS-509 Measutemnt Malfunctions (Continued) 
1oool-103 
+lXCll-l01 
Kml-202 r 104)1-203 lmol-Lo1 Hmoz-101 TOTM lEAsI 1alm Crrrmt, PItcm Lctvtor v41n Lrmnr. Pita Lctrmr VIlR Curmlt. r1tca kt.rtw va1r cwrcnt. PItch ktrtor V.lR c-t. Pitch kctutor vr1r cuumnt. I- ktvtor 
a1r krrmt. VL 
Lctrtw 
IlW tmmt.  I- 
kutov 
vwlr c-t. ‘I- 
kW 
m  f4ILlmfS. IU ~CmiTlnl 
;1l”a1 k-1 mzat to 
14.3 plrent 
Table 15-3. AS-509 Measurement Malfunctions (Continued) 
WDZI-603 
wG56n3 
W26-6Di 
mD27-6D3 
RDOZ9-603 
mD29-MO3 
nDDo6-602 
IDOW602 
110013-602 
sfJo33-6D2 
NODY-602 
WOE-w2 
hlool-116 
CDWJ- 101 
omOs105 
POW-102 
1oolJ-ll@ 
T 
I 
I 
$a;aldwter l zo volt 
D.tr Adopter 012 Yell 
SWPlY 
UIL, Adrpter -3 Volt 
SWPlY 
0.U Adapter -20 Volt 
SuPPlY 
Cut, Adrpter +6 Volt 
srgply ~LVncO 
Ln9 VCl. VI EM 
cm&Q I (kf) 
hq vcl. Roll tm 
Crow 2 (Rf) 
kq Vel. Pitch ED5 
Grow 3 (WI 
Ernfbmltor 4nnp ve1 
Roll Grq 1 
Em Nmlttm kg 991 
bll Cmp 2 
ErnfbnltIw Ing kl 
lbllbmml 3 
ianal lcwl went to 
4:3 prccnt 
,i9*rl lcwl 
IN.3 percent 
It to 
PMTIM ICAS~NT FAlUJNCf. S-IC ST&E 
Tqcretm. Tvblnc 
flmlfold. tn9ln No. 4 
y1r aatr. Lox n94t 
Es-r Inlet. K 
LOI L9rl Cutoff Ndcr 
IIKtiflcrtlm crmr at 
liftoff 
Failed off scale high 
Fril:~ off scrlc hl9h 
Dvowed to ZCN 
Indicated dry fW OIT 
r-19 
nd 
120 to 136 
rccmds 
112 ncmd5 
99.5 secma 
)b 
PCS 
'c6sIble 270 a.lt~plca 
rrilun. 
I 
'osslble 2 
'4ilW9. 
rltlplcrc 
lYsccw& Smph-nm~cc" 
onpre*iour fll9bt9. 
lWsccmf& Pmbabletnmduccr 
I 
hilun (aockctdyne). 
149 seconds PraablC tNnsducer 
I 
hllurr (bket9n). 
112 sea~M Probable ripnrl 
I 
cmd1tM9r f4llum. 
165 m  
I 
Probablctnmdurer 
felsc trlpcpr. 
Nmsum~ar pmried 
9md da4 wt11 JI 
sear&. Pm&bly 
csused by opn clrcu!t 
In sRr6er. 
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Table 15-3. AS-509 Measurement Malfunctions (Continued) 
-- 
TIMC Of 
NEIS”REHENT FPILuPt 
DURRT,IIY 
NLMER *EaSUREMLhT TITLE 'ilT,'RE OF Fi,LURC ( RANG1 S111SFAClOI r RFMARIS 
TINE) OPERAlION 
PhRT!Iv NEASuRENEN, iPILUF!ES. S-IVB ST&E 
10012-411 Freq-PU In~~/Conr Frqucncy indfca~~on 
dpcreascd l brwtly to 
off-scale-la 
*0055-411 Ilisc-l/M RF Syst Refl Pwr Higher than normal d4ta 
Ieel 
PARIlK MPJUREMENT FMLUKS. IV 
19.930 0 to 19.930 
rerondr seconds 
Pwliftoff Oat. usable 
dWlll9 
cnttre 
flight 
Pmb4blc mchmical 
Carrdatian of the 
tr;nrduccr presswe 
sensing elmlent. 
Pmb4ble f4iluR of the 
signal ccmditionlng 
iirclJit~. 
PoIslble system 
crlibmtion shift. 
10.956 
seconds 
0 to 10.9% Possible 410 multiplem 
seconds 
Table 15-4. AS-509 Questionable Flight Measurements 
MEASUREMENT 
NUlBEq 
MEASUCEMENT TITLE REASON OLESTIONEO REMARKS 
1 
i S-11 STAGE 
Measufment was 2 psia 
higher than rrdmdant 
system (00257-206) 
prior tn tank pmssur- 
Ization. It was 2 pslr 
law than rtdmdant 
measurement after 
pressurization. 
CD01 data looked O.K. but there 
appeared to bc an equivalent 
trend with a delta pressure of 
0.5 psla. 
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Table 15-5. AS-509 Launch Vehicle Telewtry Links 
LIHK 
AF-I 
AP-1 
FREQUENCY FLIGHT PERIOD 
Mi ,"'c!UL;' ,,I,,, I :TCr,E (RANGE TIME. SEC) PERFOWCE SWlARY 
256.2 m/m S-IL 3 to 203 SATISFACTORY 
244.3 PCt'/F'A s-IC 0 to 200 DATA DROPOUTS 
Range Tim (set) Duration (set 
13E.B (intermittent) 2.9 
164.9 11 
168.0 2.3 
BF-1 241.5 F?:/F!4 S-II 0 to 734 SATISFACTORY 
BF-2 234.0 FN/FtA S-I! 0 to 794 DATA DROPOUTS I 
3F 1 248.6 PCM/FN S-II 0 to 784 Range Time (set) Duration (set 
101.5 ;.: 649
196.0 0:6 
205.0 1.5 
CP-1 258.5 PCM/FM 5-IVB Flight Duraticn SATISFACTORY 
DATA DROPOUTS 
Rdnge Time (SK) Durdticm (set 
164.9 1.1 
DF-1 250.7 mfm Ill Flight Du-atlon SATISFACTORY 
OATA DROPOUTS 
Loge Time (WC) Ourdtion (see; 
164.9 1.1 
DP-1 
DP-18 
(CCS) 
245.3 Pm/m 
2282.5 PCMfFM 
IU 
Ill 
Flight Duration 
Fl!ght Duration 
IJWSATTSFACTORV 
DATA DROPOUTS 
Range Time (set) Duration (see] 
0.4 (DP-1, DP-1B: See paragraph 
A3 270 15.3.2 
Multir:erer) 
164.9 (K-1) 1.1 
165.0 (DP-18) i:8 96 6
10955.9 (DP-1. DP-18: See pardgrdph 
410 Multiplexer) 15.3.3 
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Figure 15-l. VHF Telemetry Coverage Sumnary 
At 0.40 second CPl-A0 word 29 containins the IU 5 volt master measuring 
supply voltage (6D81) went to the maximum value that the PCM/DDAS assembly 
could code (1023 digital counts or all otres). This was a change of 
120 f5 millivolts and indicates that the Ycoltage was probably nigher but 
could not be coded by the PCM/DDAS assembly. However, there was only a 
slight change in measurement MOOOl-602 (5 counts or a 31 millivolt change 
in the 5 volt level) at this same time, although they are measurements of 
the sarre voltage. There was also a slight change in at ieast two other 
measurements (DOOll-603 and D0012-603) that used this same 5 volt master 
measuring supply. A reason has not yet been established as to why these 
measurements did not show a more significant increase in value. This 
disturbance in the 5 volt level lasted 4 seconds, which corresponds to 
the same time frame for the transient in the DPl-A0 data. This 5 volt 
master measuring supply is comnon to both the CPl-A0 and DPl-A0 270 multi- 
plexers. There was no noticeable change at the problem time in the 6D30 
battery current or the 6D31 bus voltage which supplies power to the 
DPl-A0 270 multiplexer. However, the nominal 270 multiplexer current 
drain is only 0.1 ampere and cannot be identified in the 6D30 current 
measurement data. 
Every time the DPl-A0 270 multiplexer was scheduled to calibrate, there 
was a disturbance in the bit pattern of the data stream. Engineering 
tests have shown that this is characteristic of trying to calibrate a 
"dead box" (power off). 
Failure testing is continuing in an attempt to duplicate the complete 
fatlure characteristic using an engineering 270 multiplexer. 
15.3.3 Loss of H0@60-603 Guidance Computer Word 
Data transmitted through the 410K multiplexer (S/N 442) was lost at 
10,955.861 seconds (03:02:35.861), resulting in the loss of ail guidance 
computer data (H0060-603). This failure occurred between channel 11 
frame 10 and channel 23 frame 10 (between 10,955.858 and 10,955.861 sec- 
onds [03:02:35.858 and 03:02:X.861]) with the data going to all zeros. 
The computer word ending in channel 11 frame 10 was a valid computer 
word. Therefore, the problem occurred in less than 3.336 milliseconds. 
All computer words for at least 14 seconds prior to this problem area 
were valid. 
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The 410K multiplexer is supplied by the 6D30 battery. There was a dis- 
cernible excursion in the 6D31 bus voltage and the 6D30 battery current 
at the time of the failure as can be seen in Figures 15-3 and 15-4. 
The voltage dropped from 28.74 to 28.65 volts while the current rose 
from 20.72 to 22.52 amperes. This disturbance lasted for 1.162 seconds 
and then the voltage abruptly increased and the current decreased. When 
the current decreased, it leveled out at an average of 0.2 ampere lower 
than the current prior to the problem. The voltage increased to an 
average of 0.01 volt higher than the voltage prior to the problem. The 
IBM acceptance test for the 4lOK multiplexer (S/N 442), showed a current 
drain of approximately 0.18 ampere. This tends to indicate that the 
410K multiplexer ceased to draw current. The first effect seen in the 
failure sequence was the abrupt loss of data and a sudden increase in 
current and decrease in battery voltage. The second effect observed 
was an abrupt return of current to a lower value and tends to indicate 
involvement of the 410K multiplexer power supply. A simulation of these 
events using engineering hardware is being attempted. 
15.3.4 DP-1 Telemetry RF Output Power Fluctuations 
The DP-1 telemetry RF power output measurement, 50029-602, was slightly 
below the desired level of 15 watts at liftoff and exhibited abrtlpt 
changes or level shifts during the flight. These shifts were not 
significant enough to cause any telemetry data interruptions. 
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Evaluation of the DP-1 and DF-1 signal strength data indicates that the 
problem may have been caused by an intermittent fault in the antenna 
system which is cormion to both the DP-1 and DF-1 telemetry links. 
Tests are being conducted on engineering antenna subsystems in an 
attempt to duplicate the observed phenomena. 
Prior to launch the DP-1 transmitter was replaced two different times 
to correct unrelated problems. 
15.4 C-BAND RADAR SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The C-Band radar performed satisfactorily during flight, although several 
of the ground stations experienced problems with their equipment which 
caused some loss of signal. MILA transferred to skin track from 23 to 
33 seconds, then resumed beacon track. This action may have been pre- 
cipitated by phase front disturbances which have been experienced on 
previous flights. These phase front disturbances are caused by a sudden 
antenna null or a distorted beacon return and result in erroneous antenna 
pointing information. The existence of this phenomenon could not be 
verified since signal strength strip charts were not available. 
The BDA FPQ-6 rauar experienced two dropouts of less than 60 seconds 
each at 13,294 seconds (03:41:34) and 13,792 seconds (03:49:52). These 
dropouts were caused by ground station computer problems. 
The MILA/TPQ-18 radar experienced two dropouts because of transmitter 
overload. One dropout occurred at 19,140 seconds (05:19:00) and lasted 
for 60 seconds. The second dropout occurred at 23,580 seconds (06:33:00) 
and lasted for 3 minutes. 
A 5-minute dropout was experienced by the BOA/FPQ-6 radar, beginning at 
23,760 seconds (06:36:00), possibly because of unfavorable look angles. 
Another dropout was experienced by the BOA/FPQ-6 radar at 25,540 seconds 
(07:05:40) and lasted for 2 minutes. The ground station transmitter 
overloaded and caused this loss. 
Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB) used only skin track during their contact 
time. 
BDA indicated final LOS at 28,950 seconds (08:02:30). A sumnary of 
available C-Band radar coverage showing AOS and LOS for each station 
is shown in Figure 15-5. 
15.5 SECURE RANGE SAFETY COMMAND SYSTEMS EVALUATION 
Telemetered data indicated that the comMnd antennas, receivers/decoders, 
Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) networks, and destruct controllers on each 
powered stage functioned properly during flight. They were in the 
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Figure 15-5. C-Band Radar Coverage Sumnary 
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required state-of-readiness if flight conditions during the launch had 
required vehicle destruct. Since no arm/cutoff or destruct commands 
were required, all data except receiver signal strength remained 
unchanged during the flight. Power to the S-IVB stage range safety 
comnand systems was cutoff at 710.2 seconds by ground command from 
BDA, thereby deactivating (safing) the systems. 
15.6 COMMAND AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The performance of the CCS was excellent. No onboard equipment mal- 
functions occurred. Ground stations were able to acquire and maintain 
two-way lock with the CCS until S-IVB/IU lunar impact. 
The RF portion of the CCS performed satisfactorily during boost, earth 
orbit, and translunar coast, with minor exceptions. Downlink data 
dropouts occurred during S-IC/S-II staging and at S-II second plane 
separation. Other downlink dropouts were caused by vehicle antenna 
nulls, multipath effects and station handover. None of these dropouts 
caused any significant loss of data. 
Uplink dropouts during the flight are unknown due to the loss of the 
uplink CCS AGC measurement, 50076-603, caused by the DPl-A0 telemetry 
system problem. 
The last CCS telemetry data were received at 53,039 seconds (14:43:59) 
when the telemetry subcarrier was inhibited by a scheduled switch 
selector comnalld. CRO, GDS, HAW, HSK and MILA indicated LOS at S-IVB/IU 
lunar impact at 297,473.4 seconds (82:37:53.4). A sumnary of CCS 
coverage giving AOS and LOS for each station is shown in Figure 15-6. 
The performance of the command sectfan of the CCS was satisfactory. 
All ground comMnds transmitted with valid command subcarrier lock 
were accepted by the onboard equipment on the first transmission. 
One command was attempted when the subcarrier was not in-lock and 
was, therefore, not accepted. Seven commands were retransmitted. How- 
ever, the repetition of thes e cormnands were caused by ground station 
problems. The most significant ground station problem occurred at HSK 
beginning at 40,961 seconds (11:22:41). Fiv% HSK commands were repeated 
because the Message Acceptance Pulse (MAP) waiting period of 750 milli- 
seconds was too short for the transmission range at that time. On 
future flights a change in the MAP waiting period to 1 second after 
TLI +6 hours should resolve this problem. The CCS command history is 
shown in Table 15-6. 
15.7 GROUND ENGINEERING CAMEPAS 
In general, ground camera coverage was good. Sixty-five items were 
received ;rom KSC and evaluated. Two camras jamd before acquiring 
requested data. Three cameras had bad timing, one camera was out of 
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Table 15-6. ComMnd and Communication System Corrmand History, AS-509 
RANGE TIME TRANSMITTING NUM8ER OF UORDS 
SECONDS HRS:MiNS:SEC STATION COMIAND TRANSMITTED REMARKS 
21.277 05:54:37 GOS Terminate 1 Accepted 
21.330 05:55:30 GDS Execute Maneuver B 1 Accepted 
21.839 06:03:59 GDS Initiate Timebase 8 1 Accepted 
23,443 06:30:43 CDS Switch to Low Gain 2 Accepted+ 
31.421 08:43:41 GDS Lunar Inpact Attitude 7 Accepted 
Correction 
40.961 11:22:41 HSK Switch to Onnf 4 Accepted*** 
41.114 11:25:14 HSK Wtch to Law Gain 4 Accepted*** 
41.7% 11:36:36 HSK LV Spin Up 4 Accepte@*' 
41,855 11:37:35 HSK Terwdnate 4 Not Accepteff* 
41.902 11:38:22 HSK Term1 nate 4 Accepted*- 
41.966 li:39:26 HSK Terminate 4 Accepted*** 
42.082 11:41:22 HSK LV Spin Up 7 Accepted*- 
42.100 11:41:40 HSK FCC Power Off A 3 Accepted**- 
42.114 11:41:54 HSK FCC Parer Off 8 3 Accepted*- 
4.151 11:42:31 HSK Sultch to Omi 1 Accepted-• 
Wnd was transmitted twice because the groti station failed to capture the 
muter Reset Pulse (CRP). 
"Conrand was retransmitted due to lack of verification pulses after first trans- 
mission. Cmnd was not accepted since the cmnd subcarricr was not in lock 
at this time. 
-Cmnds were accepted by the IU on the flnt transmission. Mwever. all there 
cwnds were retransmitted because the l&sage Acceptance Pulse (MAP) waiting 
period was too short. 
-mnds were sent in the lyIP overrfde ndc (cormd words am sqwantlally 
transmitted without waiting for a MAP). 
MAP waiting period problem. 
lhts was done to get around the short 
focus, one camera had fogged film, and one camera had a short run. As 
a result of these eight failures, system efficiency was 88 percent, 
Only one tracking item (Melbourne Beach) was included in the 65 items 
because of low cloud coverage. 
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SECTION 16 
MASS CHARACTERISTICS 
16.1 SUWARY 
Total vehicle mass, determined from postflight analysis, was within 
0.80 percent of prediction from ground ignition through S-IVB stage 
final shutdown. This small variation indicates that hardware weights, 
propellant loads, and propellant utilization were close to predicted 
values during flight. 
16.2 MASS EVALUATION 
Postflight mass characteristics are compared with final predicted mass 
characteristics (MSFC Memorandum S&E-ASTN-SAE-70-83) and the 
operational trajectory (MSFC Memorandum S&E-AERO-MFT-26-71). 
The postflight mass characteristics were determined from an analysis of 
all available actual and reconstructed data from S-IC ignition through 
S-IVB second burn cutoff. Dry weights of the launch vehicle are based 
on actual stage weighings and evaluation of the weight and balance log 
books (MSFC Form 998). Propellant loading and utilization was evaluated 
from propulsion system performance reconstructions. Spacecraft data 
were obtained from the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC). 
Differences in dry weights of the inert stages and the loaded spacecraft 
were all within 0.4.7 percent of predicted, which was well within acceptable 
limits. 
During S-IC burn phase, the total vehicle mass was less than predicted 
by 1313.6 kilograms (2896 lbm) (0.03 percent) at ignition, and greater 
than predicted by 574.2 kilograms (1266 lbm) (0.07 percent) at S-IC/S-II 
separation. These differences are attributed to: (1) less than pre- 
dicted S-IC dry weight and propellant loading at ignition; (2) greater 
than predicted upper stage mass; (3) shorter than predicted S-IC burn 
resulting in higher residuals. S-IC burn phase total vehicle mass is 
shown in Tables 16-1 and 16-2. 
During S-II burn phase, the total vehicle mass was greater than pre- 
dicted by 214.5 kilograms (473 lbm) (0.03 percent) at ignition, and less 
than predicted by 208.2 kilograms (459 lbm) (0.09 percent) at S-II/S-IVB 
separation. These differences are due primarily to a greater than 
16-l 
predicted upper stage mass and a longer than expected S-II burn. Total 
vehicle mass for the S-II burn phase is shown in Tables 16-3 and 16-4. 
Tota: vehicle mass during both S-IVB burn phases, as shown in Tables 16-5 
through 16-8, was within 0.8 percent of the predicted values. A dif- 
ference of 244 kilograms (538 lbm) (Q.15 percent) from predicted at first 
burn ignition was due largely to a greater than predicted propellant 
loading. The difference at completion of second burn was 509 kilograms 
(1122 lbm) (3.80 percent) resulting from a shorter than expected burn. 
A summary of mass utilizat-ion and loss, both actual and predicted, from 
S-IC stage ignition through spacecraft separation is presented in 
Table 16-9. A comparison of actual and predicted mass, center of 
gravity., and moment of inertia is shown in Table 16-10. 
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Table 16-3. Total Vehicle Mass--S-II Burn Phase--Kilograms 
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“..WGE 7 I WE--SC‘ -...0 -..50 lb?.5U lbb.50 ,.*.5u lb8.5U 55b.9lJ 559.05 557.90 ,b‘.Y” 
------_-____-____-----------------_------ ---------------“-_----------“-------------------------------- 
s-IC/S-II S”.LL IS 1356. 135.. “. 0. 0. “. 
I-ICIS-II L.IGE IS 1725. ICPP. 8125. Bb9Y. 8725. e.*0. 
s-IC/5-I 1 PnOPCLLaYI 1ZrO. 13.7. b01). b13. a. 0. 
-~-----_________-_--------“---~“--”””---------.__“_-_“_““_-___--__.__“___-““_----_-____--~---------------- 
101w s-,c/s-I, IS Al..,. 1,400. 9.1.. 9382. 8725. e.99. 
-------_-_“__-__._---_“-_---_-__---__--”--”----------“------------“---“------“-“-“““---“----------~------- 
WV STLGf 79u50. 7S)12lJ. 7UO5U. ?SlZO. ?SJ,“. 7812U. 71.J5”. ?@,a". 79050. ?1)120. 
LOI I* 1.m 1135531. 835959. c135531. 835859. 83.525. O,LBS,. l(1l.u. 121$. ,.99. 911. 
LOI BELOW r*w lb25. 1625. lb2.. 1626. 17b.. 1 lb.. 173b. 1?3b. ,730. 173.. 
LOI “LL.GE Ga5 329. 329. 329. ,29. 333. 333. L955. .955. 4971. l YIl. 
FUEL ,* TLU’: 159.27. 159Or)l. 159*1,. 1580Cb. 1589.1. 151516. ,..l. 2%0. ,318. 293). 
CUCL BELOW Tam% 231. 231. 2L.. 2.5. .?I,!. 2w. 272. %?Z. 2?d. 112. 
CUCL “LLLGE G.5 129. 129. 119. 129. 130. 130. 1313. 1313. 13a1. ,,,A. 
I~SUL~flON WQGE GLS 31. 38. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
Fr)OST LSO. 450. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
STLIT TLIW 30. 30. so. 30. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5,. 
D-MEW 7b. 7b. 7.. IL. 7.. 7b. 7.. ?b. Ib. Ib. 
---------.-----“_-------------------------------------------”---“---------------“““--------------------- 
TOTAL 5-11 SlfiGE __________________ ‘“Z”‘l:_‘“l’~“fr_‘“I~~~~. 10?5*01. lO?*lOl. 107407B. 9lb51. 9Ob5Do 912.9. PO1.S. 
_----___-__-___--“-_------““-_“-------__-------------------~ 
TOT s-1IIs-IvB IS OObl. eOb0. ea.,. 80bO. 8Ubl. El”.“. ev.1. e*)bu. 8011. elao. 
TOT&L L-la ST&GE 210126. 2C‘O?,S. 25992b. 2bD53S. 25992b. 2bD538. 259920. 2bD53.. 259921. 2b053,. 
TOT4L IU r-92. 6505. .*92. 6505. L.92. 4.505. .*92. .,D5. L.92. 6505. 
tD7.1. SPLCEC”.CI 11’20,. 111122. 11120,. 111122. lll203. 111122. 1”21?8. 102O95. 10.?170. 
---------------------------------”------------------“““-------”-“.“-“---------------“----------------!~~~~~ 
TOI..L ULPEP ST&GE 3SY112. 39e.25. 303bO2. 3S.225. 383bbd. 3@,*2d5. 37.057. 375199. 3 I.b52. 3 ?5lY3. 
-----~--------_------------------------------------------”---”-----“-----------------------”------------ 
TOT&L “EWICLE 
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Table 16-5. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IVB First Burn Phase--Kilograms 
-------__-------_-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----_____-___ 
s-IC IGNlTlOl. s-Iv9 PI"3 S-IV@ s-Iv3 
EVENTI IG-.lllOh *.INST.‘t thbiht CUTOFF tYu Dt‘.. 
------___-----____------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WED 1‘7 WED ACT PRED ACT PRLY A&f PYtD &CT 
-----_-_-------___-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
RbNGF TI*t--SEC -b.bD -b.5d 561.00 ,bl..Ci 5b3.50 bb5. YD 7”Z.iP 731.,* 102.:il 7OJ.lO 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------- 
OR* STAGE 11*01. 1,333. ll33.. 1,330. 11386. 11330. 11329. i izoc. 
LO” 1N 1a-a 
1,623. 1,‘bS. 
(15912. Sb23O. et.939. 86230. 85114. s.101. bI3iD. b, lb. b1292. bla,O. 
Lo* SELO. IAN. lbb. 1bbI lbb. 1bb. 110. 100. 1eu. A:‘. ill:. 130. 
LO” ULLLGE GLS 23. 20. 23. 23. 26. 
FUEL IN ,.?a 
101. ‘1. 135. 17. 
19733. IP154. 19726. 19b57. l9b7.. 1hb-f). 1~703. 1.015. 
GEL BELO. TAYIC 
1.756. 
21. 21. 2b. 2b. .?b. Zb. 20. 
FUEL ULLL‘E G.S 
26. 2b. 2b. 
20. 14. 2u. 19. 20. zr). bl. oi. b.. bi. 
“LLLGE SOCKET WOP 33. 53. 9. I. 
N’S ~SOPELLLNT 235. 299. 295. 299. 21,. 299. 2e9. 2wa. 
“ELlUV IN BOTTLES 
283. 2Y3. 
201. 206. 2Oia 20b. 200. FROST 205. 1.J. 13b. ia2. 179. 182. 
136. *5. .5. ‘5. .5. 
aI&PT T&WC 6.5 
.!J. -5. 65. 05. 
2. 2. 2. 2. 0. 
OTMER 
3. 3. 2. 3. 2. 
TOiLL S-I”8 ST&GE 117991. 11e291. 11703. 11a1oe. 1,7bbb. 117Y33. ae233. (IUL(“.. 9e195. U(177U. 
------___-----____-_ TOfLL I” ---;o;;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
. 20*3. 2037. 2063. 2037. dW3. 
TOT4L SP.CECP.CT 
2Li37. 
-----____-~____-----------------------------------------------------------------~--~~~~~----~~~~-- 
23.:. 
.b3.7. bb309. Lb367. .b309. *63L7. c‘lD9. .b3.1. LblUY. bb367. .b,W. 
e--w. e_ 
TOTAL UPPEIST.GE L333.. 68352. *(133.. ‘BS’L. .333&. U35d. ‘838.. *a35r. rest.. re3>2. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------____________ ________ 
TOTAL YEliCLE 
Table 16-6. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IVB First Burn Phase--Pounds Mass 
------------------_-_---------------------------_-----------------------_--------------------_------- 
s-IC IGNITION s-IVB S-IV0 b-IV6 t-I”3 
EVENTS IGklTIOh q LlhSfAGE EkGIhL CUTOFF LW 0EF.I 
----_--I_-___-_------_--_-------------------_---_-----_-------------------_-----_- 
WED *CT PRED KT WED Ml PREO ACT WED LCT 
------------------------_----------------------------------------_---------- 
9hNGE Ti*P-SEC 4.60 -b.50 561.00 563.iLl 5b3.54, 5b5.90 702.2e 700.5b 101.50 700.90 
------------------------------------------_----------------------------------------------~----- 
0.T CTL‘E 25153. 25033. 25099. 2.979. 250YI. 2.079. 2LPbC. 2L#C4. 2.Ob.. 2.S.C. 
.?)I IN TANK IBVb70. 190101. 189‘b.. 1901Db. 1e91e9. I6ObZl. 135180. llb411. 135iZb. 13b357. 
LO” BLLOY TaNI. lb,. 3b7. 3b7. 3b1. lP7. 39’. 3v7. 397. 39:. 1YI. 
LOI UU4C.E G&L 39. 51. Lb. 51. 52. 53. 23a. 170. 232. 110. 
CUE&. IN :.w 43*52. L3.M. .3** 1.. .,LB‘. L3331. l 3375. 32355. 32567. 32332. 32525. 
CUE&. BELW TANK .I. 43. 50. 5B. 58. 58. 58. 59. 50. 50. 
F~JEL U&AGE I*5 65. 62. L5. C.. -6. .b. 1.1. 135. Aal. 135. 
ULLICIE KJCKET Pl)DD 110. 118. 22. 19. 
LO5 PROPELLLNT b30. bbi. 5 30. 661. 630. bb1. 62b. b57. b2b. b51. 
*EI.IW IN BOTTLES CL5. 635. .*.. s55. r.3. 653. SY?. CO,. SM. .0-. 
C90Sf 300. 300. 100. :30. LOO. 100. 10”. 100. 100. 100. 
5. 5. 5. 5. 1. 1. 7. 5. 7. 5. 
56. 55. 5b. 55. 5b. 55. 5‘. 55. 5b. 3s. 
-------------------------------_---------------------------------------------_---_--_______-- 
TOT&L L-,“I) SllGE ZbOAZb. 2b0736. 259770. 2bOlBb. 259610. 259Y10. lVb52l. 1e51ro. IsUse. awma. 
--------------------------------------__----_---u------------------------------ 
TOT&L IL! 6.92. LSO,. s.92. 6505. c.92 . 6505. c.92. -505. UB2. 6505. 
TOT&L SPKEC(IICT 
-- 
---.--.-.-------.--------------------------------------------------------------~~~ 
TOT&L UPPEILTLtE aobblo. ,DbbOO. 1Dbb70. lObbOO. 1DbblO. 1 ObbOO. lDbb?J. lObbOO. IObb?C. IOCCDD. 
TOTAL VEMICLE 3bb’I9b. 367s3b. 3bbb.L. 3bbWb. 1bb‘S”. lbb5YP. 3011Y1. 302399. 30~108. 302109. 
-----------------I-----------------------------------------------_-_-__----_-_-----___ 
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Table 16-7. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IVB Second Burn Phase--Kilograms 
________________________________________-------------.~---------------------.---------------------------------- 
s-1 "I 5-l VU S-l"8 5-l YB WI‘E‘UIFT 
LYC%TS ,G\lTlOX Y4, ,STAGL t:4lJ, .L CUTOFF tw "EC.. LtP.**TlOh 
____________________------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
WE" .CT DwEi ACT PUED 4c: PUE" ACT WED LCl 
___I_____________________________________________________--_---__------_------------------------------------- 
SLNGE T I-T--SEC II9,,.*0 s9,2..3 dl),'.‘O u+,..*L, VdbU.2. 9.bJ.d. Wbb.43 YiOl.Sd I‘ULB.." 2"U5".DD 
________-________________________^______---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dar STIGE 1,323. 112t.9. 11323. 1,265. 113d3. AlLbY. 113.23. Al:CY. 1,323. liduP. 
.C?. :4 7.w. 6,225. 6,772. 6,103. bl6SD. ,9*3. a.%.. ,PbS. z-.9. 11176. d1.0. 
LO. BELOW T.NI 160. 166. 180. IV”. 180. IaL). ,bO. AdD. Ibb. ICb. 
LOX “LL.GE G.S 172. 12.l. 112. 12-a. 2011 2vc. dbl. a,. Zbl. dU,. 
FUEL ,*i 1*n(* ,3bZ7. ,317,. 13519. ,113O. IO.0. 1185. ,031. 117‘. 90,. ,135. 
FUEL UELO. T.:w 26. 26. 26. 26. d0. 26. d6. 20. 21. 2,. 
FUEL ULL.GE GIS 159. ICY. 160. ,50. 21v. lU3. ‘IV. d(I). d79. db,. 
.PS P90PELL.N~ 236. 2.6. 236. 2.6. Z?‘. i‘l. 13‘. 1.1. al*. ddl. 
*ELlu* IY BC~TLES 163. 173. !.3. 110. 79. 1,‘. IV. 113. 1V. 113. 
CSOST ‘5. ‘5. ‘5. ‘5. .5. ‘5. ‘5. ‘5. ‘5. ‘,. 
ST.9T 7.w G&S 2. 2. 0. 0. 3. Z. 3. 2. 2. 
OTWEP 25. 2‘. 25. a. 25. 2‘. d5. d‘. 2:: d‘. 
____-_-_____ -_____-___-______--_---------------------_--_-__---------------------------------------_---_---- 
1OTLL s-Iv0 STAGE 8715‘. 87160. 86991. 8761‘. 15.93. ,003‘. I,‘,.. ISPYI. ASZI‘. 15135. 
-_-_-_-______-______------------------------------------------------ .--------------------------------------_- 
T0T.L IU 1037. 2”‘:. .!:37. dO63. 2U37. 2.8‘3. ZJ17. d0.3. d037. 24.3. 
TOtbL SPCECSACT 663.7. ‘6309. ‘63‘7. .6,09. w3*7. ‘1100. ‘b3.7. ‘6309. ‘2). t.25. 
____________________----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ToTaL UPPEISTLGE .v,e.* ‘835.2. .9,R‘. ‘U,,2. .R ,V‘. ‘8152. ‘V,B‘. GUS51. 2663. ZbOV. 
_-_-_-______-_______------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
7OlW V*ICLE 
_,____________________“1~111__‘1~”!1__!~~~~!~--!~~~~~~---~~!~~~---~~~~~~---~~~~!~---~~~~~---!~~~~:---!~~~~: 
Table 16-8. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IVB Second Burn Phase--Pounds Mass 
-_-I--_-_--___-___-_-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I-I”8 s-1 YE! S-IV8 s-1 VB SPaCEcIaFI 
EVENT& AGhlfIOM ‘4.X NSTAGE ENGINE CUTOFF END DLCLV SEP~RLTIO* 
_-__--___-_-_-____----__-_-____--_---------.---------------_--_---------------.____________ 
WED ClCl WED LCT POE” LCT PliEY AC1 WE&J LCT 
--------------___-_-__I_________________------------------------------------------_____-------------------- 
I)a’.GE 1 IME-SEC v9*,.90 llY,3.‘0 VV,‘.‘O BI,‘.PO 1*2CU.1‘ YdS3.Z‘ %!~S.‘O 9263.50 ,‘UC..‘O POU50.00 
-------------------_~--_---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DPI ST&GE Z‘Vb‘. 2.U“. .?.Vb‘. /‘II“. 2.9.‘. Z‘V“. Z‘V.‘. Z‘V“. I‘Vb‘. 24.BL‘. 
LO” IN T.?w. 13.979. ,36,3‘. 13c’lD. 135916. ‘39‘. 5.15. ‘33‘. 5357. ‘13U. 515v. 
LO” BELOW 7.W 361. 3:57. 397. 397. 3Vl. 3Y7. 3v7. 3v7. 367. 361. 
LOI ULLLGE GaS 380. T65. 311. 266. 5%. ‘51. 5 76. ‘52. 576. ‘51. 
FUEL IN ,.NK ,“lJ‘3. 3L37”. 29917. 3P270. 12v5. Zbl‘. 1276. 2590. 2ae5. 250‘. 
FUEL BLLM IAYC 51. 58. 58. 5u. 50. LU. 5”. 5s. ‘I. ‘V. 
FUEL “LL.GE G.S 352. 330. 5;3. 332. b16. 616. .I.. b2.. bib. 020. 
LPI PPOPELL~NT 521. 563. 521. 5‘3. 517. 533. 511. 533. ‘VS. 501. 
WEELIW’ IN BOTTLES 31b. 376. 3,b. 375. 17b. 152. 176. 25l. 176. d51. 
FROST 100. 100. 100. IOU. 1UJ. 100. 100. 100. ,OO. IOD. 
ST.CT 7.w GIL 5. 5. 1. I. 7. 5. 7. 5. 7. 5. 
OTWER 56. 5). 56. 55. 36. 35. ,C. 55. 56. 55. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -__- -_- - - -_ - - - -_ -_-_-________-___-_- -__-_ I - - - - - - - - -  
TOtAL S-,“B IT&GE 1921‘3. 193691. 19,796. ,93157. 36157. ,53,0. 3.470. 35.?**. 33719. 3‘0,Z. 
-_-----~--------_--------------------------------------__-___-__________----__-__________-________---------- 
TOTAL IU ‘192. ‘5U3. “9‘. ‘505. “92. .,o>. “ii!. .SL1,. “92. ‘b&J>. 
tOtaL LPKLCRLFT 102,78. I”d”95. lOd17U. 13d”PS. AUlrlo. IdlJY’). ,“d,iD. ruru.5. i3.3. b 00. 
-------------_-__--------------------------------------------------------.----------------------.--------- __ 
tot&L UPPEIISl.GE 
-_--_-________________‘“““I”1__‘4n92”:__~~~~~~~--~~~~~~:--~~~~~~~--!~~~~~~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~--. 5u72- 
,*(I>. 
------_-----_ 
TOTfiL VuICLE 298813. 300097. 2VB‘bb. iYY757. 1.0017. I‘lPSO. ,‘U7*6. ,‘,BbU. 3YScrl. ‘,l7Y7. 
I-.------------_----------------.-------------_---------_--_----_----___----------------------------------- 
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Table 16-9 Flight Sequence Mass Summary 
YASS HISTORY 
S-IC STAGE. TdTAL 
s-IC/S-II IS* TOsAL 
S-I! STAGE. TOTAL 
S-I I IS-1ve IS9 TOTAL 
S-IVB STAGE, TOTAL 
INSTRUPENT UNIT 
SPACECRAFT, TOTAL 
2284836. 5937204. 2283308* 5033635. 
5189. 11441. 5170. 11400. 
488027. 1075917. 408014. 1075YB9. 
3656. 8061. 365Sa 8060. 
117991. 260126. 118260. 260738. 
151 FLT STG AT IGN 
THRUST WI LDUP 
1ST FLT STG AT HDAR 
FRdST 
MAINSTAGE 
N2 PURGE GAS 
THRUST DECAY-IE 
ENG EKPENDED PROP 
S-11 INSUL PURGE 
S-II FROST 
S-IVB FROST 
THRUST DECAY-OE 
2037. *492. 2043e 4505. 
50440. 111203. 50404. 111122. 
2052179. 6508444. 29SOLlbL. b505548. 
-38414. -84690. -397b9. -81677. 
2913765, 6423754. 2911096. 6417871. 
-294. -650. -294. -650. 
-20759100 -4576601. -2072527.C4569142. 
-16. -37. -l6* -37. 
-821. -1811. -849. -11173. 
-189. -410* -1890 -416. 
-17. -38. -17. -38. 
-204. -450. -204. -450. 
-90. -200. -90. -200. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
1ST FLT STG AT OECO 8362190 1843549. 836906. 1845063. 
TnRUST DECAY-OE -3206. -7245. -3398. -7493. 
S-IC/S-II ULL RKT -33. -73. -33. -73. 
1ST FLT STG AT SEP 
SIG AT SEPARATION - - 
S-It/S-11 SMALL IS 
S-IC/S-!I uLL RI(T 
832899s 1836230. 
-165901. -365751. 
-615e -135ba 
-83" -184. 
e-3474. 1837497. 
-166261. -366644. 
-614. -1354. 
-113. -1es. 
?ND FLT STG AT SSC 
FUEL LEAD 
S-It/S-II ULL RKT 
2ND FL? STG AT IGN 
THRU5T BUILDUP 
START TANK 
S-IC/S-II ULL RUT 
2NL FLT 3 mG AT MS 
%A:?;STCGf 
LES 
S-IC/S-II LARGE IS 
fD t ENG PROP 
2ND FLT STG AT COS 
TnRuSf DECAY 
S-IV8 ULL RUT PROP 
2ND FLT STG AT SEP 211329. 465902. 211121. 465442. 
STG AT SEPARATION -41389. -91249. -409936. -90249. 
S-IIeS-IVB IS DRY -3175. -7001. -3172. -6995. 
S-II/S-IVB PROP -480. -1060. -483. -1065. 
S-IV8 AFT FRAME -21. -48. -21. -4O. 
S-1 VR ULL RKT PROP -1. -3. -1. -3. 
S-IVB DET PKG -1. -3. -1. -3. 
3RD FLT STG AT SSC 
PREDICTED 
CC LBW 
ACTUAL 
UG LBM 
666299. 1468939. 666515~ 1469415. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
-187. -414. -184. -407. 
6tdllle 1460525. 
-587m -1296. 
-11. -25* 
-312. -689. 
666330. 1469DOY. 
-588* -1297. 
-11. -25. 
-309. 483. 
665199. 1466514. 665420. 14b7002. 
-445571. -982317. -446012. -963289. 
-4093. -9025. -4094. -9027. 
-3957. -0725. -3945a -L)699. 
-62. -138. -62. - -13a. 
211513. 46b308. 
-181. -401. 
-2. -5. 
211305a cbSU4a. 
-lUl* -401. 
-2. -5. 
166258. 366537. 1.66504. 3b7079. 
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Table 16-9 
MASS MlSTORY 
3RD FL1 STG 1ST SSC 
uLLAGE ROCKET PROP 
FUEL LEAD 
3RD FLT STG 151 ICY 
ULLAGE ROCKET PROP 
START TANK 
TnRusT BuI LDuP 
3RD FLT STG 1ST MS 
ULLAGE ROCKET CASE 
MAINSTAGE 
APS 
3RD FLT STG 1ST COS 
THRUST DECAY 
3RD FL? STG 1ST ETD 
ENGINE PROP 
FUEL TANK loss 
LOX TANK LOSS 
APS 
START TANK 
02&Z BURNER 
3RD FLT STG 2ND SSC 
FcEL LEAD 
3RD FLT STG 2ND IGN 
START TANK 
THRUST BUILDUP 
3D FLT STG 2ND MS 
MAINSTAGE 
APS 
3RD FLT STG 2ND COS 
TnRuST DECAY 
3RD FLT STG 2ND ETD 
JETTISON SLA 
CSM 
S-IV8 STAGE LOSS 
STRT TRANS/DDCK 
CW 
END TRANSIDMK 
CSM 
LP 
S-IVB STAGE LOSS 
LAlJ VEM AT S/C SEP 
f:C NOT SEPARPTED 
S-IVB STAGE 
Flight Sequence Mass Summary (Continued) 
PIEOICTEO 
KG LBM 
ibb25Be 366537, 
-399 48* 
00 0. 
166218. 36644R. 
-9* -220 
-l* -4. 
-155. -362~ 
lbbO5le 366060. 
-61. -135* 
-2937Oe -64750a 
-1. -4m 
136617. 301191m 
-37. -82* 
136580. 301108a 
-18. -40* 
-942m -2070. 
-14. -31* 
-47. -105. 
-0. -2. 
--I* -lb* 
135549. 298835e 
-9s -22* 
135539a 298813m 
-l* -4* 
-155* -3439 
135381a 298466. 
-11501* -i57634e 
-1. -4* 
b3878a 140827a 
-36. -81. 
638&l* 140746. 
-1171. -2583. 
-2Y290. -64575m 
-3?. -214. 
332;:. 73374. 
29290. 64515. 
625728 1379490 
-29290e -64575. 
-15250e -39640. 
-64a -142. 
17958. 395910 
-b25= -ISLO. 
-2037. -4492. 
-15294. -3371”. 
ACTUAL 
KG LBM 
lbb504m 367079m 
-42. -93* 
00 3. 
166462. 366986. 
-0. -lV* 
-1. -4* 
-165e -364m 
166286. 366599s 
-6lm -135m 
-29ub2e -6407lm 
-I* -4. 
137161. 302389. 
-37m -83* 
137123. 3023Oba 
-lea -4om 
-671. -1935. 
-31. -83w 
-Sl* -114. 
O* 0. 
-I* -lb. 
136130e 300117. 
-9. -209 
13612la 300097* 
-1. -4. 
-152. -33ba 
135967e 299751. 
-71575. -157797. 
-4. -l&J* 
643818 14lV50* 
-37* -82* 
64350. 141868a 
-11'71. -2562. 
-29233. -64448. 
-97. -214* 
338489 74624. 
2V233. b444lle 
63081. 139072. 
-29233. 44448. 
-15279. -93685. 
-64. -142m 
lR5OSa 40197. 
-625. -1,8U* 
-2043. -4505. 
-15835. ->4912. 
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Table 16-10. Mass Characteristics Comparison 
- - l - r - l - l - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - . - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
MASS LONCI~UDI~AL RADl AL ROLL HOMtNl PITCH MOMENT YAW MOMENT 
C.G* II S1A.l C.Ci* OF INERTIA OF INERTIA OF INERTIA 
EVENT _-___---------------_____LI__1_L________--------------------------------------------- 
KILO O/O YETERS METERS KG-ML o/o KG-M2 o/u KG-M2 o/o 
POulrtDS DEVa INCHES DELTA INCHES DELTA KAO-6 DEVe AAO-b DEV. I( ;U-6 iJtv* 
-----_-_-_------_--_------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
130408a 9m32b 0*0594 
WED 2075009 3b7et 2e3409 2.506 AL*508 Abe434 
S-IC STAGE DRV ~-~~~~~-~~--~-- m--a-m ---m-m s--m- a--mm-w --s-m-a 
130322r 9m32b u*uoo U*0594 UaOUU3 
ACTUAL 2873Ao. -0406 3b7e2 Urn00 2a3409 OaObbO 2a504 -0.06 16,498 -0.06 lb9423 -ogOb 
---------____------_--------------------------------------------------------- -----------_--------___________I 
51YO* 41.628 0*1501 
PRED 1144A* 163Oa9 5e939b 0.132 oe319 O*U79 
sl~c,se~l ]NTERI -I~~~~-.~-~~~-- -----a m-w-m- ---a- ---m--s ----w-s 
STAGE e TOTAL 517A* 41 .b2b JaWI) Vel5OU U.bJUU 
ACTUAL 114UU~ -u.35 lb38a9 UaUiJ 5.9396 U.ULJUU u.L31 -il.35 J.U70 -J.35 3*u79 -u.r5 
35403m 47*894 OeA772 
PM0 780SOa 1885.6 6.9778 0.577 1*94* A.956 
S-11 S~AGE,DRY e-a------------ --m-me -w--mm s-ma- ------- --B--B- 
35435* 47*894 UeuOu JmA772 b*JUuU 
ACtUAL 78120a OaUY Aeeba6 OeOU b.9778 JeOJUU 0*577 0909 la94b 0.09 A.938 J.09 
-------------------------------I-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
365ba a*471 O.Ob41 
PRED IObAr 2bA7aJ 2m5495 UmDb5 J*U44 0*344 
+(,,+,“I INTER- --ma--e-------- m----- 11-B-- mm-m- ---s&-m B-m---- 
SIACEctOtAL 365ba 66r471 U~UOU UaUb41 J.JUJG 
ACTUAL 8UbUe -UaU3 2617.0 0.09 2.5499 OaOOOU OaObS -O*UU oa944 -0moo 0*044 -ueoo 
___--_-_-_---------_-------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
11401* 72.594 0.22b5 
PRED 2515~4. 2055e7 809A96 0*082 Cl*301 O-299 
SI,V” S,AGE ,DRy ----I---------- s-mm-.. -m-B-- m---- ----m-m s-----m 
11353* 72a534 G.004 Om2265 U*UYVJ 
ACTUAL 25039. -Ua47 2155m7 u*urJ Da9196 i)~OUUO 090112 -oar7 08L99 -0.4 I O*ZYB -0a41 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2038m 82.407 0.4721 
PRED 4492 l 3244e4 18.5084 0.019 O*OAO O*UO9 
VEHICLE INSTRUMENT--------------- m-mm-w mm---- w-m-- w--am-w mm--m-m 
UNIT 2043e bZe407 OaDOO 0.472A U*OUUJ 
ACTUAL 4505a 0.29 3244a4 o.o015*5a84 uauuuu Urn019 Ua29 OaOAU 3a29 O~UUU-W~8b 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
50441* 91*544 oa1093 
PALO 111203* 3bD4m 1 4a304b Ue092 lab03 A#606 
5PACECRAtteTOtAL --------------- ---we- ma-m-- --me- --w---m ----ma- 
50404. 91*541 -0aOD2 O.ilOb Ua0013 
ACTUAL 111A22* -0aOb 3604eO -0a09 4.35bb 0.0519 UeO92 -0m44 A.605 Oall lab08 Uell 
--___--___--_-_-__-_----------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- 
Table 16-10. Mass Characteristics Comparison (Continued) 
_I__________________*******************************************-~-~~*-*****-**--------*---*--*--**-----------* 
VIASS LONG I IUD I '(AL RADIAL ROLL *o”;“rl PITCH b((ivt.LT YA,, cl’,! t 1, 1 
C.Ga IA SfA.) C.Ll. c)F I’ltHflA UF Iiut~tTlA Jf I\tL!iTIA 
EVENT ***************-*********-------- 
**_*****_******_*___~~~~~~~~*~~~**~*~~~**~~*~~*~-~*~ 
KILO LI/o YETEdS ‘4 E T  E R 5 q;- ,:2 3 / 3 SC!-‘, 2 J/U ‘( I, - L’ i L/d 
POUNDS OEV. INCHtS CELTA lNCHE5 JELTA AA:-6 >tV* AlJ-b JEV. 7 1 J-t Jtv. 
***********-- ***************************-****--*-- ____.__*_*_______--_-~---*-----*-*----*--*-*-*-------*---***- 
2952181 l 33.347 0.0039 
PRED 6930444. 1194.7 Ual565 3.5d.2 5;w.s39 33 :.*dv 
1st FLIGHT STAGE --------------- ****** ****** ***** _****** me*--** 
AT IGNITION L95OR61. 311837L J.u25 u.4342 d.dJ”Z 
ACTUAL 6535553. -0aiij llY5.7 a.9d d.1655 d,d,9~ 3.531 -U.ll jlJ.57/ -r.r7 313.413 -r.r~ 
________~,__________*******************************************~---~~--~~~**-~-*-~-*------**--**-~*~----*----** 
2913766s 33.294 3.;;)r2 
1ST FLIGHT STAGE PRED 6423754. 1192.6 U.ib55 3.oi7 dd;.e 1. :,a..372 
AT n(,LDDOr,,j f,qM ---W-Y--------- ****** ****** ***** ******* ******* 
RELEASE L911JYY. 3J.318 J.J24 J.VJ4L “.JJVd 
4CtUAL 64179 13e -J.Jd 1193eb u.95 J.1555 ,.IVJ~ 3.6;1 -...*.I- ddJ.>lu -w.i- <Yv.‘.>b -U.AJ 
************* ____________________********************~~~**~~~**~-~~--~*~~-**~-~~~~*~-~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~*~-*-~-~~* 
836225. 46.415 O.Jl*b 
AST FLIwT STAGE PRED 18435489 1827.7 d.5 Iuu 3.633 4-j. (41 *-j.oo> 
Af OufBOARD E\GIVE--------------- ****** ****** * **** **_**** ******* 
CUTOFF SIGhAL 836037a 46.4 13 -J..J15 d.0141 -J.J.lJJ 
ACTUAL 1845J63a J.38 1927.1 -LI.5* Li.5511 -u.v.ri 3,hJL -d.d: 4r*.ci95 J.i, +r*.L., J.iL 
___________________***************~*********~********~*~*~~~*~~~~*~~~~*~~*~~**~~*~~~****~~*~*~**~~*~*****~~~** 
9j790J* 46e3bY J.J14* 
DHED 1836229* 1933*4 J.57SJ 3.631 4>‘i.j4J 4JS.239 
LST FLIGHT STAGE --------------- ****** ****** ***** ******* ******* 
Al SEPARATION 8334?5a 46a55d -J.kll J..J14) -“.rr”d 
ACTUIL ‘1837497. u*c)7 1833aJ -5.43 L .55b4 *veJdJb J-5 u *,aJi LJYe7bi :.JI oJ+.t,32 d.J, 
*_*********___**_*_******************************~***~*****~~*---*~-- ~*---_-_*-*-***--*--**-****--*-********** 
66633Ga 55e792 3.“17J 
ZSD FLICrtT STAGE PRED 1468939e 2195a5 J.b,lti\r eeY60 la6.>dd rJo.2.5 
AT START SEWENCE --------------- ****** ****** ***** ******* **-*-** 
COWAN0 bb6516* 55m7’13 J.d.Jl u.ul77 ‘..“Jdl 
ACTUAL 1469415s W.J~ 2196.3 &I*03 J.lJ’dd ,.k299 v.j6Y -u.u5 ~,6.>2s 3.UA 1>6.~>U J.J.2 
***************** **************************** *****************-*-----*-******----*****-***~-***-************** 
bb521)0* 55e914 0.~172 
PRED 1466514. 2197.0 3.69C.1. .)*Y,:, I ~Jb.Jb+ :>o.jY:, 
2~0 FLIGHT STAGE *************-* ****** ****** ***** ******* ******* 
AT “AINSTAGE 665421. 55*8u5 3ec;DU J.1177 ri.r.er5 
ACTUAL 14673U2. 2.~3 2197.U u*33 d.‘ltiJU u.d~bl u.,#5b -,.~j A>b.*ir7 ~.JA .jh*-rr “.dL 
******************* ****~*****************.~*********~.***~********~~_-~*~~**~~********~***~****__********_****** 
211514. 71a2*4 inai5ltl 
PaED Cbb3Oda 2d34eY 2 a0406 C.¶5’, rrr.+iL -v.rij 
2\rD FLIGHT STAGE --mm----------- ****** ****** ***** ******* ******* 
AT CUTOFF SIGv4L 2113J5e 71aZY5 JWJSU dec53d L.U)rLd 
ACTUAL 463i?4U. -Jo09 28Jb.d A.93 La1203 3.J747 *.d55 -r.r.d 4C..7J -J. I” *~.AJY -1.63 
**************************************************************---*---***************************************** 
Table 16-10. Mass Characteristics Comparison (Contlnued) 
Table 16-10. Mass Characteristics CofWrlson (Contlnued) 
***U*“**I~~*~~*~~~~~~*~*****~~I~.~*1~~~~~~~~*~***~***~~***~~*----l---L~LL-~~~-*II~~~~~~~l~~U~~~~~~I~~~~*~*~ 
MAUS LOF(GI TuOIMAL RADIAL ROLL MOMENT PITCH MOMENF VAY MOMENT 
C*C* il SlA.1 CoGa OF INLRtiA Of IMRTIA Of IFtERTlA 
EVEYT ~~*~*~~*-----~--~~-I~-**~----~*~~**-~-~-~---~-~~~~-~-~---~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
KIL3 vfw METERS METERS KG-N2 o/o KGI1 o/3 KG-MI O/O 
PDWOS OEvm fNCnEC DELTA INCHES DELTA XAO-b UEva 110-6 DEV. X10-6 UEva 
****~***I**L-~II-----~~*~-**~~~~~*~~*~*~*~*~~~***~-**~*****~~~--------~-~~--~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~”~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
A35539* 7.59AOA 010437 
PRED 298812r 3074re Ae7ZA0 ‘JaA99 12174A AZ*740 
3RD fLtGHT STAGt I------------- ----*a **n-n- mm--w -----em ------a 
AT 2MD tGNttION 136122a 78.074 -0eO27 OaOe35 -0aUOQA 
ACTUAL 3000979 OeS3 3073.7 -1909 Aa7A43 -0mQO75 09A99 -0eAb Ate75A OaOY Ale750 0.01) 
**~~**-**~*~~-~~~-1~~~~***~~~*~~~~**~~**~~~~~*~**~**-*-**~*~~~-"--------~-~-~~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~**~~*~~~ 
A35302a 701aAO7 0.0*37 
PRED 298465m 3075*0 A*7210 O*A99 A2e736 A2m737 
3RD fLfGnT CTAGE -----------r--r ***a** -n-n-- mm-e- ---ma-m m-a-m-- 
AT 2NO WAINSTAGE 135960~ 79ro79 -0aG27 0.5435 -0eOUi01 
ACTUAL 299757a 0143 3073r9 -A*09 Ar7A$3 -0aOO75 I)*199 -0aAb APalr7 OaOe A2#7*b 0*07 
*-*L*l**l**I*ll)~-.--~*--**~***~~-----1*-I*-**-**-******-***------1----------------*--I-----I---------~-~~----------~ 
b3578r 05a797 ObO907 
3RO PLtGnT STAGE PRED AWO27a 3377r6 3.57AA OeA98 5a334 5.334 
AT 2~0 CuTOff --------I------ n-n*** *****I m-n*- --w---m ~~~*~*n 
SIGNAL b4307a 05ebS9 -3*138 u.0904 -0*03(i2 
ACTUAL 141YSOe 00.0 3372rO -5.43 3.5623 -0.0017 OaA99 -Joi 5m4b9 2e5A 5r*60 L.51 
*~***~1.**11*~~1~***~~~*~**~*~~~---****~*~~*~********~*****~~-~-------~~~~~~~~*~~-*~*~~~*~~~~~~~~*~~~~*~~~*~** 
6304Ae 05e79b 0.0907 
3RD fLlCnT STAGt PRED 140746* 3377*8 3r57AA OaA98 5a31b 
AT 2kD EN0 tnRu)T -------------- 
5.314 
**I**~ *-*I* -a**- ma----m --I-**B 
DECAY b6350. 85ebWl -O*A3. 010904 ~0~02 
ACTUAL lSI8b.r OIUO 3372*3 -5r43 3.5623 -0*4097 9a199 -01A5 5abbO 1.52 59650 Lo5L 
***u****IIII~.-*~I~**I.*~~*****~**I*~~****I***~**********u*****~*~****~~**~*~~~~~~~*~*~~~~**~~~**~~****~~**** 
332/7a 78.806 OID799 
PREO 7323A. 3A02rb 3eA437 ObA42 A.091 
CSlv SEPARATED -------------- 
A*LU8 
11111m *-**I m-n*- a-----m mm I--** 
337049 fUrbl)9 -0ea37 O.UVPS -0eo0u3 
AC7UAL 74482 l A*71 309792 -5e40 3.1224 -0eOA53 OaASf 0.30 Am736 2ab2 A*732 de60 
~**~*1**~~-1~1~~1-~-~~~-~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~*~~*~~~~~~~~~------~~~~--"~~~1~_~~~*~~*~*~*~~*~~~~~~~** 
b2508e 85e25b OoA252 
PRED l37b3ba 335695 4.9309 O.AI9 4.747 
CSM DOCRED 
be762 
-u*-**--*~*~-- ---a*- *-*** m-e** --*a--m ----II** 
6301(1r 05.lA5 -0oIIO OollSl -0eOOAO 
ACTUAL 13393um 0.02 3350.9 -5.53 be.292 -0r041b Oai89 -0913 *a069 2457 4eUb3 1.56 
-*~~-~-~-------------~-*--~-**~---*---**~~~~~~**~~~~~*~~*~**~~~~~~~~~*~~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~***~*~~*~****~ 
A7958r 73dS7 O*h511 
PRED 395911 2099a6 5.9526 OoAll 
SPACECRAfT SEP. ---I-no-nnnnnn- 
Dab21 OebA7 
*n-n** O-O*- --*** *n---n -*****n 
ARATED 1005 l 73.555 -0el02 O*L5OS -0mo007 
ACTUAL 40797. 3e05 2995.8 -**03 5.922a -0~9303 oalal -0~03 0eb32 I*&9 Deb17 A.65 
-*-**~-.I--------I.1-.II----*----~~~-----*---*~~~~~~*-**~~~~**~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~_~~~~___~_uI~*~**~**~** 
SECTION 17 
LUN&R IMPACT 
17.1 SUMMARY 
All aspects of the S-IVB/Instrument Unit (IU) Lunar Impact objective were 
accomplished successfully except the precise determination of the impact 
point. The final impact solution is expected to satisfy the mission 
objective. At 297.472.17 seconds (82:37:52.17) (actual time of occur- 
rence at the moon), the S-IVB/IU impacted the lunar surface at approxi- 
mately 8.07 degrees south latitude and 26.04 de rees west longitude, 
which is approximately 294 kilometers (159 n mi 3 from the target of 
1.596 degrees south latitude and 33.25 degrees west longitude. Impact 
velocity was 2543 m!s (8343 ft/s). The mission objectives were to maneu- 
ver the S-IVB/IU such that it would have at least a 50 percent probability 
of impacting the lunar surface within 350 kilometers (189 n mi) of the 
target, and to determine the actual impact point within 5 kilometers 
(2.7 n mi), and the time of impact within 1 second. 
17.2 TIME BASE 8 MANEUVERS 
Following Command and Service Module (CSM)/Lunar Module (LM) ejection, 
the S-IVB/IU was maneuvered to an inertially fixed attitude as required 
for the evasive burn. Time base 8 (T8) was initiated 6392 seconds later 
than nominal at 21,840 seconds (06:04:00) vehicle time. The delay in 
initiating T8 was directly due to the problems experienced with the CSM/ 
LM docking. The Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) ullage engines were then 
burned for 80 seconds to provide a near nominal sracecraft/launch vehicle 
separation velocity. At 22,423 seconds (06:13:43, vehicle time, the 
stage maneuvered to the Continuous Vent System (CVS)/L'jX dump attitude. 
The initial lunar targeting velocity change was then accomplished by 
means of a 300-second duration CVS vent and a Q&second duration LOX 
dump. The velocity change resulting from the CVS vent was larger than 
nominal due to the increased pressure resulting from the delay in the 
T8 event. The velocity change resulting from the LOX dump was near 
nominal. 
The final lunar impact targeting maneuver was accomp?ished by a commanded 
252-second APS bum at a cumnanded local horizontal attitude of 222 de- 
grees pitch and -14 degrees yaw. This APS bum, premission planned for 
17-1 
23.374.2 seconds (06:29:34.2). was initiated late at 32,399 seconds 
(08:59:53) vehicle time as a result of the delay in T8 initiation and 
to allow time for adequate ground tracking. The burn provided an actual 
velocity change which was near the required value that was determined in 
real time. The attitude and duration for this final APS burn were deter- 
mined in real time b the Lunar Impact Team at the Huntsville Operations 
Support Center (HOSC T based on the APS vector provided by the Mission 
Control Center (MCC). Loss of the IU DPl-A0 data and IU guidance com- 
puter data (See paragraph 15.3) created uncertainties as to actual IU sys- 
tems status and prevented real time use of telemetered attitude and delta 
velocity data. However the remaining telemetered data available plus 
crew observations were sufficient for conduct of the lunar impact opera- 
tions in an effective manner. 
Table 17-l shows the actual and nominal maneuver duration times, velocity 
increments along the S-IVB/IU longitudinal body axis, and maneuver atti- 
tudes for the various lunar targeting events during T8. Figure 17-l 
shows the velocity change profile during T8. 
Due to the late initiation of T8 the lunar impact commands were given 
at a point further from earth than ever before. The communications 
aspect of the late cotnnands is discussed in paragraph 15.6. 
17.3 iRAJECTORY EVALUATION 
Figure 17-2 shows the radius and space-fixed velocity (earth centered) 
profiles from the APS lunar impact burn to lunar impact. Table 17-2 
shows the actual and nominal geocentric orbit parameters following the 
final impact maneuver. The orbit parameters are based on two-body cal- 
culations. 
17.4 LUNAR IMPACT CONDITION 
Figure 17-3 shows various impact points relative to the target and 
seismc.neter locations. The impact parameters and miss distances are 
presented in Table 17-3. The distance from the impact point to the 
target is 294 kilometers (159 n mi) which is within the 350-kilometer 
(189 n mi) mission objectilre. The distance from the impact point to the 
seismometer is 175 kilometers (94 n mi). 
A sumnary of impact times recorded by the various tracking sites is 
shown in Table 17-4. The average of the recorded times was used as the 
best available time of impact, and is considered accurate to within 
0.05 second. 
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CALCULATED BASED DN 
TM FROM TIME BASE 8, SECONDS 
. . . . 
D6:lD:W 06:20:00 06:3o:DO %9:sO:DD D9:OO:W 09:lO:W 
RANGE TIM, HOURS:MINLITES:SECONDS 
Figure 17-1. Accumulated Longitudinal Velocity Change 
During Time Base 8 
17.5 TRACKI'iG 
Approximate1 
J 
Xl hours of S-IVB/IU tracking data, from Translunar In- 
jection (TLI to lunar impact, were obtained. Figure 17-4 shows the data 
considered by Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in the orbit and impact 
location determinations. Table 17-5 lists the tracking sites, their con- 
figuration sizes, and abbreviations used. 
An S-IVB/IU tumble rate of approximately 10 revolutions per hour caused 
the range-rate data to have relatively high non-Gaussian noise. This 
noise has hindered an accurate determination of the impact point to date. 
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The final solution of the actual impact point is expected to be accurate 
to within 0.10 degree in latitude and 0.05 degree in longitude wnicll is 
within a region having dimensions of approximately 3.4 kilometers (1.8 
n mi). 
Table 17-l. Lunar Targeting Maneuvers 
PARAMETER 
I 
ACTUAL 
I 
NOMINAL ACT-NOM 
STAR? OF TIME EASE 8 
Range lime hr:min:sec 
(se-) 
I 06:OQ:OO 
(21.840) 
APS EVASIVE BURN 
04:17:26 01:46:32 
(15.448) (6.392) 
Initiation. set from Tg 1 1 0 
Ocrdtion. set 80 80 0 
Velocity Increment. m/s 2.90 2.98 -o.oe 
(ft/s) (9.51) (9.78) (-0.27) 
Local Horirontrl Attitude 
pitch, deg 189 176 13 
yaw. deq 40 40 0 
!nitirtion. set from T  
8 
Duration. set 
CVS VENT 
1.000 
300 
Velocity Increment. m/s 2.30 
(e/s) (7.55) 
Locrl Horizontrl Attitude 
pitch, deg 
Yaw. WI 
225 
-10 
LOX DUMP 
1.000 
300 L 0.44 (1.44) 225 -10 
1.2er) 1.280 
40 40 
8.82 8.30 
(28.94) (27.23) 
225 225 
-10 -10 
I 
I 
Initlrtion. set from 18 
Our4tion. see 
Velocity Increment, m/s 
(ft/s) 
Loc41 Horizontrl Attitude 
pitch. dcq 
yaw. deg 
APS LUNAR IMPACT BURW* 
Initirtion. set from 18 
I 
10.558 
Ourrtion. set 
Velocity Increment. m/s 
(ftls) 
Locrl Horizontrl Attitude 
pitch. deq 
ydr. deq 
NOTE : R4nqe tiws used 4re tiWs of occurrence 4t the vehicle. 
reference Figure 2-1. 
252 
10.560 
252 
10.27 10.42 
03.69) (34.19) 
222 
-14 
222 
-14 
0 
0 
:.86 
(6.11) 
x 
0 
0 
0.52 
(1.71 
0 
0 
-2 
0 
-0.15 
(-0.50) 
0 
0 
l Nainrlr for APS LUNAR IMPACT BURY crlculrted in rerl time 
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Figure 17-2. Lunar Impact Trajectory Radius and Space-Fixed 
Velocity Profiles 
Table 17-2. Geocentric Orbit Parameters Following 
APS Lunar Impact Burn 
225 
r 
PARAMETER 
I 
Eccentricity 0.970 0.970 
C3* km2/s2 
(n mi2/s2 
-1.838 -1.831 
(-0.536) (-0.534) 
Perigee Radius! km 
i 
(n mi) 
6484 6455 
(3501) (3485) 
ACTUAL NOMINAL ACT-NOM 
Semimajor Axis, km 216,820 
(n mi) 
217,729 
(117,073) (117,564) 
i------ 
l l Twice the specific energy 
-909 
(-491) 
0.000 
-0.007 
(-0.002) 
(1:; 
- 
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W WEST 
SELENOGRAPHIC LONGITUDE - DEG 
LEGEND: 
0 APOLLO 14 LUNAR IMPACT ACTUAL 
AS-509 (8.07 DEG SOUTH - 26.04 DEG WEST) 
+ APOLLO 14 LANDING SITE 
AS-509 (3.67 DEG SOUTH - 17.49 DEG WEST) 
l APOLLO 12 SEISMOMETER 
AS-507 (2.99 DEG SOUTH - 23.34 DEG WEST) 
A APOLLO 13 LUNAR IMPACT ACTUAL 
AS-508 (2.5 DEG SOUTH - 27.9 DEG WEST) 
0 APOLLO 14 LUNAR IMPACT TARGET 
AS-509 (1.596 DEG SOUTH - 33.250 DEG WEST) 
Figure 17-3. Comparison of Lunar Impact Points 
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Table 17-5. S-ivB/IU Lunar Impact Parameters 
I'ARAMETER AT IMPACT ACTUAL NONINAL ACT-NOM 
Stage Mass, kg x13.987 1 ~,98? 
(lbm) (->30.836! (30.836) COP 
Moon Centered Space-fixed 2543 2544 
Velocity, m/s (ft/sI (8343) (8346) t-i; 
Impact Angle Measured from 21.8 14.7 7.1 
Vertical, deg 
Incoming Heading Angle 75.7 85.8 -10.1 
Measured From North to 
West, deg 
Tumble Rate, deg/s xl.00 so.35 0.65 
Selenographic West Longitude, 26.04 33.25 -7.21 
deg 
Selenographic South Latitude, 8.07 1.60 6.47 
de9 
Impact Time, HR:HIN:SEC* 82:37:52.17 82:24:14.61 00:13:37.6 
Distance to Target, km 294 
(0'5 
294 
(n mi) (159) (159) 
Distance to Seismometer, km 304 -129 
(n mi) (ii5 (164) (-70) 
l Actual Time (Signa? Delay Time = 1.270 seconds) 
Table 17-4. Sumnary of Lunar Impact Times 
RECORDED IMPACT TIPE, HR:MIN:SEC 
TRACKING STATION GREENWICH !4EAN TIRE RANGE TIME 
FEBRUARY 4. 1971 
Hawaii 7:40:55.43 
Goldstone 7:40:55.43 
Berrltt Island 7:40:55.44 
Carnarvon ?:40:55.44 
Honeysuckle 7:40:55.44 
Average 7:40:55.436 
NOTE: Signal Delay Time * 1.270 Seconds 
Actual Impact Time = 82:37:52.17 
02:37:53.43 
82:37:53.43 
02~37~53.44 
82:37:53.44 
82~37~53.44 
82337353.436 
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Figure 17-4. Summary of CCS Tracking Data Used 
for Post TLI Orbit 
Table 17-5. S-IV8/IU CCS Tracking Network 
STATION 
LOCATION 
Madrid. Spain 
Madrid. Spain 
Canberra, Australia 
Tidbinbilla. Australia 
Goldstone. California 
Goldstone, California 
Merritt Island, Florida 
Ascecsion Island 
Carnarvon. Australia 
Kauai. Hawaii 
Goddard Experimental 
Test Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
CONFIGURATION ABBREVIATION 
9lain Site - 85 Ft. Dish MAD8 
Wing Site - 85 Ft. Dish MAOY 
Main Site - 85 Ft. Dish HSK8 
Wing Site - 85 Ft. Dish HSKY 
Main Site - 85 Ft. Dish GDS8 
Wing Site - 85 Ft. Dish GDSY 
30 Ft. Dish MIL3 
30 Ft. Dish ACN3 
30 Ft. Dish CR03 
30 Ft. Dish HAW3 
30 Ft. Dish ETC3 
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SECTION 18 
SPACECRAFT SUMMARY 
The highly successful Apollo 14 mission , manned by Alan 6. Shepard, Jr., 
Mission Cotmnander; Stuart A. Roosa, Comnand Module (CM) Pilot; and 
Edgar D. Mitchell, Lunar Module (LM) Pilot; was launched from Kennedy 
Space Center, Florida, at 16:03:02 Eastern Standard Time (21:03:02 
Universal Time) on January 31, 1971. The launch was delayed about 40 
minutes because of restrictive weather conditions in the launch area. 
Activities during earth orbit checkout and translunar injection were 
similar to those of previous lunar landing missions. During transposi- 
tion and docking, following translunar injection, six attempts were re- 
quired to achieve a docking. Television was used during translundr coast 
to observe the probe and drogue inspection, and all operations indicated 
a normal functioning system. Except for a special check of ascent 
battery No. 5 in the lunar module, the remainder of the translunar coast 
period proceeded in accordance with the flight plan. Two midcourse 
corrections were performed at about 3u.5 hours and at about 77 hours. 
These corrections achieved the non-free-return trajectory, the desired 
closest approach distance to the lunar sfdrface, and placed the space- 
craft operations back on the nominal flight plan time before lunar orbit 
insertion. 
The spacecraft was inserted into lunar orbit at 82 hours, with the descent 
orbit insertion maneuver performed two revolutions later. The descent 
orbit insertion maneuver placed the comb!ned spacecraft in a 58.8 by 9.6 
mile orbit. The lunar module was entered at approximately 101.25 pours 
for activation and checkout in preparation for descent to the lunar 
surface. 
The two Toacecraft were undecked at 103.75 hours. Prior to powered 
descent an abort signal was set in the computer as the result of a mal- 
function, but a routine was manually loaded in the computer that inhibited 
the recognition of an abort discrete. The powered descent maneuver was 
initiated at 108 hours. A ranging scale problem, which would have pre- 
vented acquisition by the landing radar, was corrected by reinitializing 
the landing radar system. Landing in the Fra Mauro highlands occurred 
at 108:15:11. The landing coordinates were 3 degrees 39 minutes 
56 seconds south latitude, and 17 degrees 28 minutes 42 seconds west 
longitude. 
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Preparations were begun for the first extravehicular activity 2 hours 
after landing. A lunar module communications problem delayed cabin 
depressurization absut 40 minutes. The Comn=nder began his egress and 
descent to the lunar surface at about 113.5 hours. As the Commander 
descended to the surface, he deployed the modularized equipment stowage 
assembly for transmission of color television pictures. The LM Pilot 
egressed at about 113.75 hours. The S-band antenna was erected and 
activated, the American flag was displayed, the Apollo lunar surface 
experiments package was deployed and various documented rock samples 
were taken during the 4.75-hour extravehicular period. The mobile 
equipment transporter was used during this period for carrying equip- 
ment and rock samples. 
Preparations for the second extravehicular activity were begun following 
a 6.5-hour rest period. The goal of the second extravehicular period 
was to traverse to the top of Cone Crater. Time constraints prevented 
reaching the top, but the objectives associated with reaching the crater 
and gaining the desired samples were achieved. On the return traverse 
from the Cone Crater area, the antenna on the Apollo lunar surface 
experiment package central station was realigned and various documented 
rock and soil samples were collected. The second extravehicular period 
lasted almost 4.5 hours for a total extravehicular time of about 
9.5 hours. During the extravehicular periods, at least 103 pounds of 
lunar rocks and soil were collected. 
The ascent stage lifted off at about 141.75 hours and the vehicle was 
placed in 52.1 by 9.2-mile orbit. Rendezvous and docking operations 
were normal. However, during the final braking phase, the abort guidance 
system failed. The ascent stage was jettisoned and guided to impact 
approximately 36 miles west of the descent stage. 
Transearth injection occurred during the 34th lunar orbit revolution 
at about 148.5 hours. During transearth coast, one midcourse correction 
was made with the reaction control system, and a special oxygen flow- 
rate test was performed. Good quality television coverage was provided 
while the four inflight demonstrations were being performed. 
The entry sequence was normal and the command module landed in the 
Pacific Ocean at 216:01:57. The landing coordinates, as determined 
from the onboard computer, were 27 degrees 2 minutes 24 seconds south 
latitude, and 172 degrees 41 minutes 24 seconds west longitude. 
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SECTION 19 
APOLLO 14 INFLIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS 
19.1 SUMMARY 
Three inflight demonstrations designed to demonstrate the effects of a 
zero g environment were proposed by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 
and flown on Apollo 14. These were an Electrophoretic Separation Demon- 
stration, a Composites Casting Demonstration and a Heat Flow and Convec- 
tion Demonstration. Preliminary assessment of the data indicate that all 
three demonstrations were successful. The degree of success will be 
determined when final data are received and evaluated. 
19.2 ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION DEMONSTRATION 
The Electrophoretic Separation Demonstration , a chemical separation process 
based on the motion of particles in a fluid due to the force of an electric 
field, was flown on Apollo 14 to show the advantages of the almost weight- 
less environment. On earth, electrophoresis has to contend with sedimenta- 
tion and thermal convective mixing which limits its usefulness for high 
molecular weignt materials and large volume samples. This demonstration 
is expected to show that electrophoresis in space will not be limited by 
molecular weight and volume. 
The instrwnent is a 4 by 5 by 6-inch box, weighing 5 pounds and requiring 
27 watts of 115 volt, 400 cycle power for one hour. A viewing window 
is provided so that the action in the test tubes can be photographed 
employing a series of twelve 7Omn Haselblad shots spaced 5 to 10 minutes 
apart. The electrical system includes white and ultraviolet fluorescent 
lights, pump motor, and 320 vdc rectified power for the electrophoresis 
electrodes in the ends of the tubes. The fluid system includes a peristal- 
tic punp, filter, gas phase separator and tubing to flush the electrodes. 
The flowing fluid is separated from the passive fluid in the test tubes by 
dialysis membranes, although a dilute boric acid solution is used through- 
out. 
The samples include: (1) a Ed and blue mixed dye which is easy to see 
and measure; (2) hemoglobin, a component of red blood cells with a 
molecular weight of 64,500; and (3) Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), the 
carrier of genetic information in chmmoscnnes, with a molecular weight 
several hundred times that of hemoglobin. The latter two samples are of 
current interest in biological research. 
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The objectives of the demonstration are to prove the gas phase purge 
system, the reduction in settling of high molecular weight material, and 
the sharper resolution of boundaries due to the lack of convective mixing. 
The unit was shown on the televised broadcast from space with the power 
and white light on. It was not activated at that time because it could 
be used only once, but it was operated later as planned. Detailed measure- 
ments will be made from the photographs. The primary assessment of the 
above experiment so far indicates the following: 
a. The red-blue dye separation on Apollo 14 was better than that seen on 
earth. Development of the high-red contrast film will quantify the 
reSUl'&. There were good measurements of mobility and resolution, and 
an indication of the lack of convective mixing. 
b. The apparatus worked well, and the MSFC contributed phase separator 
sche,.o to keep the hubbies off the electrode did well. 
C. So far, no conclusions can be drawn regarding sedimentation or other 
action of the high molecular weight materials, hemoglobin, and DNA. 
The reprint photos will help answer this, and when the apparatus is 
returned, analysis of the residues will give the final answer. 
In conclusion, enough data have been analyzed to consider the effort 
worthwhile, but the final results are not yet known. Some film color 
adjustment techniques will have to be used to allow extracting all the 
data which will finally be needed. 
lg.3 COMPOSITES CASTING DEMONSTRATION 
The objective of the Composites Casting Demonstration is to demonstrate 
the potential for preparing unique metal-matrix composites in a weight- 
less environment. The absence of buoyancy and thermal convection per- 
mits processing with a liquid matrix and should result in more uniform 
dispersions of the reinforcing particles or fibers thus yielding a 
unique composite material superior to those produced on earth using 
solid state processes. 
The demonstration was performed using a low melting point (162°F) 
indium-bismuth eutectic alloy, paraffin, and sodium acetate as model 
matrices. Dispersants included copper coated tungsten and boron 
carbide spheres, beryllium copper fibers, tungsten microspheres, 
and combinations of these with argon gas bubbles. 
Composites formed by combinations of these materials do not represent 
practical systems, but will serve to demonstrate the effects of processing 
in a negligible gravity environment. The composites casting demonstration 
represents a variety of combinations including particle and fiber 
reinforced composites, liquid phase sintering of powder metal compacts, 
reinforced foams, irmniscible mixtures, and solidification experiments. 
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The demonstration apparatus consists of 18 hermetically sealed capsules 
containing the ingredients for preparing the composite material, a 
heater, and a storage box, which is also used for cooling the specimens. 
See Table 19-1 for specimen list and abbreviated procedures. 
Primary data will be obtained from postflight evaluation of the specimens. 
TV coverage or photography during demonstration was optional. Voice re- 
cording of specimen numbers and start and stop times for heating and 
cooling was required so that telemetry data from the Command Module (CM) 
could be evaluated postflight to determine g levels, temperatures, etc., 
during time of demonstration. 
Specimens No. 1 through 12 with the exception of No. 3 were processed 
during the translunar and the transearth coasting phases of the mission. 
The remaining seven specimens were not processed because there was 
insufficient time. There were no problems with the equipment or the 
procedures. 
Evaluation of the flight specimens will cotmnence after they have been 
released from quarantine. Meanwhile evaluation procedures are being 
finalized and the control samples are being prepared for evaluation. 
Primary indications are that the demonstration was successful. 
19.4 HEAT FLOW AND CONVECTION DEMONSTRATION 
The Heat Flow and Convection Demonstration that was performed for the 
Space Manufacturing Program on Apollo 14 is designed to obtain data on 
the types and amounts of convection that occur in the near weightless 
environment of space flight. Although normal convection will be mostly 
suppressed in near weightlessness, convective fluid flows can occur in 
space by mechanisms other than gravity, such as by surface tension 
gradients, and, in some cases, the residual accelerations present 
during space flight cause low level fluid flow. The demonstration con- 
tains four independent cells of special design that detect convection 
directly or detect convective effects through measurement of heat flow- 
rates in the fluids. The data are recorded on the onboard 16nm1 data 
acquisition camera. The temperatures are visibly displayed (and recorded 
on the camera) by the use of color sensitive, liquid-crystal thermal 
strips. 
The crew reported that the demonstration was completed and also the unit 
was operated during a TV transmission on February 7, 1971. The radial 
cell and the bso zone cells were successfully illustrated during the 
transmission. The Flm Patt cell was operated and Benard cells (caused 
by surface tension gradients) were clearly visible in the thin layer. 
Som~t difficulty was encountered by the astronauts in getting the fluid 
(Krytox) to spread properly across the cell bottom. 
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The primary data (16tm1 film) was examined and found to be of excellent 
quality both in focus and color. The film shows a slight yellow tint. 
The two radial tests and the two zone tests were performed and the data 
appear excellent. The unit was jarred on occasion during these runs 
and these effects will have to be accounted for in analyzing gravity 
effects. There were 4987 frames taken (out of 5000 available) during 
flight. This means that about 200,000 data points were recorded. 
The last flow pattern run shows Benard cells in the fillet. The 
cells are very clearly defined and will be analyzed. The theoretical 
equations will have to be approximated for a wedge geometry (fillet) 
rather than a flat plate geometry. The original film, which is somewhat 
yellow, was compared to the work prints. A work print highlighting 
the blue is being prepared for a comparative analysis. The first work 
print is being read on a Telereadex for input into a computer at MSFC. 
Preliminary analysis of the data indicates that this demonstration was 
successful. 
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Table 19-1. Specimen List and Abbreviated Procedure 
iPEC IHEN 
NO. CONTENTS PROCEDURE 
1 30% W Spheres - 70% InBi Heat 10 minutes. 
2 30% BqC - 65% InEi -’ 5% Argon 
Do not shake. 
Cool 30 minutes minimun. 
3 30% B4C - 70% InBi 
4 Sic Whiskers - InBi - Argon Gas Heat 10 minutes. 
5 BeCu Fibers - InBi - Argon Gas 
Shake 60 seconds minimua. 
Cool 30 minutes minimum 
6 50% Paraffin - 50% Sodium Acetate 
7 75% InBi - 25% Argon Gas 
B W Spheres - InBi - Argon Gas 
9 40% Paraffin - 402 Sodium Acetate - 
20% Argon 
10 
I 
W Spheres - InBi 
11 BeCu Fibers - Paraffin - Argon Gas 
12 ;;; Effin - 4OZ Sodium Acetate - 
13 BeCu Fibers - InBi 
14 BeCu Fibers - Paraffin 
15 InBi Controlled Eutectic Heat 13 minutes minim. 
16 InBi Remelt - Heat B minutes 
Do not shake. 
Cool 30 minutes mini-. 
17 InBi Solidification 
18 InBi Spherical Casting Heat 13 minutes minimu. 
Do not remove heater frum 
box for 120 minutes mininu 
InBi = Indium Bismuth Eutectic Alloy 
W Spheres = Cqpr Coated Tungsten Spheres 
B4C = Copper Coated Boron Carbide Spheres 
BeCu = Berylliun Copper Wires 
Sic = Copper Coated Silicon Carbide Whiskers 
bs = Tungsten Nicrospheres 
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APPENDIX A 
ATMOSPHERE 
A.1 SUMM4RY 
This appendix presents a sumMry of the atmospheric environment at launch 
time of the AS-509. The format of these data is similar to that pr-rsented 
on previous launches of Saturn vehicles to permit comparisons. Surface 
and upper levels winds, and thermodynamic data near launch time are given. 
A.2 GENERAL ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 
At launch time a cold front extended through northern Florida. See 
Figure A-l. Scattered rain shower activity existed to the south of this 
front throughout the morning of launch, but the showers did not reach the 
launch area until just before the scheduled launch time. A band of 
cumulus congestus clouds with showers developed about 30 minutes before 
scheduled launch time along a line extending from Orlando toward northern 
Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA). This necessitated a 40 minute hold 
until the showers had moved a sufficient distance from the launch pad. 
Although it was raining prior to launch, there was no rain at the pad 
at the time of launch. The vehicle did travel through the cloud decks. 
Surface winds in the Cape Kennedy area were fairly light and westerly, 
as shown in Table A-l. 
Wind flow aloft is shown in Figure A-2 (500 millibar level). The maximum 
wind belt was located north of Florida giving less intense westerly wind 
flow over the Cape Kennedy, Florida area. 
A.3 SURFACE OBSERVATIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 
At launch time total sky cover was B/10 with 7/10 cumulus at 1.2 kilometers 
(4000 ft), and Z/10 altocumulus at 2.4 kilometers (BOO0 ft). Aircraft 
observations indicated the depths of the layers in the vicinity of the 
pad to be about 0.6 to 1.2 kilometers (2000 to 4000 ft) thick. All 
surface observations at launch time are somMrited in Table A-l. Solar 
radiation data are given in Table A-2. 
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!V 31.1971-ISOBARIC, 
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PATTERNS ARE SHDUN IN ST&DAR0 
SVrnOLIC FORM. 105" 
Figure A-l. Surface Weather Map Approximately 9 Hours Before 
Launch of AS-509 
Table A-l. Surface Observations at AS-509 Launch Time 
-- 
: IIs RES- YINC 
LDUTIOII 
HEIGHT , 
OFBASE SPEED 
(*IN) (Pm) 
METERS M/S DIQ 
(FEET) (KmofS) (MG) 
WLI (x6) 0 10.102 Kennedy Spice 294.8 292.6 
(71.3) (67.0) Cl:; 
i 
(14.65) 
CurUlr;S 
I 
1219.9 2.6 26G 
Center, Florida 
(4.00-)*' (5.0, 
2 2436 
(8.000) 
cape Kmedy 11 -- Rarinsondc 10.095 
290.7 
284.0 
-- 
-- 7.0 240 
nersu-ts 
(i4.64) Ci7.9) (51.6) (13.6) 
Pad 394 Lightpole 0 em -- -- __ 
NY 16.3 m 
-- __ __ 5.0'+* 255"' 
(60.0 ft)' (9.7)*** 
LUT Pad 394 9 -- -- __ _- __ 
161.h (530 ft)’ 
__ 
8.5-. 275- 
(16.5)*** 
l Above rnturr1 grade. 
* Estimtcd. 
m 1 minute average about T-D. 
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15. 
CONTINUOUS LINES INDICATE HEIGHT CONTOURS IN 
FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL. DASHED LINES ARE ISO- 
THERMS IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE. ARROWS SHOW 
WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED AT THE 500mb LEVEL. 
(ARROWS sm4E AS 0~ SURFACE MAP). 
Figure A-2. 500 Millibar Map Approximately 9 Hours Before 
Launch of AS-509 
A.4 UPPER AIR MEASUREMENTS 
Data were used from three of the upper air wind systems to compile the 
final meteorological tape. Table A-3 ;unrnarites the wind data systems 
used. Only the Rawinsonde and the Loki Dart meteorolcgical rocket data 
were used in the uppet- level atmospheric thermodynamic analyses. 
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Table A-Z. Solar Radiation at AS-509 Launch Time, Launch Pad 39A 
DATE 
January 31, 197 07.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
08.00 0.05 0.03 0.05 
09.00 0.19 0.11 0.15 
IO.70 0.31 0.08 0.27 
11.63 0.64 0.35 0.42 
12.00 0.76 0.85 0.18 
13.00 0.73 o.bd 0.29 
14.00 0.86 1.06 0.19 
15.00 0.57 0.41 0.35 
16.00 0.10 0.01 0.10 
17.00 0.08 0.00 0.08 
18.00 0.04 0.00 0.04 
19.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I 
NORMAL 
INCIDENT 
G-CAL/CM2 MII 
DIFFUSE 
SKY 
;-CAL[CM2 MI 
Table A-3. Systems Used to Measure Upper Air Wind Data for AS-509 
RELEASE TIME 
PORTION OF DATA USED 
TYPE OF DATA 
FPS-16 Jimsphere 2121 18 
Rawinsonde 2114 11 
Loki Dart 2309 126 
I 
TIME 
(UT) 
TIME START 
AFTER 
t- 
ALTITUDE 
:x, 
17s 
(574)' 
15,250 
(50,033) 
I END %&qi$ 
(MINI 
18 I 15,000 69 
(49,213) 
61 24,000 
(78,740) 
-L 
9c 
126 25,000 150 
(82,021) I 
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A.4.1 tiind Speed 
The wind speed was 5.0 m/s (9.7 knots) at the surface, and increased to 
a peak of 52.77 m/s (102.6 knots) at 13.33 kilometers (43,720 ft). The 
winds began decreasing above this altitude, reaching a minimum of 7.0 m/s 
i (13.6 knots) at 31.35-kiiometers (102,859 ft) altitude. Above th 
altitude the wind speed continued to increase, as shown in Figure 
A.4.2 Wind Direction 
i-3. 
At launch time the surface wind direction was 255 degrees. The w i nd 
direction stayed apprcximately westerly with increasing altitude to 
59.0 kilometer-c (193,570 ft). Figure A-4 shows a complete wind direction 
versus altitude profile. 
A.4.3 Pitch Wind Component 
The pitch wind velocity component (component parallel to the horizontal 
prcjection of the flight path) at the surface was a tail wind of 5.0 m/s 
(9.7 knots). The pitch component remained a tail wind with altitude, 
resulting in a maximum tail wind of 52.77 m/s (102.6 knots) observed at 
13.33 kilometers !43,720 ft.) altitude. See Figure A-5. 
A.4.4 Yaw Wind Component 
The yaw wind velocity component (component normal to the horizontal 
projection of the flight path) at the surface was a wind from the right 
of 0.05 m/s (0.1 knot). The peak yaw wind velocity in the high dynamic 
pressure region was a wind from the left of 24.9 m/s (48.5 knots) at 
10.20 kilometers (33,460 ft). See Figure A-6. 
A.4.5 Component Wind Shears 
The largest component wind shear (Ah = 1000 m) in the altitude range of 
8 to 16 kilometers (26,247 to 52,493 ft) was a yaw shear of 0.0251 set-1 
at 11.85 kilometers (38,880 ft). The largest pitch wind shear, in the 
lower levels, was 0.0201 set-1 at 13.33 kilometers (43,720 ft). See 
Figure A-7. 
A.4.6 Extreme Wind Data in the High Dynamic Pegion 
A sumnary of the maximum wind speeds and wind components is given in 
Table A-4. A sumMry of the extreme wind shear values is given in 
Table A-5. 
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Figure A-3. Scalar Wind Speed at Launch Time cf AS-509 
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Figure A-4. Wind Directioii at Launch Time of As-509 
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Figure A-5. Pitch Wind Velocity Component (U,) at Launch Time of AS-509 
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Table A-4. Maximum Wind Speed in High Dynamic Pressure Region for 
Apollo/Saturn 501 through Apollo/Saturn 509 Vehicles 
MAXIMUM WIND MAXIMUM WIND COMPONENTS 
VEHICLE 
NUMBER SPEED 
M/S 
DIR 
ALT PITCH (W,) ALT YA;/lu, 1 ALT 
(KNOTS) (DEG) (YT) 
M/S KM 
(KNOTS) (f-r) (KNOTS) (:I 
is-501 26.0 273 11.50 24.3 11.50 12.9 9.00 
(50.5) (37,700) (47.2) (37,700) (25.1) (29,500) 
G-502 27.1 255 12.00 27.1 12.00 12.9 15.75 
(52.7) (42,600) (52.7) (42,600) (25.1) (51,700) 
IS-503 34.8 284 15.22 31.2 15.10 22.6 15.80 
(C7.6) (49,900) (60.6) (49.500) (43.9) (51,800) 
s-504 76.2 264 11.73 74.5 11.70 21.7 11.43 
(148.1) (38,480) (144.8) (38,390) (42.2) (37,500) 
G-505 42.5 270 14.18 40.8 13.80 18.7 14.85 
(92.6) (46,520) (79.3) (45,280) (36.3) (48,720) 
is-506 (l89if 297 11.40 
(37,400) 
(147$ 11.18 
(36,680) 
(137i1) 12.05 
(39,530) 
S-507 47.6 245 14.23 47.2 14.23 19.5 13.65 
(92.5) (46.670) (91.7) (46.670) (37.9) (44,780) 
is-508 55.6 252 13.58 55.6 13.58 15.0 12.98 
(108.1) (44,540) (108.1) (44,540) (29.1) (42,570) 
is-509 52.8 255 13.33 52.8 13.33 24.9 10.20 
(102.6) (43,720) (102.6) (43,720) (48.5) (33.460) 
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Table A-5. Extreme Wind Shear Values in the High Dynamic Pressure 
Region for Apollo/Saturn 501 through Apollo/Saturn 509 Vehicles 
(Ah = 1000 m) 
PITCH PLANE YAW PLANE 
VEHICLE ' 
NUMBER 
SHEAR ALTITUDE SHEAR ALTITUDE 
(SEC-l) 
(E) 
(SEC-l) 
6 
AS-501 0.0066 10.00 o.oD67 10.00 
(ALTO) oww 
AS-502 0.0125 14.90 0.0084 13.28 
(48,900) (43,500) 
AS-503 0.0103 16.00 0.0157 15.78 
(52,500) (51 mw 
AS-504 0.0248 15.15 0.0254 14.68 
(49JW (48.1~) 
AS-505 0.0203 15.3Q 0.0125 15.53 
(50 l w (50.9W 
AS-506 0.0077 14.78 0.0056 10.30 
(48,490) (33.790) 
AS-507 0.0183 14.25 0.0178 14.58 
(46.750) (47,820) 
AS-508 0.0166 15.43 0.0178 13.98 
6WW (45,850) 
As-509 0.0201 13.33 0.0251 11.85 
(43,720) o&m 
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A.5 THERMODYNAMIC DATA 
Comparisons of the thermodynamic data taken at AS-509 launch time with 
the annual Patrick Reference Atmosphere, 1963 (PRA-63) for temperature, 
pressure, density, and Optical Index of Refraction are shown in Figures 
A-8 and A-9 and discussed in the following paragraphs. 
A.5.1 Temperature 
Atmospheric ttmperature differences were small, being less than 5 percent 
deviation from the PRA-63. Surface air temperature was slightly warmer 
than the PRA-63. Above the surface, temperature deviations oscillated 
about the PRA-63 values with altitude. See Figure A-8. 
A.5.2 Atmospheric Pressure 
Atmospheric pressure deviations were less than the PRA-63 pressure values 
from the surface to 59.0 kilometers (193,570 ft) altitude. All pressure 
values versus altitude were within 7 percent of the PRA-63 values as shown 
in Figure A-8. 
A.5.3 Atmospheric Density 
Atmospheric density deviations were small, being within 9 percent of the 
PRA-63 for all altitudes. See Figure A-9. 
A.5.4 Optical Index of Refraction 
At the surface, the Optical Index of Refraction was 7.22 x 10e6 units 
lower than the corresponding value of the PRA-63. The deviation became 
less negative with altitude, and it approximates the PRA-63 at high 
altitudes as is shown in Figure A-9. 
A.6 COMPARISON OF SELECTED ATMOSPHERIC DATA FOR SATURN V LAUNCHES 
A summary of the atmospheric data for each Saturn V launch is shown 
in Table A-6. 
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Figure A-8. Relative Deviation of Temperature and Pressure from 
the rRA-63 Reference Atmosphere, As-509 
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Figure A-g. Relative Deviation of Density and Absolute Deviation 
of the Index of Refraction from the PRA-63 Refemnce Atmosphere, AS-509 
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APPENDIX B 
AS-509 S:GNIFICANT CONFIGURATION CHANGES 
B.l INTRODUCTION 
AS-509, ninth flight of the Saturn V series, was the seventh manned 
Apollo Saturn V vehicle. The AS-509 launch vehicle configuratio;, was 
essentiaily the same as the AS-SOB with significant exceptions shvvn 
in Tables 8-l through B-4. 
The Apollo 14 spacecraft structure and components were essentially 
unchanged from the Apollo 13 configuration. However', some changes 
were made as a result of problems encountered on Apollo 13. A list 
of the most significant of these changes is show,? in Table B-5. 
The basic launch vehicle description is presented in Appendix B of the 
Saturn V Launch Vehicle Flight Evaluation Report, AS-S&l, Apollo 9 
Mission, MPR-SAT-FE-69-4. 
Table B-l. S-IC Significant Configuration Changes 
- 
Pmpulrlon ' Ortfres IO .<- hcllum bubbling 
system -"; : c 1creJred flwratc. 
Existing flourrte marginrl 
to prevent gcyserrng duriny 
LOX drsin. 
Two butt& ' T,.>r ?n LOX fill and VJ:VCS contained a seal tlat 
drrin lines vec'a: d with stec1 spacers. was not LOX compatihie. Also 
valves are not usec during 
launch because of possible 
utiilicrl retractor emblems. 
CO1 F!gr Control VJlve replaced with 
flew venturi. 
Cost Jnd weight sauing. 
Eliminrtion of potentidl 
pmblJ!II i: valve wem to fall 
closed during flight. 
Lording system clcctron~c unita Jiijned To prevent out-of-lock signal 
so that 100 percent probe cr:rcitancf from deyradiny Propellant 
has in output of 19.4 volts instcrd Tanking Computer System 
of 20 volts. ooerations. 
Two of four fuel depiction cutoff sensors Eliminate critical single 
mlocrted. voting logic circuitry Jaded. point failure modes. 
Jnd rcdunOJnt pwer inputs FmvidCd to 
sensory Jnd voting Circuitry. 
Cnrimnnmtrl Control Aft COJ#,Jrtnr”t hvironrnental Contml Ensum aft compartmv2nt tempera- 
Ied EhCtdCJl Systm orlficcs returned to S-It-7 tumS JPJ within dCCeptable 
COnf~gWJti~ Jnd battcrics mgUJli?tcd l!mits. 
to law tew?r;twe. 
XE kClNtlc console 101: dorr purge 
mFlJt0f.S J"d 632 PriWQ' IVgUlJtOr 
ti 
TO  l iiminate WJUlJtOr 
fJilumS dnd undesirable 
pmSS"rt ChJrJCtWiStiCS 
within the LOK doma purqe sjsmn 
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Table 0-2. S-II Significant Configuration Changes 
CMNGT. 
Aniitlon of a PTA suppression System 
rr’\lit:na of a hel!um f!lled accumulator 
.n the :Ot *rrdl~nr of the rcntcr engine. 
. Inyinr servo-Orlven Pv valve reflaced 
urlh an l lcctronncunatrr-nperdted. two 
posrtron Pl! valve 
1IEAsoN 
To prevent the POGO osclllatlons 
that have occurred on previous 
flights. 
To improve valve positioning 
reliability. 
str*ucture 
:dded 2. 3 rrcnvd trm delay to LII, 
Irrlet1on c.8toff Sensor. 
!nstal!d!!nn of a systetr. !C, liml: 
shltch) to mcmrtor center enqinc Iwan 
vrhrdtlon (POM) levels and rnrtrrtc 
center engjne cutcff whenever 
dangerws levelr occur. 
Reduce propellant residuals 
and increase payload capability. 
To provide d backup to the 
POGO suppression system and 
limit the dy.ldmiC load on the 
center engine beam. 
I"SUldtlCl7 %d.ficdtion of insulation in Ih,. TO  SUpFOrt a 24 hour "scrub" 
LH2 fredline areas to minimize cork dnd "turn-around" Capability 
rnrulation debonding and wet layur 
blistering. 
on irsulation inspection dnd 
repa1r. 
GE 
- 
The CHZ level control system rn the 
17-71 heat exchanger hdS been 
simplified. 
To reduce the rrobdbility 
nf d failure during launch 
countdown. 
Table B-3. S-IVB Significant Configuration Changes 
SYSTEM CHANGE 
Propellant Utilization ' Variable posltion PU valve replaced 
I 
wth two position (4.5 dnd 5.0 E?!R) 
valve. 
Elimination of the LOX depletion 
cutoff functior,. 
REASON 
Increased flipht relidbl!lty Ey 
removing PU Electronics Assembly 
contrcl over EMP valve. 
Eliminates single ooint 
fcilure which could cduse 
oremature engine shutdown. 
Pneumatic iontrol 
1nstrurentat:on 
Utilize rely designed pneumatic 
power control module. 
Modification of oxidizer dnd fuel 
flowmetex. 
Provide regulator with 
imprOVed reaulation characterlstrcs. 
Rework flowmeter coils 
to insure czmwatability with 
turbines. 
ETeCtriCdl Add redundant battery heater 
control the?WXtdt to switch 
heater pcwer "on" at SOOF, and 
"off" a* 70°F. L 
Failure of heater control 
sensor could cdtise launch delay 
or loss cf secondary rissior! 
i L batteries should exceed 
redlIne reouire+wents. 
Parallel relay modules for switch 
selector compatibility. 
Reduce output loads of swatch 
selector to confor- to ICD 
requirement. 
Sequence change which positions the 
repressurization system mode select 
"on" (ambient mode) until Tina 
Base 6 plus 5 seconds. 
Eliminates sirgle p01rt failure 
which could cause rhe cold 
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Table B-4. IU Significant Configuration Changes 
Environmental Control 
system 
nctworlrs 
ImtMcntstion and 
Canunicaticmr 
night PrQgram 
CnmGE 
Material used for thenwl radiation 
shroud has been modified to incorpo- 
rate a stronger nylbn core and a 
new Tedlar back-up film. 
The Methanol/Uater (M/U) coolant used 
in the Enviromntal Control System 
has been changed to Oronite flo- 
Cool 100. 
Added capability to inhibit Cornnsnd 
and Communication System (CCS) 1.024 
MHZ. 
Added capability to turn the Flight 
Control Computer (FCC) off before 
loss of the second IV battery. 
Add redundant power to IU switch 
selector. mission critical discretes 
to LVDA, FCC Switch Points, Space- 
craft control of Saturn and FCC 
S-11 burn mode. Provide voting 
circuit for FCC S-11 burn ani&. 
Three platform sccelermtcr 
measurements yere added to the DF-1 
te1cnrtry link: 
H17-603 2 accelerometer 
W-603 X l ccelefweter 
HZS-603 I accelerater 
fir Base 6c (TB6c) can na k 
initiated by the detectloh of any 
bra of the four no thrust indications 
as well as tba TLI Inhibit discrete. 
Tllrr Ikse 6d added. (Initfrted 
by DCS commnd.) 
Increased reliability of 
shroud. 
Oronik flo-Cool 100 elimi- 
nates operational problems 
associated with M/U coolant. 
Signal interference on AS-506 
resulted from TU/CCS and 
Ltl/USB having same nominal 
center frequencies. 
Unexpected velocity change 
on AS-508 which resulted fran 
TU battery decay which caused 
erroneous control system 
response . 
ha-ease probability of 
capleting the prim mission 
in cast of 6010 or 6330 
battery failure. 
Acc~atton for these 
mat-ts bun auaflable 
uhm tk following S-MI 
mearusrrrntt were deleted 
frmthe lx-1 link: 
AlS-424 
rJ1-w 
XD3-403 
E99-411 
f100-411 
To l llou tFw program to return 
to TBS fmmfB6 if S-IV9 
mainstage thrust fs not 
achieved. 
Eliminates issuance of high 
density getwalized switch 
selector cwaands in an S-IVB 
chilldam sequence failure 
cmt i ngency . 
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Table B-5. Spacecraft Significant Configuration Changes 
Eicctric Power 
SYStcmr 
511 cqogenic 
Duygcn Tanks 
A third cyqenic oyrgen storage t4nk 
was installed in sector 1 of the 
Service Module (SM) to k u5ed 
ri7~1ltaneously with tanks 1 end 2 
located in sector 4. 
An isolation wlvc uas installed betmn 
SI4 cyogcnlc oaygen tnnks 2 md 3. 
Au~~illrry 400 h-n!-hour brttey 
instrlled on the SM aft bulkhead 
In sector 4. 
1. Destretlflcrtion fans l liminrted. 
2. Qumtfty gruglng probe raterie 
chmged fmm alrmincm to stainless 
steel. 
3. Neater changed frun t*o pwallel- 
connectedelements LO three 
parallel-connected l 1Rnmts with 
separate control of one cl-t. 
4. Filter miocrted fnn the tank 
ditchrrpl to an l rtemal IIn. 
5. Hertlrthenvlsu1t&esaen 
rerplvcd. 
6. Intlmel uiting imu1rW ulth 
-1uoridc Hldsherthcd 
with staInless steel. 
TO provide an rdditlonrl oxygen 
s*ply for the fuel cells. 
Pmrcnts oxygen flowing fmm tank 3 
to the fuel cells in the cent of l 
leak in any of the cells, but allows 
flor to the Envirann*ntal Control 
system. 
To pruvidc source of electrical 
pwer In the event of a cyogenic 
s&system failure. 
To reduce potential ignition 
sources in the high pressure 
system. 
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